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NEXT YEAR'S ALMANACS.
After wc bad commenced printing our alma-

j

nacs—some weeks ago—a difficulty occurred in
|

regard to the calendars for 1857, which delayed
j

us. We now have a new set of '• calculations,"

adapted to all the meridians, from Nova Scotia

to California, covering all the States and Terri-

tories between the Atlantic and Pacific.

Orders may now be sent in for single copies, |

a dozen, a hundred, or by the thousand. Being
|

stereotyped, we can furnish a copy for every

chimney-corner in America, on the following I

terms :

ILL0STRATED PHRENOLOGICAL ALMANAC and the
|

Illustrated Water-Cure Almanac for 1857 :
\

Single Copy $ 0 OG

Twenty-flve Copies 1 00

One Hundred Copies 4 00

One Tliousand Copies 80 CO

From one to twenty-five copies may be sent

by mail, while larger quantities should go by ex-

press. For contents see advertisements.

Agents may do well—and do good, too—by
circulating these almanacs everywhere. Send
for a hundred.

MAN'S CH.VliACTKli AND
WANTS.

BT J. G. PETERSON-. M. D.

Man's physical body, in and of itself, possess-

es no power whatever to act ; but has pervading

it a lil'e principle, which is not a constituent of

matter ( as the body), but ethereal in its nature

and properties, and possessing power and motion

within itself. Hence, our bodies are simply in-

struments, thi-ougli and by which our spirits act

and receive impressions from without.

Adam and Eve, whilst in their pristine and

glorious condition in Eden, must each have pos-

sessed a pure and proper spirit, which could on-

ly have caused their bodies to manifest true and

proper deeds. But when, by an impression made
upon their minds by Beelzebub, they died, then

were they incapable of manifesting good deeds,

physically or otherwise. They died spiritually
;

which was simply a change from an inclination to

good, to that of evil. In consequence of this

changed disposition of the soul, they partook of

the forbidden fruit, which was but the physical

manifestation of disobedience. Since this trans-

action, the whole human family have ever been

prone to do evil. They " are estranged from the

womb : they go astray as soon as they be born,

speaking lies.''

It is, then, clearly evident that we, since the

fall, are totally incapacitated for bringing forth
|

any good fruit whatever. Indeed, the Saviour

compares us to the different conditions of

" ground," in which seed may be sown. Some
of us are like unto that by the way-side ; others

are like unto that which is stony
;
others, again,

are like unto " ground " which is grown up with

thorns ; whilst still others, are like '• good

ground."

Now, as regards the conditions here specified,

here is a manifest difference in the " grounds ;"

yet, as regards ability to produce good fruit,

there is no difference; all are alike destitute of the

seed- from whence a " harvest" can be consumma-

ted. The indigenous seeds of our head progeni-

tors have been plucked up, and in their stead

exotics deposited, which now manifest themselves

through our bodies as thorns, and rocks, and

high-ways for devils.

Notwithstanding our total destitution of crop

material, and that our "ground " has for so many
successive ages, through all the generations from

Adam to ourselves, been growing up in thorns,

and accumulating in rocks ; and although its vi-

tality may be exhausted by the footsteps of devils

and damned '• spirits," yet we can cut down
the thorns, remove the i-ocks, and to a considera-

able extent enrich the impoverished devil-beaten

tracks, and thus have it in good condition for the

sower. "We, by thus doing, exercise the veto-

power over our appetites and passions, and pre-

vent them from manifesting themselves through

our bodies. This is what St. Paul did whilst he

was yet ignorant of the " Gospel of Christ," and
this is what every person may, and should do

;

not for the purpose of meriting spiritual salva-

tion, but to rescue the race from the destruction

i of the penalty of physiological transgression
;

:

for it is through these channels that we do
violence to ourselves.

The great difficulty, however, in this matter,

seems to be the ignorance of its necessity, and of

the field of operations: and here Phrenology,

no doubt, is destined to achieve for mankind far

more than human thought has yet contemplated,

by disclosing the true location of thorns and

rocks, in our mental fields.

Now, when this state of affairs shall have been

consummated in contemplation, some may think

that all has been done tliat is necessary ; that

they have turned once worq-out, grown up, and

rocky lands into well cleared, newly-fertilized

garden fields, as, indeed, they have
;
butconsider :

Whilst the farmer's fields and gardens look

beautiful in contemplation of seed-time, yet,

should he neglect to sow, would he reap? He
might take up every stone from off the ground,

and every thorn as it approached the surface,

and keep out every crow, &c., &c., that might

be inclined to pluck up the stalk, or pick up the

seed
;
yea, he might even fertilize the soil, too,

to uncontemplated richness : yet he would never,

never realize a crop. On the contrary; he would

only have made the soil more susceptible of ^
bringing forth more thorns at a future period.
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Thus with man. We may probably enable him

to see that he has been violating all the laws of

his being : that he has been bringing forth rocks

and thorns ; and we may, too, cause him to obey

the physical law, by keeping down his appetites

and passions ; yea, we may go so far as to rein-

vigorate the physical body to its pristine state of

health and longevity, yet, if we stop short of

sowing the spiritual seed lost in Eden, we have

done but little towards realizing a crop; but,

on the contrary, we may have the consolation of

knowing that we have but made a new instru-

ment of an old one, which may at any time be

used for purposes more hellish than did ever

antediluvians conceive.

The minister of the Gospel, however, whose

legitimate mission is to sow the " good seed,"

and cause the " ground to be cultivated, has

been drawing out his furrows, and planting

his seed in a world grown up with thorns, and

covered over with rocks ; and worn slick, too, by

devils" cloven feet, whilst be has done but little

towards clearing and cultivating the " ground."

Who would expect to raise a crop by simply plant-

ing his seed in the woods and thickets, without

clearing or cultivating? Such a man would be

pronounced insane, and preparations speedily

made to have him comfortably secured in an

asylum
;
yet, sorry am I to say, that this has been

pretty much the conduct of the "preacher.-'

Here Hygeopathy has an important work to

perform ; and it has nothing more nor less than

the physical redemption and sanctification of the

race, in contemplation. It is destined to keep

down the thorns, remove the rocks, soften the

dry and hard roads, and once more restore to the

impoverished soil fertilizing properties, and by

its sanctifying influences, cause conditions to con-

tinually grow better
;
and, lastly, but of not least

importance, it must drown out the devils. They

can't stand "water."

Dr. Jackson holds forth the idea that " man's

depravity generally is in his body. It dwells

there, and if his spirit is also depraved, it has

taken it up from sympathy ; " but I think it is

apparent that his " depravity " is generally in

his soul, and that his body is full of thorns and

rocks because the seeds were ia the soul, the

body being but the "ground" through which

they manifested themselves physically, in the

shape of thorns and rocks.

Still more conclusive evidence of this, how-

ever, is to be found in the fact that the very

earliest generations from Adam manifested as

wickedly-directed physical energies as Dr. Jack-

son, or any person else, can possible conceive of.

But who was the director? Did the energies

direct themselves ? This could hardly have been

possible, for they were not at that time depraved

in the sense understood. So far as development

was concerqed, they were perfect, and it can hard-

ly be presumed that they had access to tea, coffee

alcohol, opium, and tobacco
;
yet, Cain slew

brother, because of " gross selfishness," and on

account of " ill success in business." Adam him-

self, probably, had a little too much " irreverence

for law ;
" and it is altogether probable that he

had a slight degree of "contempt of religion,"

else, why did he partake of the fruit ?

I think if the Dr. examines this subject critical-

ly, he will find that Adam's soul was spiritually
j

depraved, before he disobeyed God's command
J

physically, in eating the fruit.
\

Since we, though, are physically degenerate
;

and depraved by the accumulated penalties of
\

successive ages of physiological transgression ; i

and as we are governed or influenced by every
\

object around us, it behoves us to study dili- \

gently the laws of nature, in relation to our

physical being
;
yet, if the cultivated field looks

|

I

beautiful in contemplation of seed-time, how
J

I

much more beautiful and glorious will it not i

I

appear in the consummation of a harvest ? \

THOUOHTS
SPAKE MINUTES

BY H.4.RBIET N. AUSTIN.

> It is something to relieve physical suffering, i

\ And if this, only, were the mission of the school \

; of medical practice which we advocate, it would
}

;
be worthy of immeasurably greater consideration

5 than any other medical system ever established,
j

; because this is founded on truth ; all others on !

(
falsehood. But, to give life and significance to

\

[
existence, which has been but a dark blank, to ;

{ lead the weary, sick soul into a heaven of rest J

and peace, to awaken hope, to quicken faith, to
|

* arouse high aspirations, and instill patience and
|

\ fortitude into the heart, where only darkness, sor-

I

row and discontent have dwelt, is a work which
j

i cannot be over-estimated. Yet this, too, belongs, )

i legitimately, to the mission of "Water Cure, or }

;
Hygeopathy, or Nature cure, or to the philoso- i

! phy, whatever its right name may be, exposited
{

! in this Journal. It grows up naturally from the
\

> better physical life which is begun. As the ':

habits are made pure and simple, the tissues
;

1 cleansed, the muscular energies vitalized, and

I

the nerves calmed, a corresponding physical life
:

> is evolved ; and this world, and the " world to
'

J

come," put on new hues and new relations-
:

(

Surely no Water-Cure physician, who has con-

; ceived of the length and breadth, and height and

;

depth of his responsibility, and his privilege, can

I

be satisfied to see one whom he has cured go out

into the world with no better ideas and determi-
:

nations than when he came to him.

) The habits and fashions of society are full of
;

; falseness. In eating, in drinking, in dressing, in
'

{
sleeping, in working, in recreation, in study, in so-

;

I

cial relations, man seems determined to defy his

J

Creator ; to exalt his own perverted appetites

j

above the laws which He has established. If the

( poor, sickly, dependent, dissatisfied followers of

;
fashion and society's dictates, wlio are vainly en-

\

' deavoring to satisfy their cravings for happiness in
;

I

gratifications of the palate, in fashionable dress, :

j in vain display, in hollow-hearted society, and '

the positions and honors which it can give, could
j

know bow much of joy and peace there is in a
|

life of simple habits and useful work, they would 1

writhe under the pressure of the cords which ;

bind them. And if the many, many sick and
!

Buffering ones in this country, who are daily
;

swallowing poisons, could know that there is
;

death, and only death, to the human system, in
|

all medicines, and that the creative power is- the
j

only healing power, they would turn from Art
to Nature, and studiously seek to learn of her

;

and she would listen to their beseechings and
pour new life over them.

These remarks are desultory, and, perhaps,
seemingly meaningless. But similar thoughts fre-

quently spring up spontaneously, on reading
letters from those who have been redeemed from
lives of falseness, sickness and discontent, and
have entered on lives of simple habits, and man-
ful endeavor. A vast amount of the social un-
happiness that prevails, grows out of morbid
physical conditions. I have just now been read-
ing a letter from a lady, telling me how well and
happy she is, and that she is not only taking care
of her own family, but doing much to encourage
and instruct her neighbors. For many years this

lady was sick, and like most sick persons, was
miserable. Not only did she suffer physically,

but so great was the dis-ease of her soul, that

she has told me she has seen many a day, when
nothing but the dread of leaving her little

children motherless, has prevented her from de-

stroying her own life. The difference is, then,

she lived falsely and was sick, now she Uvea
simply and truthfully, and is well ; and in her

restoration no remedies were used but Nature's

own—pure water, pure air, plain food, healthful

dress, out-door exercise, rest, sleep, and pleasant

social influences.

I have been connected with this Institution

over four years, and have seen hundreds of sup-

posed incurable cases restored to health ; but my
wonder and delight are no less to day than at the

first, to see those who have lived all their lives in

constant violation of physical law, and who have

been sick for long years, the constitution broken

down, all the functions of the body deranged,

and laboriously performed, the nervous system

exhausted, and life become a burden ; to see how,

as soon as they break off their false and artificial

habits, and sit down as meek and quiet learners

at the foot of Nature, she begins to repair the

evils done, and give promise of a better state to

come. And though she must necessarily have

time, and often long time, to change all the forces

of the system from a downward to an tipward

tendency, yet she always kindly manages to give

such unmistakable signs that she is on the side of

life, and not of death, as to encourage the patient

to persevere in the right way.

A lady went from us a little while ago, about

the age of thirty-seven, who had been sick all

her life. She inherited asthma from both father

and mother ; and from her mother, salt-rheum.

She had lived at the West, had seen much hard-

ship, and some severe exposure, had endured

almost all forms of disease which " flesh is heir

to," and taken all sorts of noxious medicines.

In writing of her case she says, " let no one sup-

pose they have any bad feelings which I have not

experienced." And she could say so with much

truth. She had had fever and ague, a severe

dyspeptic cough most of her life, Fcrofulous swell-

ings, periodical bronchitis, sick headache, nerv-

ous headache, dropsy, and what, to her, was of

more consequence than all the rest, because it

caused her more suffering than all the rest, a

feeling, located at the cardiac orifice of the

stomach, not a pain, better described than any

^^^^
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other way by a nest of live, writhing worms.

This feeling was well-nigh unendurable, and ren-

dered her life miserable. When she came to us

her brain was congested, throat and stomach in-

flamed, liver torpid, spleen congested, si<in in-

active and bloodless, circulation feeble and

irregular, her feet were cold, she had uterine

inflammation, leucorrhea, weak back, palpitation

of the heart, and terrible depression of spirits-

She had been, from infancy, a tobacco smoker.

A PI.EA FOR THK SICK:
OR,

NA.TURE AGAINST POISON.

BY SETH HUNT.

" I was sick and ye visited me."

Whoever has lain upon a bed of sickness and

endured the sufferings of a double conflict with

disease and poison
; or has seen the remains of a

The appetite was born with her, and through > dear friend deposited in the cold grave, while the

thirty-six years she had struggled with it as with ;
clods rattling upon the coffin sent despair through

a fiend. She had despised aad loathed herself, ' hissoul, need not be told that life and health arc

because of this habit ; she wept and prayed and matters of the highest moment
;
things too sacred

to be trifled with or neglected. As there are

but few, in this age, who have not experienced

the bitter sorrows above named, it is believed

that no apology is necessary in presenting for

the consideration of the public the following

thoughts of one sympathizing with his afflicted

brother man, and earnestly desiring to alleviate

his sufferings and promote his health and happi-

vowed over it, and still she was helpless to

deliver herself from it. She had strength of will

to abstain a few days from it, but her nervous

system became so much affected by its absence,

that she was more like a lunatic, than like her

sober self, and she would flee back to her pipe as

her only deliverance. She came to Glen Haven
and stayed with us a year, and has gone home so

much improved as to be a wonder to her family ' ness.

and to herself. She is well and happy, and is an ; I have long considered the drugging system as

earnest worker in the cause of human redemp- ; one fraught with danger to the lives and health

tion.
I

of mankind ; a delusion, against which the peo-

Now we did nothing wonderful or mysterious \ pie have not been sufficiently warned ; and with

in performing this cure. It was just as simple
j
these views I am impelled to utter my feeble tes-

as the washing of Naaman in the river Jordan.
;
timony, by a sense of duty which I feel that I

We gave her baths, we gave her a plain, cannot disregard, without being recreant to

nutritious diet, and plenty of rest, and plenty of
\

humanity and disobedient to the dictates of be-

exercise, sending her out daily to walk, some- \
nevolence. I therefore present for consideration

times two or three miles, through snow two
or three feet deep, in a dress suitable for such

exercise, and we gave her a quiet and peaceful

spirited atmosphere ;
" and her flesh came again

jike the flesh of a little child

a few thoughts on the

PKEVENTION AND CURE OF DISEASE.

In the first place, I lay down the following fun-

damental principle, namely : All pain, or disease,

she was
; is caused by transgressing the laws of ourbeing ;

clean." go that perfect conformity to the designs of the
These things serve to give us faint glimpses of Creator, would result in perfect freedom from

the health and strength we might possess, if we
\ pain. Health, then, is the general law, the in-

tention of the Creator : and wherever we find

pain, there we here the voice of God, crying Be-

ware.

The condition on which health is secured, may
be briefly stated to be the right or appropriate

employment of all the organs and faculties of

our being. The right use of our organs and fac-

ulties I deem to include, among other things,

perfect cleanliness of body and purity of mind ;

temperance and simplicity in a diet ofwholesome

lived natural lives.

Another illustration, is the case of a young
lady who came to us at eighteen, having been

sick from childhood. All she was able to do was
to be petted, and nursed, and waited upon, often

being confined to her room for days together, and
always suffering, always sad. She stayed with

us a year. Now she is well, and her life is a joy.

She can work all day in the kitchen when need-

ful, or walk six, eight, or ten miles in a day,

seeking out the sick and needy, and ministering
\
vegetable food,part'icularly of ripe, juicy fruits ;

to their wants. She is the light and strength of ! constant contact with pure air ; due exposure
her father's household, and a blessing to her

; of the skin to the action of light. I consider light

neighborhood. I have been enabled, in former
; to be a kind of visible electricity, which exerts a

days, to impart courage and strength to her, and
\
very healthful and invigorating influence upon

now, wearied with my summer's duties, I am : both body and mind. I believe, also, that man
hoping to go and spend a few days with her, to can never attain his perfect stature, age, health

receive back into my own heart renewed courage
\
and strength, without free bathing in sunZ/gAi, as

and invigorated faith, from her brave and gentle
; well as water and air.

life. Glen Haven Water-Cure, JV*. Y. 5 From the principle above laid down as to the

' cause of disease, it of course follows, that as in the

i spiritual, repentance is the remedy for sin ; a re-
-1 he Indianola Bulletin \ pg^^tance which includes reformation ; so in the

5
animal kingdom, transgressions of natural laws

! must be cured by amendment of life. Yet not

;

perceiving, or not approving this remedy, men

j
have searched diligently and toiled hard to find

i out some other cure for their ills ; but after all

I
theirsearching and toiling, after all the invention

I they have sought out, it forever remains true.

TifE Camels in Tkxas.

says of tbe newly-imported camels

:

" It has become quite a common sight to see camels and
dromedaries marching through our streets. The camels
are now employed in carrying government freight from
Powder Horn to the depot. They carry the enormous
weight of 1,6 JO pounds, and with the greatest ease. The
Bight of them stampedes all the horses and mules that
come within sight of them. They are certainly not hand-
some creatures."

that in order effectually to remove their diseases,

men must "Go and sin no more ;" "Cease to do

evil ; learn to do well.''

Here I shall be met with objections from a large

class of men, who have been led to believe that

sickness is, iu many cases, arbitrarily inflicted

upon us by the Author of nature, or that it comes
at it were by chance, or that it is something

which cannot be avoided. This class of persons

generally appeal to the Bible, which they deem
the standard of truth, and suppose that they
there find support for their views. Now, although

I do not admit as a sole rule of faith, any written

word, except that which is written upon the mind
not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living

God
;
yet taking these persons upon their own

ground, trying their views by their own standard,

I think the Bible sanctions the principle

I have laid down. Exemption from sickness, and

long life, are promised in the Bible to those who
obey the laws of God, while disease is held up

as one of the consequences of transgression
; as

in Proverbs iii .,—" Forget not my law, and let

thine heart keep my commandments, for length

of days and/ong life and peace shall they add to

thee."

But the Bible was not intended for man's only

guide. " The New Testament" does not claim for

itself what many claim for it. Christ did not say,

when the book which men call "the New Testa-

ment" is come, thatw'Wl guide you into all truth ;

but "when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he

will guide you into all truth." This is a distinc-

tive feature of true Christianity. It frees man
from bondage to the letter, and places him under

the guidance of that inspiration of the Almighty

which gives him understanding
;
telling him to

think for himself, to " prove all things ;" " for

the Spirit searcheth all things, yes, the deep

things of God." It throws the reins on the necks of

reason and the godlike spirit within man, and bids

them go forward in a sublime career of discovery

and progress in knowledge and holiness. And
in the onward " march of mind'' unfettered, all

bloody and oppressive forms of government, all

false .systems ofphilosophy and religion, are left

behind ; and man enters into the broad, green

fields of liberty, peace and true science, w^here

the laws of God in nature and mind are unfolded

and obeyed ; and where the printing press, the

steam engine, electric telegraph, and other splen-

did discoveries, the first fruits, as it were, of the

untrammeled human intellect, astonish and bless

the world.

The human constitution has been so racked and

shattered, so depraved and corrupted by the trans-

gressions of men for thousands of years, that we
have now but a faint idea of its capabilities, when
in its original, undepraved state. The manner,

however, in which it has been borne up under the

wear and tear of so much depravity, shows plainly

that it possesses wonderful renovating powers.

Men generally have too little faith in the healing

powers of the human system. If they are sick,

some poisonous or other substance must be taken
;

some " great thing" done for them ; and when
nature relieves them, the cure is attributed to the

virtue of the medicine, or to the skill of the phy-

sician ; while the Creator is robbed of his glory.

Were men when under the influence of disease,
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willing to wait as long to get well, without med-

icine, as they are with it, they would more gene-

rally recover ; and that, too, without inflicting

iiyuries upon their bodies by poisonous drugs :

for, let it bo remembered, that it can never be

positiee/i/ shovrn. that in any one case of disease

where drugs were administered, and a cure ef-

fected, that Nature would not have done better, if

let alone : while everybody knows, that disease

can be, and is every day, removed without med-

icine. TVe have positive evidence that J\~aiure

alone will cure, while no one can certainly prove

that medicine does not produce more evil than

good ; or rather I may say, there is no positive

proof that it does any good whatever.

The most that can be claimed for medicine, is

that it removes obstacles to Nature's operations.

But can we not remove obstacles without resort,

ing to the use of deadly poisons ? If we must do

anything, let us do that which will not inflict

the very evils we wish to remove. I have noted

down, from •• Materia Medica," some of the eflects

which the drugs now employed by physicians are

capable of producing in the human system
; and

I wish the reader particularly to notice the fol-

lowing frightful catalogue of disorders which

drugs will produce, and say whether it is reason-

able to suppose, that in order to induce kind and

beneficentjXature to grant us health she must thus

be assailed with '• firebrands, arrows, and death."

A LIST OF MALADIES which, according to

the testimony of physicians themselves, can be

produced by the drugs which are used as reme-

dies .'—

Cramps ; Coldness of the limbs
;
Asphyxia ; In-

termitting, feeble, and quick pulse
; Inflammation

of the lungs, throat, and other organs ; Pain and

difficulty in swallowing
;
Hiccough

; Laborious i

breathing ; Swelling of the hands, face, <tc.

;

Diarrhoea ; Vomiting ;
Gangrene

;
Palsy

; Shak-
;

iDg Palsy; Lockjaw
;
Irritation, corrosion and

J

Bpasm of the stomach ; Headache ; Pulsations

ages,"' certain persons, called alchemists, en-
\
killed a cat in a minute and half. Two grains

deavored to make gold, by a transmutation of
j

of conia neutralized by hydrochloric acid and in-
the baser metals. But we have now a more dan- > jected into the femoral vein ofayoungdog pro-
gerous alchemy. The human stomach is made a duced almost instantaneous death. The Extract
crucible, into which every vile poison is thrust,

\ of Hemlock, in over doses (a common dose being
vainly hoping thereby to produce that wliich is \ only from one to three grains), produces vertigo,

more precious than gold ; namely, health ; but
j
wandering of the mind, dilation of the pupils,

which can be obtained only in the more simple paralysis, and ultimately, the symptoms above
and easier way of obedience to the laws of our mentioned as resulting from conia.

being. ! With these I close
;
for space would fail me to

In closing this article, I will present concise tell of Antimony, of Arsenic, of Prussic Acid, of
j.^ .-n X, . , r i, i Iodine, of Deadly Nightshade, of Opium, and thestatements of the nature and effects of a few of

the many poisonous medicines now in use : be-

lieving that a knowledge of the fearful attributes

of these, even if there were no others, ought to

be enough to deter any one from coming under

the influence of the drugging system.

And first, MERCURY, in the form of Calomel,

(a very common medicine,) and in many other

forms, as Corrosive Sublimate, &c,, is a most pow-
erful, deadly poison. Where it does not kill out-

right, it acts with most insidious and blasting

effects
;
gnawing and corrupting with a living

death the fair tabernacle of the soul. Its ap-

parent effects vary with the constitution of the

victim; but they are always evil. According to

BelFs Materia Medica, two grains of calomel have

caused salivation, ulceration of the throat, ex-

foliation of the lower jaw , and death. Fifteen

grains of Blue Pill, taken in three doses, one

every night, have excited fatal salivation. Three

drachms of Mercurial Ointment, externally ap-

plied, has occasioned violent salivation and death

in eight days. In persons exposed by their busi-

ness, as miners and gilders, to the action of Mer-

cury, it producas a species of sAa/ang palsy, and

other diseases.

2. ALCOHOL. This well-known poison, from

its weakest to its most concentrated state, is in

very common use, as a solvent, and otherwise, by
the medical profession

;
though some, I believe

numerous other poisons which have made such
terrible havoc of the lives and health of man-
kind.

And now, reader, Nature and Poison, Life and
Death, are set before you ; choose which you will

follow.

HYGEOPATHY.
BY DR. C. C. n.iSE.

Yes, that's right, give us a new and more appro-

priate name. We have long enough been hid

behind the unmeaning or tcrong meaning " Water-

Cure " and " Hydropathy. " It is time that the

idea of cure by water, cold water, colder, coldest,

icy, icier, iciest, was in some way corrected.

And one of the most important means by which
that false idea is to be corrected, is the adop-

tion of a new name that will more truthfully re-

present our system. And Hygeopathy is just

the word. Compounded of Hygie, the name of

the ancient Goddess of health, and pathos, affec-

tion ; or from Hygienic, health-producing and
preserving, and pathos, it literally means health,

affection, or healthy affection, or health-produc-

ing affection, recognizing the great principles

of the "vis conservatrix" and "medicatrix

natura;," (acknowledged by all schools of medi-

icine.) " That nature is ever busy by the si-

have declared it unnecessary and recommended ! lent operations of her own forces endeavoring to

and tightness in the head ; Colic ; Pain in the its abandonment. 1 he sanction given by physicians ;
cure disease

;
" that what we call diseased ac-

limbs ; Jaundice
;
Palpitation of the Heart ;

' to the use of this poison, as a medicine, has no \ tion is the best action under the circumstances.

Tremors
;
Convulsions, local and general ; Nau- doubt done much to retard the progress of the \ But the word pathos or pathy does not mean,

sea
;
Lethargy ;

Weakness of the limbs ; Loss of Temperance Reform. The effects of alcohol are
\
as now used, affection, but a system of treating

Sleep ; Fevers ; Cold sweats ; Salivation
;
Ep-

; too generally known to be stated here. i disease. With this definition of pathy our word

ileptic convulsions
; Ulceration of the mouth,

|
3. ACONITE, a poisonous plant. Bell states, I means a system of treating disease, by the

throat, intestines'; Loosening of the Teeth
;
Erup-

;
that when the root, or its tincture, is swallowed, j

use of Hygienic agents. And by using a little

the most marked symptoms are numbness and ' of the latitude allowed to word makers we
tingling of the parts about the mouth and throat

j
could make it mean a system for the restora-

and of the extremities
;
vomiting, contracted pu- \ tion and preservation of health, by the prop-

pil and failure of circulation. The heart appears
|
er use of Hygienic agents—just the idea we wish

to be weakened or paralyzed and a state ap- to convey, and one by whicli we can more easi-

proaching to asphyxia is produced ;
while Jlcom-

j
ly make it understood, that our cure is, more

tina, an alkaloid extracted from Aconite, is so
|
properly speaking, a natural cure, and does not

poisonous that a twentieth part of a grain killed
|
consist, as many suppose, in the mere application

a sparrow, and one-fiftieth of a grain taken in- ( of water ; but that the same natural agents

ternally, by an elderly person, nearly proved fa-

tal.

4. HEMLOCK. Coniummaculatum. This is a

poisonous plant, common in this country. Accord-

tions of different kinds
;
Cough

;
Falling of the

Hair and Nails
;
Ague ; Disinclination to ex-

ertion
;
Falling, flushed and livid countenance

;

Costiveness ; Foul Tongue ; Loss of appetite and

loathing of food; Thirst : Flatulence ; Extreme

emaciation
;
Anxiety

;
Dropsy ;

Loss of Mem-
ory

;
Insensibility

; Blindness
;
Fatuity ; Wan-

dering of the mind ; Delirium and DEATH.
What an appalling array of disease have we

here, capable of being produced by the so called

remedies men are every day taking to pro-

mote Aea///j .' And I have not named themall. On
examining the list of remedial agents as laid

which are required in health, are employed in

I

the curing of disease, such as air, warmth, food,

I

water, air-exercise, and rest ; that by using, in

• proper quantities and degrees, these simple

down in the medical books, it seems as though
;
ing to the author above named, Conia, the ac- \ means, nicely graduated to the conditions and

the earth had been ransacked to find every pos- ; tive principle of Hemlock, is a deadly poison to wants of the system, we do all that can be done

Bible poison that exists, under the strange and every order of animals. It first palsies the vol- '

to preserve health and cure disease. Howdiffer-

fatal delusion, that disease may be cured by life- 5 untary muscles, then the respiratory muscles and \ ent this would be from the Allopathic practice

destroying agents. Most of these substances are of < the diaphragm, thus producing death by Asphyx- ; of giving a poison, directly destructive of health

the most dangerous nature ; some of them so in- \ ia. Few poisons equal it in subtility and swift- > and life, to cure disease by producing its oppo-

tensely poisonous, that a single drop, and even a
|
ness. A drop put into the eye of a rabbit, killed ! site ; or the Homoeopathic, of producing by their

part of a grain, will destroy life ! In the " dark
J

it in nine minutes. Three drops in the same way
\
drugs a similar disease to cure the original ; or
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of the Physlomedicals, of giving lobelia nnd

other medicine?, that would make a well man
sick, to " iiii ile jilii/siol(yical action " In the dis-

eased. And this is what we want—to make it

understood that our system stands in direct con-

trast or antagonism to the drug system ; that,

where tlte;/ trust to agents directly destructive of

health and life, such as calomel, corrosive subli-

mate, arsenic, &c, we trust in agents essential to

life and health, such as food, air, water, light,

heat, electricity, magnetism, exercise, cleanliness,

proper social relations, &c.

The greatest difficulty I find in the practice of

Hydropathy is getting patients to understand

that our system is one for the restoration of health,

rather than the cure of disease
;
that, when we

prescribe baths, exercise, pure food, &c., we pre-

scribe them as Hygienic agents, to restore and

preserve healthy action, rather than, as medicine,

to kill or cure disease. Give us this new, truth-

ful, meaning name, Hygeopathy
;
change the

name of the " Water-Cure Journal " to " Natu-

ral Cure Journal,'' " Hygienic Cure Journal, or
" Hygeopathic Journal,^" &c., and we shall be

able to march forward, with renewed strength

and faith, in the good cause of the physical re-

novation of the human race.

CASES A'L' I.AKK SIDE WATER-
CURE, MADISON, WIS.

B T K. A. KITTRED GE.

The climate of Wisconsin seems peculiarly

adapted to the wants of persons afflicted with

lung complaints, as far as I can learn
;
they

have but very few comparatively serious cases,

and at the Water-Cure here we have had scarcely

a case among the crowds who have applied for

treatment—none, in fact, who belonged in Wis-

consin.

The cases which abound here are those which

owe their origin to disturbances in the digestive

and nervous systems.

In nearly all of the hundreds of cases I have
prescribed for here, dietetic difficulties are pres-

ent, and in very many of them serious ones.

I find no difficulty, however, in curing them

—

even the worst forms, if I can only make them
adhere strictly to my injunctions

; and you will

imagine what those injunctions are. The first

is, generally, " Thou must not eat ;"' second,

"Thou Shalt not smoke nor chew ;'' the third,

" Drink no tea nor coffee, nor any strong drink."

In what is called Nervous Dyspep.sia, I have
only to fast them till the appetite and tongue
become natural, when we can lay the foundation

of a cure that will be sure and steadfast
;
always

providing the patient does not carelessly or wil-

fully knock out the chief corner stone thereof by
a wicked indulgence.

Alas for poor human nature ! how few there

be who can resist, when their vitiated appetites

cry aloud within them
; and the consequences of

this unmanly yielding, how terrible are they !

How lamentable it is to reflect, that nearly all

of the diseases or phases of disease with which
humanity is now burdened, are brought on by
the wicked and often wilful violation of the

plainest laws of health and being

!

People in general do not realize this; but you
and I and every physician worthy of the name
knows it to be true ; and it ought to be kept be-

fore the people, till they become convinced of

its reality. Oh, that I could persuade the

young, who tread so eagerly in the footsteps of

their predecessors, especially in the forbidden

paths which lead to sin and misery, that enjoy-

ment is not therein, but sure and certain pain

and sorrow.

Let me beseech them to ponder well their

foots'teps, and take heed lest they fall : all they

can gain at the most is a little temporary grati-

fication, which stings even while it gratifies,

from the consciousness which, notwithstanding

the ignorance which pervades the breasts of all

more or less, that they are doing evil that good

may come.

Only think of it : a man will, even in this

enlightened age, sit down deliberately and eat

one-third more than he ought to, and then get

up and add insult to injury by taking a glass of

brandy or bitters, to assist nature in getting rid

of the unnatural load !

^

, A man told me yesterday—a very intelligent

man, too, he is said to be— at any rate he knows
how to make money, though he evidently lacks

that knowledge without which all else is but as

tinkling brass and empty cymbals — namely, the

knowledge of the laws of hygiene, or else he is

wickedly foolish—that he '• ate the other day
' just as much as he could get down," and that he

felt just as he supposed an anaconda would after

eating an ox ! miserably stupid and sleepy, be-

sides suffering much uneasiness and pain, and

then went without eating for two or three meals,

and then sat down and did the same thing over

again !

!

This seems strange, aye, almost incredible to

the readers of the Journal ; but I can tell them
that thousands and thousands do just so, only

more so, every day, and this is the reason why
there are so many thousand dyspeptics in the land.

; Let me bo understood. I don't object to any

: man's eating a genteel sufficiency of good and

wholesome food, or even to satiety, if you have

an unperverted appetite—a thing very seldom

found in this age ; but I do most solemnly pro-
' test against any man's right to gorge his stomach

; till disgust comes with repletion, and stupidity

and pain in the track of those !

i If a man has anything of a natural appetite

; left, he will be told by the recuperative power
: within when to stop eating ; and when the ges-

tatory nerves begin to stop their clamoring for

' more, and you get to that point when you " don't

care," then's the time to stop, and not keep on

simply because you can eat more ; when you

;
know by sad and oft-repeated trial that it will

;
eventuate in uneasiness and pain.

> "But if we have not a natural appetite, how
' shall we know when to stop ?''

You can't, of course, expect me to lay down
; any definite rule to apply in all cases, as what
>: would do for one might kill another, whose

J
strength and conditions were totally unlike. I

I

can only say that you must be a law unto your-

i
selves. Governed by your own circumstances,

;

you can tell, if any body can, how much you can

\ eat and not hurt you ; and having found out, be

( true to yourself and fear not. One of the rocks

\ on which poor dyspeptic barks are broken, is that

j
because they do not feel any particular trouble

j
in their stomachs immediately, or perhaps at any

J

time after eating, that therefore it cannot be

j
that they have eaten anything improper or too

' much. But the fact is, that in many cases of

dyspepsia, such has become the complicity of the

; case, that though the offending cause be in the

I

stomach, the effect will be felt in the part the

; most remote from the stomach : for instance, in

I

the gout, a glass of wine that will be even

( grateful to the stomach, and cause a most agree-

;
able tittilation in the gastric nerves of the unfor-

/ tunate victim, will create in the great toe thereof

j

a most intolerable pain and soreness, that may

j

last for hours and perhaps days. Or, an unto-

1 ward meal, in a person predisposed to neuralgia,

will create "a most horrid headache," or severe

! paroxysm of Tic Doloureux, while the stomach

I

and liver—the real seat of trouble—are appa-

i rently unimplicated. Hence the real uselessnesa

I

of local treatn:ent, merely. And oh how many

j
have been tortured out of the world, literally,

! by the horrid instrumentalities employed by

well-meaning but awfully-mistaken prescribers,

who, not knowing where to look for the cause,

added insult to injury, by whipping the parts not

in the least to blame !

( I know that it is not of any use to talk about

;
these things, but I feel the importance of them

i so much that I cannot resist.

;
" Still harping on my hobby,'' methinks I hear

I

my readers say, "it is all about our eating with

: him." I admit it ; and if your or my readers

knew half as much about the terrible effects of

eating as I do, and the universality of the

practice, they would not wonder that I should

revert to it every time I write, and dwell on it.

I have said, I know, a great many times, that

over-eating is the sin of the world, and I repeat

it again and again ; and had I the voice of a

Stentor, I would sound it through the length

and breadth of the land, till every ear should

hear and every tongue confess— at least that I

had done my duty. I sat down to write about

cases, but I felt impelled by a power I could not

resist to write as I have, and let the cases give

way to the causes.

If it be true that prevention be better tkan

cure, how much better it is to spend one's time

in telling people of the rocks and quicksands in

their path, than it is to tell them how to repair

their bark after it has been dashed thereon.

More anon.

The American Medical and Surgical Journal says

that thousands of physicians are now actively discharging

tlio duties of their vocation, and greatly benefiting man-
kind by their arduous and devoted labors ; yet such are the

false views of the mass of them In regard to the nature of

their calling, that " the world would be better off If there

were not a doctor in it." Such an admission is certainly a

c.indid one, especially as coming from the profession.

Among the many chaste nnd poetical allegories

which occur, scattered up and down, in the Eastern litera-

ture, is the following

:

" As the dark mould sends upward and out of its very

heart the rare Persian rose, so does hope grow out of evil

;

and the darker the evil, the brighter the hope;—as from

richer and fouler soil comes the more vigorous and larger

llDwer."
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WHAT IS HYQEOPATHY?

A CELEBRATED painter was so annoyed by the

inquiries of liis friends, while suffering from a

protracted illness, that when he went out he

placed a card on his hat, upon w hich was painted,

in large capitals, '• jVu better to-day."

The inquiry at the head of this article has been

80 frequently asked me, that it has occurred to

me that it would be desirable to have it briefly

and clearly answered in the Journal. This

would save the readers of the Journal from ask-

ing, and others could be answered by referring

them to it in the Journal, which I always carry

in my pocket.

I have been induced, by the urgency of the

case, to offer for publication my ideas of that

system of medical practice which has been

termed, and I believe properly, " Hygeopathy,"

or " Hygienic Medicine." If, however, some of

the older and wiser heads will meet this " great

demand of the age," I shall be very happy to

yield the floor. The hygienic mode of treating

disease may be divided into two parts—negative

and positive. The patient who submits himself

to this treatment must first " cease to do evil."

He must abandon every habit and refrain from

every practice which in any way interferes with

the natural and healthful action of any organ

of the body. He is not only required to refrain

from that which directly aggravates the disease

from which he is suffering, but he must '• cease

to do evil" to any organ of the body, for the

hygienic practitioner recognizes the fact that " if

one member suffers the others suffer also." lie

must cease from irritating his digestive canal

with poisonous drugs, whether in the form of med-

icines or table condiments and beverages. He
must ccaso from poisoning his system with im-

proper and unnatural food, from all complicated

and concentrated articles of diet. He must

cease from tobacco, from slothfuhicss, from all

e.xcesses of mental activity, from misposition of

body, from excessive and unbalanced muscular

exercise, from all unnatural and extravagant ex-

ercise of the affectional and emotional nature,

from care and mental anxiety, and, in short, fi-om

violating any of the laws of his being, moral,

mental, or physical.

These negative measures are always the first

to be attended to, and in a majority of cases the

most important. All the positive treatment in

the world will avail little, so long as the exciting

or the predisposing causes of the disease are

kept up by gross feeding, stimulating drinks,

tobacco-using, excessive or deficient exercise,

impure air, venereal excesses, etc.

The positive means which constitute the

hygienic -Materia Medica, includes the various

applications of Water, externally and internally,

to regulate temperature, balance circulation, and
to cleanse and give tone to the skin and mucous
membraneof the alimentary canal; the supplying
of the system with pure food, and in such quan-
tities as will supply the conditions for proper
nutrition

; the supplying of the lungs witli pure
air to facilitate the purification of the blood

;

judicious exercise to secure sufficient and well-

balanced activity in all parts of the system ; the
j

absorbents, and carried by the circulation out of
modification of the clothing so as not to inter-

j

the system, while other particles elaborated from
fere with such activity

;
well-regulated mental

j

the nutriment of our food, are deposited to sup-
exercise to secure a proper balance between ; ply their place.

mental and bodily activity
;
and, perhaps, in \ This waste and supply makes the necessity for

some cases, the application of electricity to
j

food. While this renovating process is going on
decompose and facilitate the expulsion of min-

;
—and it always is, so long as there is life—the

erals and other morbid material which may be
|
animal is slaughtered, and the meat, which

held in the system. The hygienic physician
;

always contains more or less of these putrid

relies wholly upon health influences and agents. !
particles, is bought and sold in our markets,

He will never use anything physiologically in- ! cooked and served up on our tables daily, with

compatible with the tissues, except for the pur-
j

as little thought of the putrid mass of poisonous

pose ofremoving diseased or disorganized matter,
\
particles contained in it, as though it was

and then, for the same purpose that the surgeon '[ healthy vegetable food. Do any ask how or why
uses the knife upon a tumor or a hopelessly dis- \

this meat—always containing these effete dead

eased limb. ! particles, be it remembered— produces a stimu-

This is rjy idea of Hygeopathy, and I appeal to ;

J"'"' effect upon the human system ? I answer, be-

the common sense of all sensible people— this ', cause it is poison, and in precisely the same way
includes all the readers of the Journal, of course \

that other poisons, alcohol for instance, do.

—if this is not a sensible system of medical prac-
\

This stimulant effect—I use the term stimulant

tice. If your common sense, which, though get- \
as usually understood—is nothing but the effort,

ting to be rather uncommon, is the best kind of ;
or action of the system, to get rid of offending

sense we have in circulation, approves it, throw ' substances, by throwing them out, expelling or

eliminating them as irritant and inimical, un-

congenial matters. Precisely the same action

the fine-spun theories of the do; tors to the winds,

and their " physic to the dogs," and give us your
influence—your por-^onal influence, by living hy-

gienically, and thus avoid disease and doctors.

; occurs in the case of all poisons, sometimes

;
local, sometimes general, which are not con-

;
centratcd enough to cause the system to act with

;
sufficient force to deaden vitality at once, or iu a

;
very short time. The effect left upon the system

\ is also similar to that from other stimulants. A
person in the habit of daily drinking a glass of

;
brandy or a pint of beer at dinner, will feel a lan-

;
guor, lassitude, or listlessness, if he leaves off his

;
accustomed beverage. The same is the case if

;
he leaves off the use of meat after having long

; used it ; and people verily believe meat a more
; hearty diet, and makes them stronger, than

i fruits and farinacea ; which is precisely the oppo-

i site to fact. True, for a while after leaving off

! the use of meat a person will experience this lan-

j
guor, for want of its accustomed stimulant, but

one whose sole diet is vegetarian, will—other

things being equal—endure more heat, cold, pri-

vation and fatigue of any kind than the flesh-

eater ;—will think more coolly, possess a more

placid disposition, live more quietly, and longer

f too, and enjoy life more rationally and better

; while he does live. The fact of all meat contain-

'': ing particles of putrid, poisonous matter, should

! be held up to the view of every one who eats

;
meat, by all who sincerely believe meat is not

; the natural food of man. Will our flesh-eaters

,,, X. . ^ •, ^ ! think of this when they gormandize these pu-
( also a poison. It is well known that putrid meats . , , \^ ti ti . .

/ , . . T , , trid particles of dead matter. Recollect, no meat
; are stimulant poisons, and our municipal and

}

;
State laws attach severe penalties to the selling \

^'^^^

;
of putrefying meats. Would there not be a pro-

j

A clergyman who had several days sat near

\
priety in making it penal to sell meat at all? ;

meat table, once remarked
:
"Doctor, I observe

; Let us look at the matter in the light of fact and \
that you eat no meat, why is it ? " I answered,

! philosophy, and see whether there is any differ- \
that " ifmy Creator had designed me to eat meat,

;
ancc, only in the extent or amount of the putre- ;

he would have given me carnivorous teeth : but

as he had not, nor any other.3 of the human fami-

is :meat poisonous?
BT O. W. MAT, M. D.

It appear.^ to me that writers and teflchers of

vegetarianism overlook one of the strongest

points in favor of a strict vegetable diet. It is

that all meat is more or less a poison. This

proposition is susceptible of the most satisfac-

tory proof. Ask even an allopathic physician

why he does not allow his patients to eat meat, in

, cases of fever or inflammation, or where there is

danger of inflammation supervening, and he will

tell you " that meat is stimulating, and produces

; excitement or inflammatory action during diges-

tion, and hence inadmissible when inflammation

:
exists or is apprehended—that the patient then

needs the antiphlogistic regimen, such as vege-

,
tables, fruit, or gruel, together with cooling

,
sedative medicines ;—and some recommend bleed-

;
ing, and, strange incongruity, even blistering,

i Ask him why meat is stimulating, and he cannot

tell—" but that experiment and observation has

'shown it to be a fact. " So has experiment and

;
observation shown that alcohol is a stimulant in

I the common acceptation of the term. This is

; factive process.

; Every good physiologist knows that all ani- ( ly, it was fair to conclude he did not intend we

\ mals, fish and fowls, which use and assimilate
\
should eat it. " It is to be hoped that this relic

] food of any kind, are all the time passing ! of cannibalism, and that other sequel of barba-

;
through a renovating process, whereby their

\
rism, the taking of poisonous drugs, will soon be

; bodies are constantly undergoing a change of
;
superseded by a more rational life, and man be

( particles -those which have served their purpose \ allowed to live his life out in a rational manner.

; in the system and become worn out, effete, ! I did not say to the clerygmau spoken of, that g
\ dead and putrid, being taken up by the proper \ the roast beef he was then eating contained par
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tides of putrid, poisonous matter, as he might

have deemed it indelicate. He died a short time

since of coasumptiou; and how far the use of meat

may have coutributcd to induce the condition of

the system peculiar to consumptives, in his case,

is impossible to tell ; but it is an undoubted fact

that the free ui?e of flesh-food often lays the

foundation for scrofulous consumption. The rea-

son why relapses after fever, measles or inflam-

matory diseases, are brought on by meat-eating,

is that it is a stimulant poison.

I have seen more cases of relapse after measles,

from eating meat, than from all other causes put

together. After all, it is a melancholy fact, that

people win gratify their appetites, even when

they know the consequences, at the expense of

health and even life itself.

Highland Home Water-Cure.

among ourselves. Not a few of those whom we
love, and who arc associated with us in the cause

of reform, are the slaves of tobacco. They are

? bound, " lo ! these many years," and have not the

! strength to break their chains. We sympathize

)
with them most eiucerely, while we would reljuke

them with Christian fidelity, and in the spirit

f of love.

I

Signed by direction of the Meeting.
I Joseph A. Digdale
^

RuHANKY Wat, y Clerks.
) OuvicB Jouxsox,

TOBACCO.
Wo copy the following Report on Tob.icco from the Pro-

ceedings of tlie Pennsylvania Yearly Meeting of Progressivo

Friends for 1356.]

We record our earnest testimony against the

use of Tobacco, on the following grounds, viz.

:

Ist. It is unnatural, unnecessary, and uselesf*

The appetite therefor is wholly artificial.

2J. It is oJensive to a refined taste. This is

evident from the fact, that men of cultivation in-

stinctively shrink from even the suggestion that

their mothers, wives and daughters, may become

slaves to the use of this noxious plant.

3d. It is expensive —a waste of money. What a

shame that men should pay more for this poi-

sonous, filthy weed, than for the support ofschools

and colleges ! Few countries, in proportion to

their population, consume so much of it as the

United States.

4th. We have the authority of eminent physi-

cians for declaring that it is exceedingly injurious

in itseftects upon the human system—that it tends

to produce various diseases and to shorten life.

One physician, Dr. L.B. Colks, late of Boston,

who investigated the subject thoroughly in the

light of physiology, expressed the opinion, that

more lives were destroyed by tobacco than by in-

toxicating liquors. This may or may not be true
;

but it is a strong evidence of the pernicious in-

fluence of the article, that a responsible individ-

ual, who has devoted so much attention to this

subject, has arrived at such a conclusion.

5th. Like every other poisonous stimulant it

tends to blunt the intellectual faculties, and the

moral feelings. Others things being equal, who
would not have more hope of enlisting the in-

fluence of an assembly of men in favor of any

good cause if they were in no way addicted to

the use of tobacco? What preacher of right-

eousness would not be encouraged by the knowl-

edge that his audience was too refined, too much
under the influence of their higher feelings, to in-

dulge so vulgar a habit ?

For these reasons, and for others which wc
cannot now specify, wc earnestly advise all whom
our voice may reach to banish the uso of tobacco

from their families, to discountenance it in the

community, and especially to warn the young
against acquiring a habit so pernicious, filthy,

and degrading. Wc are the more careful to utter

our testimony against this evil, because it exists

TtiK IM'SSIAN BATH.
;
EXTRACT FROM A PRIVATE LETTER FROM DK. C. F.

TATLOn, LONDON. \

S I HAVE just come from a Russian bath at Roth's.

I am charmed with its e8"ects. I feel eeli.^h,—
I

might be tied up in a knot—might be run through
;

\
a fulling-mill and come out rather improved. If

J

you have got anything impossible to do, or to be

endured, bring it on. I am impatient to exhibit )

my pent-up powers.
I

\ I suppose you would like to know the process

\ whereby such a desirable transformation of feel-

j
ing was brought about. I will describe it in as

:

S few words as I can.

The bath-room is lined with marble— top, sides, :

i bottom and all. In an adjacent room, warm and

! steaming, I was divested of clothes, and a small
:

) apron tied with tapes about the waist—just
;

j
enough to hide my nakedness. Tljc attendant

;

; then took me into the room, and desired me to

lie down upon the bath tub, covered with cane

lattice. Steam then was let on in the bath-tub

! below and at my feet. Soon I was enveloped in

'• a dense vapor. At first I was considerably op-

;

pressed for breath, but my watchful attendant

, applied a sponge, wet in cold water, to my head
' and face, which was often repeated during the

] bath, saying, all the time—" Don't be afraid,

keep quiet, breathe through the nose," &C. Soon
I relapsed into a state of profound happiness.

I let my attendant turn me from side to side at

pleasure. I felt delicious, and wished to remain

/ there always. I fancied I was a babe, lying half

awake in its mother's lap, and being caressed by

the delicate touches of its mother's fingers.

; Once the attendant got me up, and with a hose,

directed a delicate shower, deliciously cool, over

different parts of my body, till the whole was

passed over several times. Then he caused me
to stand under a small douche ; then I lay down
and he let on the steam again ; then he curried

me all over with a hair mitten ; then lathered

me all over with a soft cloth and aromatic soap ;

then the gentle shower was repeated— longer

this time, till the temperature of the room was
gradually reduced ; then I was taken into the

next room ; a dressing-gown was thrown over

J

me, and I was directed to lie down upon a

: cushion, into which I sank till nearly buried.

Towels were then laid on me which soon absorbed

the moisture, and I was directed to flress, much
! against my wish, for I longed to have the deli-
' cious state continue forever.

)

A OEEAT many human beings dig their graves with their

teeth.

To be angry with a' weak man, is proof that )ou are not

very strong yourself.

WHY IS BKKAD SO DKAH
nr A. s.\iiTU.

WiiT bread is so dear is owing to the great

waste in preparing what is called fine flour. The
tiller of the soil is most nobly engaged when
thus preparing it for the growth of that which
is to sustain his life and that of his fellow beings.

Of all the various grains this Noble Man of God
cultivates, there arc none perhaps that enter so

largely in the sustenance of man as that of wheat.

Is it not of vast importance, then, that there should

be at least a little economy used in preparing it,

so that our bread would not be so dear in this

land, where wheat is grown in such great abun-
dance ? And whilst in aj,l the other various de-

partments of life there arc improvements being
made, we think in this then there are many rea-

sons to call loudly for a reform in the way of

preparing wheat that our bread might not be so

dear; for it is ascertained that out of one hundred
and twelve pounds of wheat, twenty-eight

pounds are lost as human food in the shape

of bran &c. ; thus reducing it to eighty-four

pounds of what is termed flue flour. Now
were we to use the whole grain, we should

have bread far more wholesome and nutritious

in all the elements for building up the human
system ; and it would increase the quantity more
than one-fourth, which is now entirely lost in the

usual mode of making fine flour, 'the general

belief is that bread made from fine flour is the

best, and the whiter the better. But this is not

the case, for the whiteness is often communicated

by it to alum, to the great injury of the con-

sumer ; and the bread made of unrefined flour

sustains life, whilst that made from refined flour

will not. Keep a man on brown bread and wa-

ter, and he will enjoy good health—give him

white bread and water, and he will soon sicken,

and probably, ijj a short time, die. Bread made
of unbolted flour is richer in all the elements of

nutrition that sustains the various structures

that compose the organization of man, than that

of fine flour. Take, for instance, 1,000 pounds of

whole grain, and you will have of fat or meat-

producing material, 28 pounds ; in fine flour, 20

pounds ; of muscular matter in the whole grain,

150 pounds ; in fine flour, 130 pounds ; and of

bonj^ material in the whole grain, 170 pounds
;

in fine flour, 60 pounds ; in bran 70 pounds. Thus,

in using the whole grain, you have 8 pounds of

respiratory, 25 pounds of muscular, and 110

pounds of body material, more than you can get

from fine flour, besides its being more wholesome

and not producing a derangement of the stomach

,

causing dyspepsia and derangement of the whole

alimentary canal, with constipation, &c, which the

use of fine flour so often causes.

And another cause why our bread is so dear,

is owing to the great waste in fermenting the

bread, amounting to not less than twelve 4 pound
loaves in every sack of flour. Suppose our con-

sumption to be 23,000,000 sacks ; the loss from

this source alone would be 276,000,000 loaves

annually. Add this loss, then, to the one-fourth

of the whole grain which is lost or wasted in

making fine flour, and see what strong reasons

there are in calling loudly for a reform in the

way of preparing wheat and bread that it will

not be so dear, and more conducive to health.
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KINKSIPATHY;*
OB. MEDICAL GYMNASTICS—NO. I.

Motion-, in organized bodies, is the expression

of life. The result of this expression, in all the

various instruments of life, is function. A
muscle contracts, and the extremity to which

it belongs does a certain duly. Fluids circulate

in a certain manner through organs. Nutrition,

secretion, and other effects attendant on life, are

also secured. When the movement of any part

is impaired or suspended, in that ratio does the

part become defective in its powers, and incom-

plete in its objects. And on the contrary, in all

cases, the proper health and power of organs are

restored by a restoration of the movements cor-

responding with the legitimate function of the

organ. Hence we often hear that " health con-

sists in the unembarrased exercise of function."

All systems of medical practice seek to re-

store the health of the sick by restoring the

various functions; and, when successful, it is

done through the instrumentality of the various

movements set up in the several parts called into

action, and propagated through them over the

system at large.

The Water-cure practice is pre-eminent for its
;

success in restoring health to the sick ; in other
\

words, in causing a proper manifestation of
i

function, where it had been impaired. Hydro- 1

pathists claim that they bring to bear all rational •

means, and adapt them to the pathological
j

conditions. Air, water, diet, exercise, tempera-
|

ture, rest, electricity, the emotions, &c., &c., are

all, or each, in turn modified and adapted to the
;

condition of the patient in a state of disease, i

and are made to be in consonance with the
|

healthy operations of the system. The dis-

coveries for which Priessuitz will be held in ever.
|

lasting honor, were simply ingenious modes of
|

applying a powerful natural &gett—temperature
\

—by means of the convenient water to certain
|

conditions, so as to effect certain results. The
j

great beauty of the Priessnitzian system is, that i

whereas it was before known that heat would i

warm, and its absence cool a part, he and his

followers have noted and made available its

physical and physiological effects, in a multitude

of ingenious applications, all adapted to aid

nature in recovering from a pathological to a i

healthy condition. 'Yhisia exclusive hydropathy;

but rational hydropathy implies the adaptation
|

of all those conditions common to us in health, so
\

as to cause disease to vanish in proportion as
|

harmony in the conditions is approached. The
quantity and quality, feebleness and intensity,

duration and locality of all that subserves us in

this line, are regulated by the skilful physician.
|

Herein consists the medical man's duty. He
|

possesses no panacea, no charm, nor means of

exorcism, but he is simply presumed by liis

greater knowledge to understand the principles

upon which health is manifested or made possi-

ble, and upon which disease depends. Thus his

prescription will be so ordered as to afford the

vital forces a chance to act in a healthful man-
ner. This implies the very highest medical science
and skill.

The immediate effect of every hydropathic

j

application is motion— a, movement in some part

;
or parts, essentially different from what would

I

have happened in the absence of the application

!
—as the expansion of the chest, increasing the

;
effects of respiration, in the oxydizing the blood,

and removing effete matter ; the removing of

[ fluids from congested organs, to those lacking a

I

due supply ; the promotion of assimilation,

I
secretion, and the impulse afforded to the cur-

: rent in the blood-vessels, &c. These motions of

I various kinds are the principal media through

j

which the wonderful effects of the Water-cure

j

treatment are attained.

;

Now it is evident that if the blood could be

;
derived from visceral organs to the extremities,

' without the temperature appliances, the effect

: for good would be the same, provided it were

i done equally in harmony with physiological

laws
;
indeed, there is very great advantage in

having a choice of physiological means available,

for in many cases, while some circumstance may
materially interfere with, or even exclude the

one recourse, another then becomes the more

necessary. In the very weakly, the loss of heat,

by direct means, may be a positive disadvan-

tage—the responsibly self-induced and sustained

movement not being properly secured. Here

comes in exercise, as an agent in Hygeopathy.

The benefit of exercise is acknowledged and

insisted on by all. The reason is obvious : it is

the employment of a function without which

there can be no life or health. But exercise, as

well as diet', bathing, &c., relates to certain

physiological capacities, which must be neither

ignored nor transcended, and consequently

should be subjected to definite rules, and under

well-prescribed control. Hitherto, this has not

been the case. We should consider the Water-

cure physician either mad or a fool who should

simply tell his patient to bathe, without defi-

nitely instructing him when, how much, where

and how often to bathe, but leave it entirely to

the caprice of his patient. But this is precisely

what is generally done in the case of exercise.

We are able to give them no intelligent ideas on

the subject, which amounts practically to no

ideas at all. We understand exercise to be

necessary, we insist that invalids must have

exercise, but we do not instruct them in the

proper way of securing its advantages ; and yet, ^

it is no less important to regulate a patient's

movements than to control his eating and bath-

ing. Now, medical gymnastics proposes to do

this. It reduces the movements of which the

system is capable to a system of rules. It en-

ables us <o />rescri6e a patient's movements, as

we do the rest of his treatment. What Priessnitz's

system of hydropathy is to indiscriminate bath-

ing. Ling's system of medical gymnastics is to

indiscriminate exercise. Both are scientific and

systematic adaptations of certain relations - tem-

perature, water, and exercise movements— to

fulfil indications presented in disease.

In preseifling the claims of medical gymanas-

tics, it is not proposed to do away with a single

rational means now employed in the Water-cure

practice, but to bring to our aid, under well-

defined rules, an agent now beneficially, but

rudely employed, but which is capable of be-

coming a therapeutic agent of equal importance

to any now known. We are to take the very
same means that makes the firm and iron muscles
of the smith's arm more solid than the weak and
flabby merchant's clerk's, or the strong, broad-
chested cart-horse more powerful than the
tender racer, and adapt them to the stren-rth
and capacity of the sickly child, or its bed ridden
mother ! Medical gymnastics teaches not only
the value of exercise, but it specially tells us
when, how, how much, and in what parts it

should be used. It reaches every organ and
tissue, muscle, tendon and ligament, gland,
artery and vein in the body. It does not wait
till the patient is nearly well, and therefore

capable of taking exercise himself ; but its dis-

tinguishing characteristic is, that while he is yet

incapable of exertion, it is equally applicable.

The movements employed are administered by *.

the strong to the weak, as a bath would be ; and
like every other rational means of cure, it is

extremely " pleasant to take.''

Having thus endeavored, very briefly, to direct

the attention of the readers of the V,'ater-cure

Journal, and especially the American hydro-

pathic practitioners, to this important subject, I

will, in future number.s, strive to give a plain,

concise, practical exposition of Ling's system of

medical gymnastics.

C. F. T.
492 J\rew Oxford Street,

\

London, Eng.
j

A LETTER
To MY OLD Patients :— I flatter myself that

you can understand me, that the words I utter

will have meaning to you, because they symbol-

ize the life I would have you live. Residents as

you are in the States of the Union and the Cana-

das, an excellent opportunity is given you to

illustrate the advantages of Water-Cure, to do

this in a truer and better manner than most of

those can who claim to know of its benefits, be-

cause you have seen what can be done in curing

disease by the use of water fairly manifested.

You can speak from actual observation, from

practical experiment, and so from experience.

I am the more bold to address this letter to you

at this time, from my conviction that the general

opinion is less favorable to Water-cure than at

any time previous within the last three years.

Why it should be so— if it is so—may not at a

glance be seen by all ; but to those who have kept

an open eye, it is.obvious. New truths are held

in respect by the masses of mankind in propor-

tion to the greatness they embody, and the en-

thusiasm they awaken in the hearts of those who
profess belief in them. Water-cure symbolizes

truths enough, and sufficiently great, to challenge

and secure the widest earnestness—the warmest

esteem. But unfortunately for it, those who

have put themselves forward in this country ns

its representatives, have, for the larger share, been

compromisers. They have but half believed it,

and so have but poorly exhibited it, for the

onlookers always appreciate an idea at the ratio

put on it by its illustrators, and truth is illustra-

ted never by preaching but always by living.

Words have no force, no convertible force, ex-

cept as they are transmitted into deeds. He who

would say good things must do good things.
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Unhappily then, as I have before said, Water-

cure has for the most part had poor illustrators.

Its representatives have been men and women who,

using it, have abused it : have made it, in their

public ministrations of it, subordinate to their

faith in its deadliest foe; have used their position

to rob it of its life, and have nearly reached a

point where they will abjure it altogether. Of

the Water-cure, as now in operation in the T'nited

States, after the most diligent inquiry, I am able

to count only seven whose physicians give no

medicine. These hold in general terms to the

value of water as a therapeutic agent ; but some

of these have less regard for it as a specialty, and

are quite disposed to substitute for it some other

agent in most cases which come under their care

for treatment.

The question arises—if, in general terms, this

statemtnt is true, what is the future of Water-

cure ? I reply, a great trial awaits it, just such

as always awaits every great, radical, reforma-

tory movement. Periods of trial arise when it

would seem as though the cause would go by the

board, as though naught but certain shipwreck

awaited it ; but, so it is true, God always keeps

alive friends enough to show it forth, and by-

and-bye the gloom breaks and the light shines

afresh. So it will be with this cause which you

and I so much love, a cause so fraught with

blessings to our fellow men. Those who have

e.«sayed to represent it, but have done so for ends

specially personal, will after a little find not

much to do, and will quit the practice, and

others will arise who will more worthily fill their

places, and lead the people to a better and

broader understanding of its claims and its sub-

lime and wondrous worth.
|

For is it not a glorious truth, one of which too

much boast cannot be made, one of which no

eulogy would be extravagant, that water, simple

water, such as rains down out of heaven, such -

as gurgles fresh and soft and unimpregnated with

minerals from the bowels of the earth, is capable

of being so applied to human bodies afflicted with

disease, as to remove it and give back perfect

health ? so applied as to make the statement true

of every disease known to man, without excep-

tion, that in its nature is curable ? so applied as fulfils my hopes that I have no desire to go for-

applied, to change diseased bodies to states of

health, let us be singular enough to abide in the

truth and live it out plainly. A truth lived out

commends itself to those who are in search for it.

A great many minds are looking at AVater-curc to

ascertain its worth. They long to have our claim

for it well proven, but they fear, because those

who live near them, and set up for its friends,

, hold it in subordination to something else they

have in play. One man gives a little homa-o-

pathic medicine, another a little allopathic, an-

other a little of the eclectic druggery, and so on.

All, however, insisting that they are "Water-cure

pr.ictitioners as much as you or I am, and so the

feeble-minded are staggered, and know not what

to do. Now, let us be singular enough to have

it known that we are Water-cure believers, that

whilst we have no disposition to contend with

any person who uses water in much or little, by

itself, or in connection with other remedies, as

they are styled, we have no special remedy but

water, and in its strength we conquer. By so

doing we keep our standard unfurled, we keep

our faith above ground, we keep our self-respect

on good basis, and when the time for reaction

comes, against all the experiments now making
by the faculties of all the medical schools to cure

disease without subjecting the patient to obedi-

ence to those laws which underlie his life, as God
holds up the universe, we shall be ready with

clean hands and clear heads to welcome them to

the school of common sense and nature. Then
let us all sing,

" O water, pure water, soft water for me,

It is better than gales from Araby,

It cooleth the brow, It cooleth the brain,

• And maketh the sick one to live again."

But a second reason why I write this letter to

you is to testify to you— many of whom I have

not seen for years—and through you to the read-

ers of the Water-Cure .Tournal at large, my con'

stantly increasing and growing confidence in

water as a remedy for disease.

The more I use it the more it satisfies me. The

longer I use it the better I succeed with it. It

answers all my expectations. It is equal to all

my ambition. It does not disappoint me. It so

to make the patient free from his disease when

nine times out of ten other means and other

remedies have utterly and completely failed?

0, yes, my friends, we cannot speak too warmly

in respect of its value, we cannot sing its praises

too loudly, we cannot utter extravagances in re-

gard to it, for say what we will, we fall within

the mark. You know this, so do I. You have

seen it, so have I. You, thousands of you, bear

about in your own bodies the testimonies of the

tune-hunting after other remedies. The more

try it the larger its healing power becomes. So

true is this, that I now hesitate not at all to re-

ceive into my Institution cases which I would

have not dared to take two years ago with ex-

pectation to cure them. So true is it, that on an

average the diseases which I treat successfully

are worse than I formerly treated, while the

ratio of cases is larger. While this or that prac-

titioner says, " I have cases which I cannot reach

truth of what I say. You are my witnesses this , by water, and must give them up or use some-

day, impartial and free to testify to the virtues

of water as a " healing medium." Think ! what a

life you respectively led before taking water

treatment, think how skeptical many of you

were while taking it, till little by little your un-

thing else," my experience is exactly converse.

Patients are coming under my care constantly,

who have taken in vain all forms of treatment

that doctors could devise, or quacks aifrtfl^lifter,

and under water treatment get well. You need

belief gave way to tlie evidence of your senses, ' not that I tell you this, for you are the living

and you swung round from the position doubt- ( proofs of it.

ers evermore to be fast friends. i Now, what has called forth such different expe-

Seeing, then, what we have seen, feeling what
;
rience? for it is a notorious fact, that of the so-

we have felt, and knowing what we do know of ; called Water-cure practitioners in this country,

the almost miraculous power of water, rightly ; a large share of them tell a difterent story from

what I tell. They speak despondingly, while I

speak enthusiastically. They rely less, I more i

water. They seek new agents, new modes, and

new means of subduing disease. I cling with

more tenacity than ever to my original faith.

How is this to be accounted for? I will give

you my solution. They never used water as

having faith in it, but simply because of the

popular faith in it. I have used it because I had

more faith in it than in anything else. They

have always had a lingering longing for the old

drug system, and have hung round the purlieus

of medicine shops, as boys gather round the side

entrances of a circus. I rejected the whole sys-

tem of drugging and medicining men as an

abomination, a plan to be followed by the hot

curses of the victims, a mode of murder only

tolerable because pursued in ignorance of its dire

effects. The result is, they have in their expe-

rience attained the reward of their faith, and I

the reward of mine
;
they are discarding water

and are using drugs. 1 am using water only. Let

the open-eyed watch us, and see whereunto we

shall respectively come. 1 venture to say their

patients will be none the less likely to be sick

again, because cured under their administration
;

will, unless from dread of being sick, correct no

ill habit, alter no indulgence, check no appetite,

nor change in any respect their mode of life.

While those who have been guests of mine will,

in a large majority of instances, enjoy gcod

health, have complete and thorough revolutions

wrought in their modes of eating, drinking, dress-

ing, sleeping, walking, working, studying, visit-

ing, worshipping—in fine, their manner of life.

They will not be sick, nor will their families be

sick : they will not die till they die of old age, and

their children will grow to manhood to supply

their places when they shall be gone. The two

systems crop out in the lives of their illustrators.

The drug system affiliates with gluttony, and

that with wine-bibbing, and that with debauch-

ery, and that with general excess, and this with

premature age, to be concluded by death. ITie

Water-Cure affiliates with great simplicity of diet

cleanliness of person, useful clothing, steadiness

of life, few wants, intense power to enjoy, clear-

ness of brain, serenity of soul, a conscience void

of offence, and age replete with goodness and

wisdom, and death calm as a translation, beauti-

ful as a transfiguration. The one tends directly

to shorten the life of man in his generations, the

other to add to the length of his life. Work the

Water-C'ure system up into the public confidence

to a degree equal to the confidence now placed

in the drug system, and instead of having woman
toothless at thirty and dead at thirty-five, instead

of having man wrinkled at twenty-.seven and

gray-haired at thirty, instead of having no old

men or women scarcely, your matrons would

bloom at forty-five, your men would be stalwart

at fifty, and your streets would be filled with the

aged, as in the days of .lob.

A third reason why I write you is, that you may
be encouraged to live properly, so that by your

abundaut good health, and the steadiness of it,

you may show your neighbors the folly, the

shame, and the crime of being sick. Having

been sick yourselves, having recovered without

medicayip, and in spite of all prognostications—5 ^
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to the contrary, nothing is wanting now to make

your testimony complete in facor of Water-

Cure and against the drug system but your con-

tinued good bealtb. AYhilst your neighbors are

sick all around you, do you keep well. Keep

free from their excesses, have nothing to do with

their violations of physical law. Refuse to con-

sort with them even in their holy places, when to

do so you must defy God and prostitute your-

selves. Insist on eating to live and not living

to eat, on dressing for use and beauty, and not

for looks as against use. Utterly refuse to live

without air, in church or private hall, and insist

all of you on having daily and habitual out-of-

door exercise and on foot.

You will bear with me if I enlarge on some of

these points. It will make you think of the days

that are gone. It will awaken old memories,

when it seemed to you that life glided so swiftly

that nothing but the shuttle of the weaver was

its fitting type. You will all recollect—for this

letter is yours in severalty—how earnestly I used

to state to you that health consisted in a series

of eQorts of the body performed under law, and

with great regularity. Irregularity either con-

stitutes ill health or is the sign of it. In all

organized life, health is indicated by the regu-

larity and exactitude with which what is to be

done is done. Y'ou cannot have fifteen respira-

tions in one minute and forty in the next, and so

alternate fur any length of time and remain

healthy. Y'ou cannot have your pulse at

seventy one minute and one hundred and twenty

the next, and so continue and be healthy. You
canuot subject your system to great irregularities

in any department of it, or in any of its duties,

and retain its integrity long. Consider this

afresh then, as if you had heard it for the first

time, and when you shall have read this letter

through take up your lives by picce-mcal, and

wherever you find yourselves guilty of irregu-

larity correct it if possible. Be regular. Do
the things that you have to do habitually, with

precision and with nicety. Apply this idea to all

your duties, however multifarious. And now for

some special suggestions :

1. AVash your bodies all over in water, not

colder than seveuty-two, daily. Y'ou can manage

to do this if you try. Do not take cold water.

Do not use hard water, nor salt water, nor saler-

atus water, nor sulphur water, nor medicated

water, nor acidulated water, nor any such stuff.

These are only fit for the quacks who prescribe

them. The only fit detergent is soft, pure water.

Use it. If you have soft water but not pure, get

a filter ; if you have no soft water catch some

when it rains. Do not wash in hard water, nor

drink it. Y'our washer-woman knows too much
'

to altL-mpt to cleanse your clothes, why should
:

you attempt to make clean your bodies with it. ;

2. Eat simple food. Gluttony is the grave's
;

fiend. It feeds the grave. It tracks the old, the -

middle-aged, and he child, like a blood-hound
i

a fleeing fugitive. Steadily and at regular in-
i

tervals you can hear its yelp as it hunts them up .

and down the thoroughfare of life, till at last it

drives them into the jaws of the great devourer.
\

By all that make manhood noble, or womanhood
;

irresistible, do not be gluttons. Y'ou live in an
;

age of gluttony. You are surrounde^by glut- i

^^^5 >

tons. Y'ou dwell in an empire of gluttons. There

is not one family in any hundred any of you can

count, unless they happen to be Water-Cure in

their notions, who have the good-breeding to let

you sit at table and eat what you wish, and not

urge you to over-eat. To stop short in eating,

before you are stopped like a turkey fattening

for Christmas, is to be deficient in the proprieties

of the table. One is as much expected, when
invited to dine with a friend, to make a beast of

himself at table by eating, in these days of the

temperance reformation, as he would have

been expected forty years since not to have

stopped drinking till he was "gloriously drunk."

Let alone spices, and grease, and gravies, and

pastrie.', and flesh meats, and live on fruits, and

grains, and vegetables, never eating between

meals, chewing your food well, and taking ample

time to eat it. Chit chatting at table is an excel-

lent promoter of digestion. Do not be in a hur-

ry to get away from table. Do not bo in a hur-

ry while there. Take time to do this most im-

portant of your daily business well. Money is at

compound interest to him who cats slowly. And
do not be in a pet to get to business the minute

your stomach is full of food—be you clerk or

principal, minister or layman, lawyer or client,

doctor or patient, employed or master-workman.

Do not be in a hurry immediately after breakfast.

Lounge about a little. Take a pipe and do not

smoke it. Take a glass and do not drink its

wine, but dandle the child, fondle the dog, purr

the cat, tell your wife you love her as well as

W'hen she was a girl, or your husband that he is

handsomer than when younger ; do anything,

laugh, tell anecdotes, make fun, anything but to

be in a thunder and lightning hurry to gcft to a

place where you can set your brains to boiling.

This antagonizing stomach and brain is suicidal,

and should be abandoned by you, who know

better,

I write to you, fourthly, because I would have

you set your neighbors and acquaintances exam-

ples worthy to be followed in your style of dress.

Especially do I call on you who are women to do

this, and you who are men to encourage the wo-

men in doing it. The present style of dress for

women is horrible. It cannot be described in its

perniciousness. It is beyond description. Set a

better example. Y'ou all know a better way.

Walk in it. It is not for you to be cowards,

to flinch where truth leads, to hide your light

where the people sit in darkness. Knowing the

right, maintain the right, not by argument, not

by debate, not by ostentation or vain show, but

by a quiet, firm, gentle, placid life, which emits

at each act and efi'ort a principle so made visible

that your friends shall sec it. A reform in wo-

man's dress will do more for the world's redemp-

tion than any single movement woman can make.

Do not see lions in the way where there are none.

It is easy to wear the reform dress when once

you hue settled the point in the light of Chris-

tian'pffnciple. Tut it on, and show your censors

its superiority by letting them see your greater

ability to do physical tasks. Its superiority over

the long dress in the sphere of taste will bo made )

manifest when the people come to have correct

taste. Meanwhile making it as neat and beauti

ful as possible, depend chiefly on commending it

to others by showing how easily and pleasantly
you can work, and especially how you can walk i

in it.

0 my old, my long-tried and valued friends,

co-workers with me in redeeming our fellows

from the thraldom of disease, how the past looms
up as this letter draws to a close. I think of the

sunny and the sorrowful hours we have passed
together. I think of you as healthless once, like

myself, ruined and cast one side. I think of you
now like myself healthful, capable of any amount
of labor and toil that is reasonable. I measure

you by myself. "Where once were pain and suf-

fering now are pleasant sensations, and great

enjoyment ; where once were fretfulness, peevish-

ness, dissatisfaction with external conditions, and
our abundant wants clamoring for gratification,

and which would not be satisfied ; where once

were sleepless nights, restless and long, weary

days, waking us to feelings prompting us to say^

"would God when it is night it were morning,

and when it is morning, would Godit were night ;"'

where once were fiery eyes and corrugated brows,

and manifest care, there are peace, joy, good

feeling, good fellowship, fewwants, simple tastes^

plain habits, sweet dreamless sleep, freshness of

spirit, and a pleasant world to live in, with hope

for our future. Such is my life, such I doubt not

is yours ; such I am sure it is if you carry out as

rigidly as I do the laws of life. And such being

your state, however humble your lot, however

devoid, of display, however unnotorious your

daily walk and conversation may be to the mul-

titude, you cannot fail to make your words like

apples of gold hung in pictures of silver. I am
sure I caimot misjudge, for almost every mail

brings Miss Austin and myself letters from some

of you, telling us how greatly you prize your re-

stored health, but quite as much the knowledge

how to keep it. Two weeks ago I was summoned
to visit a gentleman resident in Philadelphia, a

man of great wealth, of noble generosity, of high

aspirations to do good, but stricken with disease

till a little child could lead him. I found him

yearning for health, but hardly as much for that

for its own sake, as for power to make his latter

days blessed days to others. And I found living

by him two of you, whose leases on life had been

renewed by your residence at the Glen. These

had befriended him, shown him the right way,

opened his mind to the truth, and aided him and

his family and his neighbors to know more of the

conditions on which health can be had than all

the doctors and ministers of that city had taught

them.

Brothers, sisters, all, let us be missionaries in

the places where we dwell, let us scatter the light^

let us sow seeds of goodness that shall ripen per-

haps when we shall have passed onward.

"Bo onrs the faith ancl love

To live the genuine mau)y, womanly life,

That Fhows itself in deeds, not words., _^

Be ours the liope to lahor on

In bright expectancy of that reward

Held in reserve for those who, faltering not,

Climb nobly up Life's rugeed steep,

And, from its broad tableland.

Look far beyond Into the realms

Of light unutterable and full of glory.

There the crowns hang glistening,

Koady for their brows,

Who having fought their flglit, and kept
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Their faith untainted, get an audience

or their KInsr, and at his hands

Eecoive rewards."

I am yours personally and for the cause' sake

lost devotedly,
J. C. Jacksox.

OTJKABLl=: AND
DISEASKS.
BT Vr. S. VAIL, M. D.

Tun grand inquiry most interesting to the

afflicted, very often regards the curability or

non-curability of their particular maladies. 'J'he

question they most pointedly press upon the phy-

sician is, " Doctor, can you cure me ?" This in-

quiry is a very natural one, but one that very

often haunts the invalid to his harm. It pre-

vents his recovery in two different ways : First,

he decides the question for himself in the nega-

tive, and refuses to adopt the only measures ad-

equate to his cure. He has tried so many sug-

gestions, dosed himself with so many different

drugs according to the prescriptions of so many
learned doctors and so many quacks, and all to

no purpose, that he no longer has any faith in

measures, nor confidence in men. He looks

upon any suggestions of a hygienic cure, only as

another humbug ; and however rational and con-

sisteut the theory may appear, he cannot be per-

suaded to take the first step towai-ds putting the

thing in practice. Secondly. Having begun a

hydropathic course, he is continually haunted

by the ghost of his fear?. He sees death staring

him in the face at every turn. The skeleton

form of that king of terrors is continually before

him in both his sleeping and waking hours.

Reason him into the belief that his case is fair

and promising one hour, and he will be back

hugging the old delusion of his morbid imagina-

tion the next.

I propose in this paper, for the benefit of all

whom it may concern, to draw a few outlines of

those principles upon which this important ques-

tion is to be decided ; and upon which the true

physician makes up his prognosis in any given

case.

There are two and only two grand points in

this consideration : First of all, the physician is

to make up his mind with regard to the condition

of the system in general
;
secondly, with regard

to the condition of any particular organ or or-

gans. On these two points alone, it might al-

most be Slid, hangs the entire prognosis in the

case. There are, nevertheless, minor considera-

tions which not unfrequently become controlling

influences, determining the scale adversely to

the patient, over which, alas ! the physician can-

not always exercise control ; and which he can-

not always (though sometimes he can), clearly

foresee. For these influences the patient is

sometimes himself responsible—sometimes his

friends.

Primarily considered, it may be truly said,

that all diseases are curable in their nature.

Heretical as this statement at first sight may
appear, I see not how, upon a full investigation,

it can be rationally doubted. Diseases have

crept upon the human race stealthily and gradu-

ally. In the beginning, notwithstanding the

I

fall, men lived entire centuries, dying at last of

!
old age ; diseases being almost entirely unknown
among them. Through continued transgressions,

;

however, diseases have become not only numer-

;
ous but frightful in their forms. They, or their

I
efl'ects, have been transmitted from father to

; son, and from mother to daughter. Hence, we
; have hereditary maladies, or inborn predisposi-

tions to disease. Now. these hereditary mala-

dies, or continual shortcomings, are the terrors

which underlie the incurability of so many of

our diseases of the present day.

Are these hereditary diseases, in their nature,

incurable then ? By no means. Hereditary dis-

eases may be just as curable as any other. Why
not? But the means and manner of their cure,

and the time allotted to this end, must be com-

mensurate with the manner and time of their

production. Hereditary diseases are not pro-

duced nor transmitted in a day, nor a genera-

tion, and cannot be eradicated speedily. The

human system, neverthele.-s, hax recuperative

energies. It may a.icend in the scale of health

and life as vrell as rfpscend. In the course of

generations through continuous transgressions

and abases, it degenerates and runs out. Many
of the individual cases become utterly hopeless

and remediless. Stopping inside the point,

however, of absolute degeneracy and corrup-

tion, why may it not rise again in the scale of

regeneration. The father, by living a dissolute

and corrupt life, may degenerate and enfeeble

the constitution of his offspring. The son may
commit the same folly, continue and increase the

same error. But the grandson, through greater

wisdom and prudence, may improve his own
health, prolong his own life, and transmit a bet-

ter organization to his offspring than his own.

The scale ascends or descends just as a man
chooses to make it. In the course of genera-

tions hereditary diseases may be cured, just as

in the course of generations they are produced.

There is a point, however, from and beyond

which they cannot be recovered, just as there is a

point in any transitory or acute disease beyond

which recovery is impracticable. Laying aside,

then, the consideration of hereditary diseases for

the present, we come toconsider more transitory

affections, such as affect us for a day, a month, a

year, or half a lifetime. We will consider now
what are the conditions upon which these affec-

tions are cur.able, and upon what incurable. We
assume, then, according to our previous state-

ment, that every sort of disease is in its nature

curable under certain circumstances ;— that

there is a time, a point, at which, or a condition

in connection with which it might be made to

succumb. It only remains for us, then, to deter-

mine what this condition or point is. It is true

the wisest physicians must and will confess that

they cannot always absolutely determine it.

They have occasionally been disappointed both
;

ways ; or if not, they have found many cases in

which they could not give a positive judgment.

Yet, after all, the matter in general is reduced in

this day to a very great degree of certainty. ,

The intelligent physician, who has kept up with

the progress of the age, can, in general, very ;

accurately determine the capabilities of his pa- ;

tient. It does not follow, however, that every ]

patient be pronounces curable will recover.

Patients are sometimes themselves responsible

for a failure ; and sometimes extraneous influ-

ences control all their vital resources to their

ruin.

What, then, arc the principles upon which the

physician makes up his opinion of the curability

of a disease ? I repeat—upon the condition of

the system at large, and the condition of specific

organs. One man may have a serious disease of

the lungs, and may recover, while another may
have a slight affection of these organs which

may terminate in his destruction. The differ-

ence li3s not in the primary or supposed primary

affection, but in the condition of the system at

large. A severe affection of the bowels, stomach,

liver, or heart, may be perfectly recovered from

in one case, while a slight disorder of these or-

gans may become a chronic malady, and end only

with the life of the patient, in others. One man
has naturally greater constitutional capabilities

than another, and the same man has greater or

less, under different conditions of the general

health. We take these as the first principle, or

starting-point in our prognosis, the natural con-

stitutional capacity in connection with the

amount of vitality present. Where these are

fair, almost any disease may be pronounced cur-

able. The exceptions lie in that class of cases

where, notwithstanding the present strength of

the patient may be considerable, yet some par-

ticular organ is so seriously injured as to pre-

clude repair, and finally bring down the general

health. Fortunately, this class of cases are not

near so common as they are supposed to be.

Tlie recuperative energies of the human system

are very great. Only sustain, or restore if need

be, the digestive and nutritive forces, and very

many of the supposed hopeless cases can be made
to revive and recover. Herein lies the .grand

secret of Hydropathy, or the Hygienic cure ; and

herein is to be found the sure explanation of those

many marvellous cures which have so astounded

the world. Innumerable cases of caronic dis-

ease will always be hopeless until there be found

some way to rejuvenate and quicken the vitality

of the system at large ; some way powerfully to

aid the natural elimination of morbid matter

from the body, and quicken its nutritive forces.

Drugs never do this
;
they never can. True,

patients recover after taking drugs, especially

in acute disease.*. But in chronic cases their

failure is notorious
;
why ? because in chronic

cases the digestive and nutritive forces are at a

low ebb—some means must be applied adequate

to rally them. In acute cases digestion and nu-

trition are often ready to assume their functions

so soon as the more violent or active symptoms

have disappeared. Hence the patient's recovery.

His recovery, however, is perfect and sure, just

in proportion to the minuteness or harmlessness

of the dosings that have been practiced upon him.

It is well established that drugs are the true and

only cause of many of those chronic disorders

which follow so closely on the heels of an acute

attack.

' The arerage duration of human Ilfo thronghout the

world Is 83 years. One quarter dlo previous to the age of

seven years; one half before reaching seventeen. Human
life maij be greatly prolonged.
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HORSE-FLESH AS FOOD.
|

BY WILLIiM H. OKE.

Thk French are a strange people, in a dietetic

point of view, as well as many other aspects.

Fried frogs have long since become a common
dish on their tables, and a few years since snails

were introuuced to supply their dainty appetites.

The latest article brought forth—horse-flish—
partakes quite as much of the novel (though a

great deal more of the subsUmtial), as those for-

merly adopted.

Ftinch treats the matter in comico-serious

style, as follows

:

'• The French Society for the consumption of

horse-flesh has been progressing so fearfully that

a number of scientific individuals have been

breakfasting together in Paris upon nothing but

dog's meat. They have endeavored to disguise

the article by dishing it up in various forms, but

to paraphrase the words of the poet

" Ton may cook, tou may garnish the stuff as you will,

But the Bcent of the dog's meat will stick to It still."

' Roast horse-fiesh steeped in vinegar,' was,

we are told, relished with such enthusiasm as to

have caused ' an explosion of satisfaction,' but we
suspect the report has been misunderstood, and

that the explosion may have proceeded from tho

mouths of the more than satisfied hippophagi.

\Ve feel ourselves quite unable to sympathize

with a movement which more than any other

movement we know of—not even excepting that

of a steamboat in a rough sea— makes the heart

sick at the very thought of it. We do not be-

lieve that even Soyer, with all his arts, could

render horse-flesh palatable, or that a fricandeau

de cab-horse, or coteleites de Shetland pony, will

ever become an acceptable dish at a dinner, of

even moderate pretensions. We do not know
whether a little wholesale ridicule will nip the

society in its bud, but if this is not the case, we
can only look forward to the time when, from

eating horses, the members will proceed to eat-

ing asses, and thus by an easy and natural step,

arrive at the point when they will begin eating

each other. In this way the Society may pos-

sibly be extinguished, if it does not previously poi-

Eon itself right out by the trash it feeds upon."

With Pnnch, we must confess to a little want

of sympathy with the " horse-eating movemtnt,''

^ and yet wc cannot conceive of any radical or

weighty difference between that and the practice

80 prevalent among civilized and other nations,

at the present day—of devouring the carcasses

of worn-out oxen, cows, sheep, and worse than

all bad practices put together, that of eating the

most filthy and disgusting of all quadrupeds

—

the hog!

It is an interesting idea to think of Punch
turning from a hearty breakfast of hog's liver,

fat pork, or salt bacon—-which would naturally

have, long ago, been in a state of putrefied odor-

iferousness—and writing about the horse-eating

practice of the French making his " heart-sick."

We don't believe he meant it.

But seriously, we caunot imagine what prin-

ciple Punch discovers in the use of horse-meat as

food, which has not for years been acted upon
throughout Christendom. The horse, it is true,

does not " chew the cud," or " divide the hoof,"

according to Moses' standard of cleanness, but
:

do Christians pay any attention to this? Not in i

the least. Is not our chief article of flesh diet

derived from an animal which does not " chew
the cud"— and a very unclean animal in addi-

tion ? And are not bears, rabbits, squirrels, opos-

sums, raccoons, and many other such '• unclean"

animals, also used as food, and severally esteem-
;

ed great luxuries by diflerent tastes -perverted

ones, of course— in different parts of the world?

Horses, too, it is also true, are generally

obliged to perform considerable hard labor in a

lifetime, strengthening and hardening their mus-

cles, so as to render them" tough chewing" when
they come to undergo the process of mastication

;

but cannot the same be said of oxen, and in a cer-

tain sense of almost every other animal that can

be eaten? We may, perhaps, grant a sorry ex-

ception in favor of hogs which have been fed on

distillery slops, and for the sake of economy in

fattening, confined to narrow cells, where they

have not space enough to exercise their feeble

limbs, or strengthen their tender muscles. All

animals which are allowed the natural action and

use of their limbs, must be found to possess mus-

cles, tendons, and bones correspondingly firm,

healthy and tough ; and unless they do possess

such firmness, they are diseased, and consequent-

ly totally unfit for the food of man or beast.

The horse, in his wild state, exercises his parts

freely, and is then, if ever, most fit for food ; but

in their domesticated state, horses are often work-

ed much too hard, their health being by this

means impaired, and their flesh rendered more

than normally tough. The very same may be

said of the domestic ox, the flesh of which is so

extensively used and relished at the present day.

The fact is, Mr. Punch, the whole system of

flesh-eating is highly repugnant to the natural

senses of man, as well as de.structivc to their

healthy action, and each new step taken in the

bloody course, makes the heart, even of those ac-

customed to the sinful descent, " sick at the very

, thought of it." Oshawa, Ontario Co., C. W.

during a long life- r

ted, or even to raise (

a rule to which he adhered

time, viz., never to get irritated,

his hand to a slave. He was born with an infirm

constitution, and afHicted in his youth with many
and severe illnesses ; but having arrived at the

age of twenty-eight, and finding that there were
sure rules for preserving health, he observed

them so carefully that he never labored under
any distemper from that time, except occasion-

ally a slight feverish complaint for a single day,

owing to the fatigue which attending the sick

necessarily brought on him. By this means he
passed his hundredth year. His advice is clear

and direct. "I beseech all persons," says he,
" who shall read this work, not to degrade them-
selves to a level with the brutes, or the rabble, by
eating and drinking promiscuously whatever
pleases their palates, or by indulging their appe-
tites of every kind. But whether they under-
stand physic or not, let them consult their reason,

and observe what agrees and what does not agree
with them, that, like wise men, they may adlicre

to the use of such things as conduce to their

health, and forbear everything which by their

own experience they find to do them hurt ; and
let them be assured, that by a diligent observa-
tion and practice of this rule, they may enjoy a
good share of health, and seldom stand in need
of physic or physicians."

—

Journal of Health.

GALEN S EXPERIENCE

We often hear the members of the medical pro-

; fession tauntingly reminded that they are more

;

eager in laying down rules of regimen than

; solicitous themselves in following them, and that

their own personal experience by no means cor-

responds with their theories. The charge to a
' certain extent is not without validity ; but the

;
modifying circumstances which tend so much to

' impair the health and assail even the life of a

, physician, are not sufficiently considered. Still

'; there are many notable examples of longevity

; and happy exemption from disease among medi-

l
cal men. For the present we shall content our-

selves with adducing the experience of Galen.

; This distinguished individual, who wrote so

; much on the different branches of medicine, re-

ceived from the Itoinau Emperor a medal with

an honourable inscription, the meaning of which

was, the chief of th« Romans to the chief of phy-

sicians. Conscious from the strength of his own

\
passions of their ample sway over the body and

;
its healthful movements, he prescribed to himself

; POISONING BY MISTAKE.
; A FEW weeks ago, a Boston apothecary was

I

arrested for dealing out a dose of the wrong

medicine, which killed the patient. A similar

case has since occurred in Williarasburgh, and

another still later in Philadelphia. Islt not very

probable that there are numbers of such cases

occurring in all parts of the country, which never

come to our knowledge ? If an apothecary

makes such a mistake he is not going to turn in-

former. But in a large portion of medical

practice, the physician deals out his own medi-

cine ; and if he makes such a mistake, who is

;

going to be the wiser ? His diploma covers all

;
blunders. Their is much work for coroner's in-

I

quests which is never attended to.

;
But if numbers are killed by taking medicine

i in mistake, they are few compared to those who

I
are destroyed where there is no mistake, but the

i great miss in taking medicine at all. Thousands

/ die from the ignorance of doctors, where one is

killed by such accidents as the above. Calomel,

opium, quinine and arsenic kill, if given with

ever so good intentions. The lancet may be used

;
secundum arlem, and with the very best inten-

tions, but it destroys life none the less surely.

! Great learning and a high reputation are no

security. I think patients are not so safe gen-

erally in the hands of celebrated practitioners,

who know they can do as they like without risk,

as under the care of men of less pretensions.

—

Erie True American.

;
[We are compelled to confirm the above. Who

5
among our readers has not heard of numerous

; similar cases of accidental poisoning? We
( could give a frightful list, occurring here every

year. 'J hen the damage done to the constitu-

; tions of common drug-fakers is beyond computa-
'

tion. Almost every middle aged man and woman
I can feel the " mercury in their bones" every

cloudy day. When will people learn to shun

poison?] -Eds. W. C. J.
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NEW YORK, NOVEMBER, 1856.

NOVl.MBEK TOPICS-

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

" TnE Medical World."'—Among the very

significant signs of the times, is the appearance

of a medical journal in Boston, under the ahove

title. The editor is J. V. C. Smith, M.D., late

mayor of that city, and for many years the

senior editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal.

But why has Dr. Smith abandoned the old

journal and started the new ? His answer is in

the following words :

—

For more than a quarter of a century the senior editor of

this publication was intimately associated with the Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal, and fifty consecutive octavo

volumes of that work are permanent memorials of unceas-

ing devotion to the interests and prosperity of the medical
profession of this country. In leaving it, to commence a

new enterprise, embracing a wider range and more liberal

sentiments, in regard to the various sentiments now prevail-

ing on the subject of medical science, no ancient friendship

has been disturbed, or unkind feeling generated

It is to embrace " more liberal sentiments,"

then! Why could not "liberal sentiments"

have been advocated in the existing journal ?

Dr. Smith continues :

—

Although educated to have entire confidence in the old

school of medicine, as it has been taught in Europe and
America by men illustrious for their attainments, long be-
fore many new and anomalous systems, which have their

advocates and patrons, had ejristence ; we believe also in

the virtue of progress, and therefore open the pages of

this journal to medical writers of every denomination
throughout the United States.

Aha ! Dr. Smith, in his old age, has come to be-

lieve in progress, and, of course, must resign the

Journal to the younger and more old-fogyish

M.D.'s who don't believe in progress. The doctor

also intimates that, notwithstanding he was

educated into a confidence in the allopathic

system, he has practiced his confidence all away.

Well, how is the new journal, which assumes the

broad title of " Medical World," to be managed,

in view of these things? The following para-

graphs explain :

—

Our individual opinion shall not interfere with the freest

expression of those who differ from us on medical subjects.

Nothing, however, which reflects upon the personal
character, professional standing or influence of professors,

practitioners, or authors, is admissible. Criticisims, how-
ever, on the writings, teachings, and theories of those
representing the various theories at present taught, in this

or other countries, are legitimate methods of discussion.
Reports of cases, technically prepared, as it respects

anatomical, surgical, and medical terms, are solicited from
any and every respectable source. Diseases and treatment,
however much they may differ from our views, shall have
equal attention at the hands of the compositor Allopathic,

homceopsthic. and hydropathic practitioners, and indeed all

others, have an opportunity therefore to promulgate their

doctrines side by side, in an open field, for the diffusion of

truth.

AVe presume Dr. Smith has made his will ; If

not, we respectfully suggest to him " to be pre-

pared for the worst." What ! homoeopathic and

hydropathic doctors to be allowed to promulgate

their terrible heresies in the same journal, yea,

" side by side'" with dignified, privileged, law-

protected allopathy ! and all this to be done

openly, in an " open field," so that all the world

can look on

!

Dr. Smith, you are an older member of " the

fraternity " than we are, but we have much

more experience than you have had in advocat-

^^^^

ing doctrines whose tendency is to heal the na-

tions and destroy the trade of the doctors ; and

we tell you. and we stake our reputation as a

prophet on the result, that allopathy will never

submit to a discussion of doctrines in your

journal. Allopathy cannot endure this. // would

be its death.

Dr. Smith is either egregiously deluded, or he

has consented benevolently to be immolated on

the altar of truth, for the good of suffering hu-

manity. We hope the latter. We hope he is

one of us. We hope he is worthy of martyrdom.

Docs Dr. Smiih recollect that, a few years ago.

Dr. Forbes of London stood high in his profession,

even at its very head, occupying one of the

most responsible medical positions known to the

British government, and that suddenly he fell, and

that all at once he lost caste in his profession,

was destroyed in reputation, was even anathe-

matised by his medical profession ?

And does Dr. Smith recollect that the Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal was amongst the

foremost to cast obloquy on his head ?

Aud, yet, what had Dr. Forbes done to turn

the respect, and honor, and reverence of his

professional brethren into gross calumny, bitter

hate, and unrelenting persecution ?

He did just what Dr. Smith now proposes to

do. He opened his medical journal to " liberal

sentiments." He proposed to discuss the merits

or demerits of other systems. He even published

an article admitting that there was !ome virtue

in homoeopathy, judged by its results, as compar-

ed with allopathy ; and he even was so unpardon-

ably presumptions as to put on record the fact

;
that some cases of gout and rheumatism had been

cured by hydropathy, after allopathy had failed.

( Dr. Forbes was not executed for high treason
;

he was not made to confess his heresy on the

rack ; but he was ostracised so far as the author-

ity and influence of his medical brethren could

efi"ect it. So it will be with Dr. Smith.

We hope and believe Dr Smith has taken his

position understandingly, and we trust he will

; maintain it, come weal or wo ; but we shall be

very greatly and very happily disappointed if

the Philistines are not upon him as soon as any

discussioo in his journal gets fairly going. At
any rate. Dr. Smith may put us down as " regular

contributors," in the matter of placing our

system " side by side ' with any drug system, or

all drug systems ; and we will furnish his journal

with just as many " reports of cases" as he is

willing to publish.

; Physicians and Atothecaries.—It is asserted

, to be a common practice for physicians and

; apothecaries in our cities and large villages to

; play into others' hands, in a business way, by

the apothecary dividing profits with the physician,

or paying him a percentage on his prescriptions.

Though we do not vouch for the truth of this, it

is very evident that if it were so, there would be

some inducement beyond the welfare of the

patient, for writing down extensive prescriptions.

In the first number of Dr. Smith's Medical

j
World we find an anecdote illustrative of this

;
subject, as applied to the " olden time :"'

! DttCGGiSTS AND ApoTHEC ABIES.—Their vocatloH has
been singularly modified in the present century, in conse-

quence of the numerous medical isms that have sprung
into notoriety In good old times, when large doses were

prescribed, tbelra vas a legitimate trade, yielding a proQt
worth having.
A gentleman's wife being taken sick in the night, In the

halcyon days ofthe Boston apothecaries, called in one of the
Jssc'ulaplau vcnerables. He was a solid man in more than
one sense. After a thorough categorical eerie* of questions,
always the same, whether the patient had a broken limb or
the measles,—"How are your bowels? Any pain In the
head? .N'ore thirst than usual? Appetite natural?" &o.,

cd a pencil, and wrote a prescription
In the me ntime, the lady's symptoms underwent con-

siderable change for the better, during the protracted ex-
amination But he was an old p/iynician, and therefore
both sound and safe. At length the nervous husband ran
to a corner shop with the mysterious scratches, which there
is no certainty the man who made them could decipher.
The apothecary weighed fiowder after powder, ariistically

tied each with red twine, and then commenced filling

phials.

"Sir, 'ejaculated the impatient spouse, a.etonished at the
rising mound of packagc-i, "mvwife, I fear, is dving; I

hope this is all." "All! friend;' only about half," 'quietly
remarked tlie dealer in scruples

" Well, sir. allow me to carry these and set them in

motion, and I'll immediately return for the remainder."
" No, sir, I pride myself in being accurate—a regular

apothecary. The lady has had the advice of a physician
whom I respect, and you must follow his directions, as I

shaU."
The husband paid a round bill, and with his arms full of

samples of pretty much all the drugs in the establishment,
found m.adame so much improved that she concluded not
to take anv of them

.

This is a specimen of the way physicians formerly played
into the till of the apothecaries, w'ho were wrongfully ac-

cused by meddling gossips of paying a trifling per centage
for prescriptions like the one just cited.

Tight Lacing and Cossi'mption. — In the

September number of "Hall's Journal of Health"

(a periodical, by the way, which says some good

things, and some exceedingly foolish ones), is

an article on consumption, in which the editor

argues that the horrible practice of tight-lacing,

so far from being among the causes of consump-

tion, actually has a tendency to prevent and

cure it !

Such ridiculous nonsense would merit nothing

from us but contempt, were it not that the

journal is conducted by a regular physician o^

education, standing, and influence
;
and, for this

reason, liable to mislead those who seek to learn

the principles of health in its columns.

Dr. Hall says :

—

'^Tight-lacing,'" as it Is called, does not originate consump-
tion ; its tendencies are to prevent it, if not actually pres-

ent, and to cafe it if it is.

All physicians know that consumption attacks the top of
the lungs, under the collar bone, and long before it reaches
half way down the man dies, not actually for want of
enough sound lungs to live upon, for persons have lived to
a good old age who have had but one half of the whole
lungs in healthful operation, but they die from the effect

which the disease has had upon the whole system.
Tight-lacins affects the lower portion' of the lungs

mainly, and causes the person to breathe less with the
bottom of the lungs and more with the top. We have seen
that the bottom of the lungs can take care of themselTes.
It is not one time in many thousands, of those who die of
this disease, that the lower portions are materially affected,

if at all.

The reason that the lower portion of the lungs is the last

to become consumptive is, that it has more room for full

action ; the lower portion of the ribs and the stomach are
distensible, and in drawing a full breath, we see how readily

they swell out. And consumption never can exist where the
lungs have free, full play to the influences of a pure atmos-
phere; and even when the atmosphere is foul, those por-
tions which work most freely are the last to become
diseased; and conversely, the upper parts of the lungs,

being encased with unyielding bony walls, have not the
capabilities of distension which the lower portions have, and
consequently are more liable to disease.

It is intuitive to us nil, that those who are out of doors
most, who run and race about most, who are most active in

their pursuits are less liable to consumption than those
who follow still occupations In-doors. Reasoning from a
general fact, wc would conclude, then, that very many more
women die of consumption than men. But it is simply not
so. Now what is the reason ? Women breathe more 'with
the upper portion of the lungs than men do ; any one's
observation will confirm this assertion. Therefore, the
province of woman being more naturally within doors,
a benevolent providence seems to have so created them
that there should be an on'agonism within them, and
beyond their control, to the otherwise natural liabilities to
the disease. We therefore arrive at the inevitable conclu-
sion, that compression of the lower portion of the lung*,
throwinz, as it does, a large part of the breathing and dis-

tension to the upper portion, does thereby render the upper
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portion less susoeptib'e to disease. "We mean moderate
compression.
What then becomes of the presumption that tight-lacing

originates consimiption It must simply go the way of

multitudes of specious errors.

It must, we think, to every person capable of

exercising the reflective faculties, and who has

not been educated out of his common sense, be

evident that a physicianwho can perpetrate such
" scientific mummery" as we have quoted above,

can have no rational idea of the nature of the .

disease called consumption ; and perhaps it

would be safe to add. no other disease. ';

We have neither time, space, nor patience to ^

expose the sophisms and absurdities which fill so

large a part of our orthodox medical journals; but

it seems to us that this idea of Dr. Hall, which ;

certainly has the element of originality, is bo

flagrantly nonsensical, that an attempt at serious

refutation would be supererogation. •

Because tubercles form and ulceration takes
;

place more readily in the upper portion of the •

lungs than the lower, and because the panting
'

and laborious breathing resulting from a ligature

around the vital organs, tends to swell out the
;

upper portion of the lungs about half as much as ;

it restricts the lower portion, tight-lacing is ,

forsooth a preventive of consumption ! !

If Dr. Hall could look a little deeper into '

this subject, he would understand that consump-
tion is in reality a disease of the whole system ;

and the tuberculation or ulceration of the lungs

is merely the local expression of the general

condition, or the elfort of the system to depurate

the effete elements, which the liver and skin

should carry off, through the lungs.

If he could get this more extensive and com-
prehensive notion through his pericranium, he

would not publish, in the name of science, such

pernicious trash as we have felt it our duty to

ridicule, according to its ridiculousness. i

Drs. Kr.MBALLs' Lecturing Tour.—We learn

that Drs. Geo. E. and Frances Kimball, of I owa
City, have entered upon the fall and winter

campaign against false doctors and poisonous

drugs, and in favor of a true system and a

better practice. :

By some accident, the article giving a notice
'

of the places they intended to visit, which should

have appeared a month or two ago, was omitted ; :

but we have recently learned, and take pleasure
'

in advertising our friends, tliat they will, during

the lecture season, visit the following among
other places, viz. : Fairfield, Washington, Mount

Pleasant, Bentonport, Denmark, Fort Madison,
;

Burlington, Wapello, Columbus City, Richmond,
\

Mount Vernon, Solon, Tipton, De Wilt, Maquo- ',

kcta, Marion, Vinton, Waterloo, Cedar Falls,
'

Waverley, Independence, Quasquaeton, Daven- ,

port, Rock I.slaud, Moline, &c. We hope the
'

friends of health-reform in the above places will
;

give publicity to the intended visit, and especi-
|

ally invite the physicians resident, of whatever
;

school, to hear the lectures. I

Inukction in Pregnakct.—A correspondent,

writing from New Bedford, Mass., says : >

Will yon please make some remarks upon the following, ,

through the columns of the Wafcr-Cure .Journal, for the !

benefit of snbscribers residing In this city and vicinity, f

where a large numt.f-r of your papers are taken. ;

Being on a visit to a neighboring city a few days ago, I ',

was very much surprised to find that several of the leading
pli'/sici'ans of the place recommended highly tlio free use
otsireH oil, to be rithbrd upon the lower pai-t of tlio abdo-
men dailij, wlien a woman is within a few weeks of her
confinement; this to bo followed with an occtisumal dose
of castor oil to prevent costiveness. I was also surprised to

find that it liad, t» <i nnmher of cases, been ,/oUowed, and
that too with the best results, as far as the delivery was con-
cerned; one case of labor being only/oMr^o!«rs. But for

•nil this, it was a dose I could not swallow, my faith in the
Water-cure is so slrong. I believe that daily bathing the
whole bodv, anil a strict attention to diet, will operate as

favorably, and Willi as little suffering to the patient, as is

possible. But I wish, in connection with several others, to

be enlightened upon the subject, through your columns.
The doctors alleged that such a course softened the

bones, &c., &c. ; but for all that, I believe it to be in direct

violation of the laws of nature, and therefore wrong.

Our friend is right. A wet rag rubbed over

the abdomen would be better than the oil, and

coarse plain food, with sufficient exercise on the

feet to keep the bowels at all times in a healthy

state, is incomparably better than nauseous

cathartics to force an action. So far as " soften-

ing the bones"' is concerned, the notion is simply

ridiculous.

Anatomical and Phtsiologicai. Plates.—
Messrs Fowler & Wells have had a large edition

of those admirable plates printed, and are now
enabled to supply all orders. They were pre-

pared expressly for the students and lecturers of

the New York Hydropathic Medical College,

by one of the best anatomical draughtsmen in

the country, and are equally well adapted to

family and individual use. They are, doubtless,

the best illustrations of the principal organs of

the human body, in situ, and of the life-size,

ever published. Every school-room in the United

States ought to have a set. Price for the series

of six, mounted and colored, $12.

THE DISCUSSION.
DK. CURTIS TO DR. TRALL.

Deae Doctor :—Tour first position was that " medicines
do not act on the body."
This I disproved, first by your own statements thit they

do act on tlie body. (See my former articles.)

Secondly, by observation of the fact. An escharotic
chemically decomposes its tissues, and thus produces lesion

of organs, mortification and deatli. A gas, disengaged in

the system by chemical decompositions, expands, and so
distends some organs and compresses others, as to check
and even suspend circulation and nervous action, and to

cause death.
A narcotic produces paralysis of the nerves, and death

from the cause, if used freely.

A stimulant excites the nerves and the heart, arteries and
muscles, to greater action than they are performing when
it is adininiuistered.

A nervine quiets these excitements.
You ask how I know these things. I answer they

are not merely ray opinions ; they are universally observed
facts, such as constitute the basis of all our knowledge of

the relations of things. I know them as well as 1 know that

sulphuric acid will decompose carbonate of magnesia and
form Epsom salts ; or tliat caloric will reduce wood or pit

coal to its proximate elements—as well as I know that food
nourishes the body, water slakes its thirst, and opium and
arsenic destroy its vitality ; for all these points and such
like, arc proved by the same evidence, namely, observation

of the relations of cause and efi'ect, or of the uniform results

of bringing certain sensible objects into certain relations

with each other, llave you any better means of knowing

that medicines do not act on the body, you shifted the
question, and asked ; " If medicines do act on the body, liow

do they act ?"

Here again I quoted Dr. Trail, that some act as stimulants,

some as astringents, some as emetics, some as cathartics,

some as diuretics, some as sudorltics, &c. But I was not
content with this. Though like all other matters in science,

it Is the result of observation and induction, and, when duo
allowance for the coaction of other agents is made, strictly

j

true, I gave you instances of the modun operandi.
Tour position at first was, " Medicines do not act on the

body." fsaid," They do," and proved it. Tou reply, " I will

not believe they do till you show me how they do it."

This proof is not required to substantiate the other any
more than I am bound to show you how the vegetable force

takes inorganic substances and forma them into organisnis

called plants, before you will believe that I have caused cab-

bages and flowers to grow in my garden, or wheat and com
in my field. You may, with astnuch propriety, deny the
growth and perfection of plants and animals, because you do
not know how they grow, as the action of substances on the
body, because you do not understand that action. But I am
thankful that I am not ahv.ays obliged to plead ignorance
even hero. Please put some moistened caustic potash into
your hand and watch the result. Decomposition of the
tissue of the hand. What produced tliis result. Will you
say thcaetion of the tissue on the potash ? or does the pot-
ash chemically decompose a portion of the tissue and leave
a lesion? Again: apply arsenious acid to the flesh; will
not a similar decomposition take place? And are we to at-
tribute these destructive results to the action of the body
on the articles? Does the bodv thus destrov itselfbecanse
a substance is applied to it? Please take four ounces of
onium, strychnine or prussic acid; and what then? You
will die. Do you kill yourself.

If you take into your mouth an astringent, and the result
is contraction and dryness; then a nauseant, and then fol-

low relaxation and salivation, when before neither of these
efffcts was observed—to what cause are the changes to be
attributed? To the action of the body, which is uniform,
or to that of these remedies, whose administration is always
followed by the same irregular vital results ?

Finally; if the agents do not acton your body, why does
your body act so differently when different agents are ap-
plied to it ?

I do not wish nor intend to treat this subject lightly, but
rather to discuss it with my friend soberly and scientifically

till he is fully satisfied. But really his argument looks to me
like this : Dr. T. calls on me. I ask him to lecture to my
students. He does not believe that I have any. It is only
my erroneous opinion. I conduct him into tlieir presence,
but he says : Well, if you have students, tell me how they
came here, and I will believe that they both came and are
here.

I hope the doctor will not contend that, before he admits
that grass grows with a uniform stem, leaf, head, and seed-
that acorns never produce chestnut trees, nor chestnuts
pine trees—that the different species of animals always pro-
duce their own and not each other's identity, he must un-
derstand precisely how all these changes arc effected.

DR. TRALL TO DR. CURTIS.

Deak Doctor :—The above completes the series of those

" omitted articles." I hope vow there is nothing between us

except the real question. If you are disposed to meet this,

there is still opportunity. If not, I shall proceed in the

December or January number to present both sides of it.

It seems to me that our readers can hardly fail to see

where the difficulty is between ns. From first to last,

through all your articles, you have everywhere confounded

the effects of medicines with the action of medicines. In-

deed, there is no possible way for you to keep up this dis-

cussion without so doing ; for, the moment you separate tho

effects which result from the contact of medicines with the

living organism, from the actions which induce those ef

fects, you are brought square up to the rationale of the

whole subject. You must then explain those effects by

placing a power o/action in the living system, or in the

inert drug, or in both.

AVhenever you come near enough to this point to see the

merit of our controversy, as it were, face to face, you dodge

off from actions to effects with almost marvellous celerity

:

yet you cannot help incidentally admitting my position.

Thus, as a "finality" you say, "If the agents (medicines)

do not act on the body, why does the body act so different-

ly when different agents are applied to it ?"

My dear doctor, did you ever think seriously what con-

stitutes life, vitality ? What is It that distinguishes living

matter from dead matter? Why, sir, it is the power of the

former to recognize the differences of the latter. The living

system recognizes an apple, a potato, a dose of jalap, a tinc-

ture of myrrh, a rock, a tree, an animal, a man, everything

as it is. It acts upon all things, or in relation to them, as

they are useful or injurious, as they are usable or incompa-

tible. It recognizes their existence and relation to itself,

and acts accordingly.

You would have it that a potato or a pound of Epsom
salts recognizes the living system. You would have itthat

dead, inert, inorganic matter (drugs and medicines), possess

as much discrimination as does the living tissue. And

thus you make some medicines, as lobelia, select (intelli-

gently? j the stomach to act upon, of course in a very friend-

ly way—physiologically ; while you make yonr neighbors

antimony to act upon it, in a very unfriendly way—patUo-
! logically.

Now, so long as both occasion distress, nausea and vom-

tlng, it is beyond my theory or experience to understand

how or wliy one always acts " In harmony with the vital

powers," and the other acts destructively.

It is to my mind perfectly clear that the living system g
alone acts ; and it acts expulsively in relation to botli. And

I prove this, by the very obvious fact that, as soon as they
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nrc got ont of the system, tbo action ceases, and it Is pre-

cisely so witli every otbor liijnrious or abnormal thing un-

der the sun.

You have repeatedly assumed that, if the living system

acted on the medicines, it would always act in one particu-

lar way ; it would expel a dose of catnip just as it would a

dose of arsenic.

Not at all, sir. It would be jnst the otlicr way, as it is.

This assumption of yours again ignores the nature and

even the existence of vitality. Vitality, let me sny again,

recognizes things a< they are. Hence, if a hundred agents

are brought In contact with It, or under the cognizance of

the external senses, vitality recognizes a hundred different

things ; and It acts in relation to each in tlie manner best

calculated to appropriate it. If it Is useful or usable, or to

get rid of It if it is injurious or Incompatible.

Yon nnderta);e to defend your position by saying that

"an escharoticrf«c»myjose-» the tissues, and thus produces

lesion of organs, mortification and death."'

And so you Iceep forgetting the question. Our question

was concerning the action of medicines or remedial agents.

But you, with strange tergiversation, try to prove that a

remedy acts on the body to cure, by presenting an example

of a poison that acts on the body to kill I Is there not a
" pretty considerable" of a difference between curing and
killing—between restoring the functions of an organ and
decomposing its substance ?

And so you have gases to distend and compress, narcotics

to paralyze, stimulants to excite, nervines to depress or
quiet, some of them inducing death, and yet these are il-

lustrations of the manner in which a remedy or medicine
acts I

From such logic, good Lord deliver us.

But I will not take advantage of your aberration, for I

hold that the action is, in all these cases, wholly on the part
of the living system. So long as life exists in the tissue,

escharotics will never decompose it Ton can prove this

In a very simple experiment : Apply a blistering plaster to
a healthy person, and the cuticle will very soon be destroy-
ed. Then apply a similar eseharotic to the skin of a dead
person, and there will bo no ejfect (not action) of any kind.
How do you explain this ?

Yours truly, E. T. TEALL.
P. S. How is it. Doctor, that yonr Physio-Medical Eecord-

er does not publish any more of my articles ? Your read-
ers are not afraid of anything, are they ? E. T. T.

®0 Corrtspnhuts.
Be brief, clear, nail deSDite, and speak alwayi directly to the poiol.

Waale no wordi.

Electro-Chemic.vl Bathi.no.—AVe have received
a lengthy communication from a Dr. Q., of California, who
states that he has got a supply of electro-chemical machin-
ery, but cannot make it work beneficially, whereupon he
propounds several pages of questions wliich he wishes us
to answer.

It w.juld require a work of two or three hundred pages
to thoroughly instruct him in all the topics he interrogates
about

;
and as we have a school to educate persons in all

}the departments of medical science, we cannot be expected
to give lectures to individuals through this .fournal.

|We fear, however, there are manv people in the same !

predicament as Dr. G. They have purchased apparatus for
!

electro-chemical bathing, and gone to work mechanically; i

and no wonder they either injure their patients or fail to
j

cure.

PiTLMoxARY Depuration.—M. E. C, Mt. Ver-
non, 111 Last winter, a class in Johnson's Natural Philos-
ophy found the question :

" What occasions the deleterious
air to rise m the lungs?" No answer could be found in the

was not able to see the force of the question.
|The diftculty, I concluded, was in my ignorance; and I I

said to the class that I would endeavor to Snd an answer to '

the question by writing to one who would understand all i

about It, if it was understandable. Allow me to refer vou i

to the April number of the Journal as an apology for call- !

ing yonr attention to the matter again.
jThe deleterious air rise-i in the lungs jnst as it descends i

troxn a bellows when you hold the nozzle below the handle,
jIn both cases the air is pushed out. Expiration is the ex- !

pulsion of air from the Inngs by the action of the resplra-
j

tory muscles. The air, itself, has nothing to do with the
process, except In being acted upon.

\

Htdrodkioopatiiy Again.—C. A. S., Otisco.
1. Wishing the system yon so nobly and fearlessly advo-
cate, (/;-<r«r KUfceM, I desire to know if all hydropathic
phy»U-iiin* are compelled to use drugs, of any kind, In
connection with water treatment, in all desperate vases,
as some of our drug-tinkers boldly afflrm f 2. Is bile ever
found in a perfectly healthy stoniacii ? ». Are cookies, as
they are generally made, a good diet for children ? 4. Why
is bread made from unbolted Hour more healthy than It

would be, made of fine flour ?

1. "As a man thinketh. so is he!" If a man imagines

himself to be a hydropathic doctor, and yet feels compelled

to use drugs, of course he can't help it. His misfortune is,

that he does not understand our system. 2. No. 8. No.

4. Because fine flour lacks some of the nsefnl materials

which unbolted flour contains. See Cook Book.

PoLYPCs OP TUE Nose.—A. J. S., Halifax. The
nsual causes are catarrhal affections, acrid snuffs, picking

of the nose, &c. The usual methods of extirpation do not

make a permanent cure, as they soon grow agaiu. Our

plan is, to pick them out carefully with polypus forceps,

taking away, at each operation, only what can be done

without causing pain, bleeding, or inflammation, and so

proceeding until the whole is removed. In this way wo
have cured many cases, and in no case have failed to make
a permanent cure. We have a case now under treatment.

Both nostrils are entirely filled with the tumor, so that

breathiug through the nose is impossible. Our plan requires

from two to four weeks to effect a radical cure.

Cancerois Tumok.—(\ L., Bangor, Me. 'Will

yon plciise send me a remedy for treating this disease, with
full particulars, &c. ?

We have no remedy to send ; but we have a plan of

treatmeat which will cure in most cases. But as no two
cases should be managed precisely alike, we cannot give the

details of the treatment until we see the case. Our plan,

as we have repeatedly stated, consists in refrigeration and

cauterization, with a very strict general hygiene. In some

cases we use the electro-chemical baths.

CoNSTiPATiox.—AV. W., Portland. Me. I am forty-
five years of age—have been troubled for thirty years with
sour stomach, a heavy, loggy feeling—sometimes pain
through one eye, sometimes through the other—sometimes
a nervous feeling through the top of the head, sometimes in
an arm. and sometimes in a leg—cold feet—often a soreness
in the right breast—urine sometimes high-colored, some-
times the color of pure water—generally costive, pulse
slow, and often a trembling at the stomach. Will you tell

me, through the Water-Cure Journal, what ails me, and
what I can do to regain perfect health ?

All your symptoms are attributable to constipated bow-
els, with a torpid liver. Take a towel-wash all over each

morning, a hip-bath each afternoon, and adopt a strict fruit

and vegetable diet

Milk-Leo.—E. A. P.. Lawrence, Slass. There
is a lady in this place who has been troubled with a " milk
leg '" for twelve yeai-s. Have you a hydropathic work that
will be useful for her ? I have not found anything in re-
gard to the subject in the Encyclopedia, or any other work.

You will find the case mentioned in the Encyclopedia,

vol. 2, pp. 260 & 475.

Faujxg Hair.—M. B., Statesville, N. C. Please
answer through the Water-Cure Journal, What Is the water
treatment for falling hair?

Cut the hair short and wash two or three times a day
with cold water, using also moderate friction.

Unleavenbd Bread.—L. S. R. 0., Wis. Will
Dr. Trail please tell, through the Journal, the manner of
making good unleavened bread 1

There are several ways. One of the best, is to wet the

meal in blood-warm water, kneed it ten or fifteen min-

utes, so as to work in a good amount of atmospheric air;

let it stand over night, and in the morning roll it into thin

cakes, and bake in a rather hot oven or stove.

Pumpkins and Potatoes.—H. D. M.. La. Will
you please to answer the following questions for the benefit
of vegetarians: When the Cashew pumpkin is cut in slices

and baked or fried, it resembles and tastes very much like a
sweet potato, and might be very easily mistaken for siicli.

Could it not be used as a substitute for the latter under
some circumstances? What Is its nutritive value, and
where did it originally come from ?

We object to the frying; but if baked, no donbt the

pumpkin is just as valuable a food as the potato, although

not so nutritious. Probably two ponnds will nourish as

much as one of the potato. We are not acquainted with
its natural history.

Fi.ANxr.T, and DrMn-BEM.s.—L. E. L., Hall Co.,
Ga. What do you think of flannel worn next to the skin
in our warm climate? Do you think the dally uae of
dumb-bells beneficial to weak lungs?

Flannel is bad. Dumb-bells are good.

ELDERBEnniEs.—R. A., Washington Hollow,
N. Y. Please tell me what medical qualities there are in

tlie Elderberry, a? I hear they are used considerably. I

have been gathering a good many, and drying some ; also

have made a species of wine. They are also used for pies.

Like all acid fruits they are, as food, slightly laxative to

persons who are not accustomed to a free use of fruits aa

a part of their diet. We have eaten very good elderberry

pies. The berries have no other medical property, and this

is rather dietetical than medical. " Wine Is a mocker "

with the wis- man, and all wine la a "raging" poison,

make it from what you will.

Rush of Blood.—Fanny, Peoria, HI. Will
you inform me of a fure cure for a rush of blood to the
Lead r Have been troubled with it for three years.

Yes. Balance the circulation by hip and foot baths, and

a plain opening diet

Seizing a Remedy.- H. Z., Oneida. I have
a son eighteen years old. who in his infancy had a long fit of

sickness : first, bowel complaint and whooping-cough, then

a di?ea«o of the head. Applied clothes wet in cold water
to the head: took calomel after, and laudanum every day for

months For one or two years would take cold from the

least exposure. Since his fourth year has had a cough,
more or less, every day. In the winter it is tight; and
when he cannoi sleep or rest I give him Jaynes' Expec-
torant. In summer he raises freely, and works daily on a

farm. His health is otherwise good. He drinks neither

tea or cofi'ee, and lives principally on bread and milk and

Journal this year, in hopes to find a remedy, but have seen

nothing applicable Can you tell me ?

Yon will never find a remedy, such as you seek, in the

Water-Cure Journal. But you may find a remedial plan.

This consists in abjuring Jayne's Expectorant and all other

drugs, and attending to the health of your child in the

observance of the laws we teach.

Hip Disease.—In the case described to us, of a

young man in Weyanwega, Wisconsin, who has been nearly

killed by the drugs of the doctors, and is yet being dosed

secundun artem, we would recommend an immediate re-

sort to a good Water-Cure establishment; we mean, of course,

one where drugs are not considered a part of water-treat-

ment

Inhalation.—J. W. R., St. Louis, Mo. Do you
believe "Medkal Inhalation" an advantage, in connection
with "Water-cure" in diseases of the throat and lungs?
The testimonv appears to be strong, by the advertisements
of Dr Fitch, and others of New York, in favor of inhala-

tion.

Wo do not

PiMTLES.—L. A. Williams, 111. A writer in the
August number of the Water-cure, asks for a cure of small
pimples on his legs. I have been troubled in the same
way for years. I this summer left off the use of warm
bread, grease, and liit meat, most of the time (can't say all),

washed in cold water morning and night, and have had no
trouble this summer. The cause is heating the blood I

am a farmer, and have made no change in my business. I

have lived twenty years in Illinois, and know the trouble ;

they eat too much meat grease, and warm bread.

Several inquirers on the subject of the nature, cause and

cure of pimples on the face, and eruptions over the whole

body, may apply the practice recommended above, to them-

selves, with advantage.

D. S. S.—Five hundred mistakes is 37J cents.

Yes.

Cold Water and Calomel.-E. A. P.. Law-
rence, Mass. Will Dr. Trail please answer, through the

Journal ? About five years ago my father had a turn of the

bowel complaint to which he had long been subject all

through cold weather, ily step-mother, having faith with-

bowels, which threatened his life In a short time. The
doctor I allopathic I was sent for, and a dose of calomel ad-

ministered. It relieved him of the difficulty, also of all his

teetli, and the hearing of one ear. Can his hearing be re-

stored, and if so, how ? He has alwavs been troubled much
with tlie heart-burn and jaundice. What vrlll cure him ?

He drinks tea \fith everv meal, and must have all bis food

hot or very warm, and takes a dish of bread and milk just

before going to bed. I have subscribed for the Water-Cure
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The difficulty was in applying cold to the center of the

body without keepinsr the extremities warm. This mistafce

Is often made in home-treatment. This patient will never

get any better unless he abandon his horrible eating and

drinking habits. Indeed, his lease of life Is short without

an entire revolution. Send him to a good Water cure, where
tes is not among the temptations of the table, and where
bread-and-milk meals at bed-time are not permitted.

Thick and Impure Blood.—Weston, N. Y.
What Is the cause of ringing in the ears, dots before the
eyes, pain between the shoulders, in the head and neck,
great heat in the head, cold hands and feet ? Is such a
case curable by water treatment—by home treatment?
What is the price of the Hydropathic Cook Book, and
where to be had ?

Impurity of the blood is the cause of such symptoms;
and plentiful ablution, with plain, healthful food, is the

cure. The Cook Book may be had of Fowler and Wells-

price 75 cents.

are eliciting the attention of many. Principles—scientific
principles—are being considered. I frequently converse, and
sometimes argue, and I lind all possible objections to the
discontinuance of drug medicines. Learned and unlearned
hold tenaciously to the idea that medicines act on they
don't know what precisely ; but when they cannot clearly
make It manifest that drugs act upon living tissue; they
cling to the_ assertion that they serve as an antidote to mor-
bific agencies in the system, acting chemically upon all

such poisons as are found in the stom.ach, and even upon
poison already in the circulation, the " medicine " or " anti-
dote " being carried there by the same organs that carried
the poison. Now I wish a few questions to be answered
in the Water-Cure Journal : 1st. (as my Eev. Dr. inform-
ant says)—Is the action consequent upon this introduction
of drugs into the system, a mechanical action ? (He says
Dr. Trail says so.) 2d. Is there ever a chemical action be-
tvrcen two poisons in the stomach ? 3. If so, is the stomach
injured by thus being made a laboratory ? 4th. Is sugar
particularly injurious to a scrofulous constitution ?

A. S.

In answer to the questions of A. S, we answer: 1st. No ;

It is a vital action, so far as the system is concerned, and
mechanical (weight, inertia) on the part of the drug. 2d
Tes. 3d. Yes. 4th. Yes.

The Discussion.—How hard it is for people to
tee primary or first principles ! How easy for the mind to

Judge by appearances and oyerlook realities ! We have
scores of communications on hand relative to the subject-

matter of our discussion with Dr. Curtis. We append the

following as examples of their con and pro character

:

Morgantown, If. C, Sept. 4, 1856.
My Deae Feiekd Teall:—I see in the August number

of the Water-Cure Journal, some "criticisms " of mine up-
on the position you occupy in your discussion with Dr.
Curtis, together with a reply to the same.
Now permit me to say that I do not profess being a critic,

neither were those "criticisms" designed for a pi(ii«c show-
ing or rcfuUtion
Having Ilygeopathy prominently at heart, my desire is

not to do anything that would in the least retard its pro-
gress, or in the slightest degree detract from the merits of
the Journal, as a means of accomplishing its object among
the people ; and although I cannot, for the life of me, see
the consistency of your view of the "modus operandi"
question ; nor can I but think that it will, at some future
period, prove a serious obstacle in your way. In the final
and ultimate issue with drug doctors; yet I do not desire to
discuss this subject with you, when you are already in dif-

ficulties and perplexities from every hand, and per conse-
quence going to the tomb at railroad speed, (//ear,-) yet,
if you arc done with Dr. Curtis, or rather, if Dr. Curtis is

done with you, and you arc desirous of discussing this
question further, you can have an opportunity of so doing,
in a friendly and brotherly manner, with myself, by indicat-
ing the same to me. I only make this proposition to you
inasmuch as you sometime since proposed discussing it all,
" a!l alone," should Dr. Curtis decline continuing, thinking
It might be more picasa it to have company.
Here is my position : I do not believe drugs act remedi-

<iUy upon the system, but always destructively, in propor-
tion to virulence, quantity, and condition of person taking
them. I further believe, though, that they may be reme-
dially administered for certain conditions. Again, I be-
lieve all remedial agents act upon the living system, or con-
template action.

Yours, fraternally,

J. G. PETERSON.
We have about done with Dr. Curtis—shall " finish him

off'' in one or two numbers, and hence accept with the
greatest pleasure the proposition of Dr. Peterson. Dr. P.
may have one or two months to prepare the first article in

I

support of his positions, when they shall be published and

' We cannot, however, sympathize with his fears for our
S safety. If our positions are not true, wo wish to have them
"go to the tomb" with lightning speed. But perhaps the

Doctor, like some other doctors we wot of, will see things

in a new light when he comes to reduce his ideas to words.

All I ask of him in commencing the discussion, is to state

his propositions distinctly, and define clearly all the tech-

nical words he employs. " When Greek meets Greek, then

comes the tug of war."

Modus Operandi op Mkdicines.—" Gowanus."
In your answer to my letter published in the October num-
ber of the Water-Cure Journal, you get over the difficulty
by supposing that the change there mentioned is efi'ected

in the urine. I cannot suppose you ignorant of the pas
sage in Liebig's Works to which I referred, yet it is there
distinctly stated " that it was thought necessary to exam-
ine tfie urine after obtaining the hippuric acid, and it was
found to contain the normal quantities of other constitu
ents of the urine." We are further told that the hippuric
acid was obtained in coTisitferofcie guaTiftiy; had it there
fore combined in the urine, some constitueut of the urine
must have been found considerably deficient in quantity.

;
Your supposition was evidently in the minds of the exper-

' imenters, and they took care not to be deceived, as the
above proves.
You further ask what constituent of the living system

does either of the acids—benzoic and hippuric—combine
with ? I conceive that the principal element with which
benzoic acid combines In the living system, is carbon. If
it docs not get its carbon from the living system, where
docs it get it from ? From the urine, you say. Then prove
the facts mentioned, to be false. Prove that the urine,
under the circumstances mentioned, does not contain the
normal quantity of its constituetits, and that it is consid-
erably deficient,under such circumstances, in some one con-
stitnent. Let us have your experiments.
Leibig himself says, "" my deductions maybe false, but

the facts are immutable;" and it Is for his opponents to
*

prove cither the facts wrong or the deductions false ; which
you have certainly not done in this case. Supposition, you
say. Is very poor ratiocination ; so let us have proof of Lie-
big's error by expsj-iment. •

When "Gowanus" asks us to disprovefacts, he very

greatly mistakes our position. It is no part ofour business
;

to disprove or dispute facts, whether attested by Liebig or

any one else. We simply dispute the theory to which those .

facts refer, and give a different explanation of them. "Gow-
\

anus" advances a proposition, and therefore takes the affirm- ',

Oitive. Now, by all the rules of logic and the usage of lo. \

gicians, it is for him to prove the affirmation, and not ask
;

us to prove a negative. If he will undertake this, we are

ready.
{

HoMtEOPATHT.—Dr. G. H., Boston. I beg to in- ]

quire whether you have a fancy, or rather, would think it

discreet or expedient to publish an article which shall criti
;

cise Homoeopathy 1 Of course, my intention would be to ^

treat the subject philosophically—to make the argument
:

" pinch," but write nothing which should permit offenisive
,

construction.
'

I feel considerable solicitude on the subject of Homceop- i

athy. Its advocates are making high claims to public con-
'

sideration, and declare most positively that "similiua sim.il-
;

ihus curantii" is the true and only system worthy of con-
fidence, while in practice they advocate and carry out an

;

opposite principle. They prescribe homceopathically, but (

practice hydropathically—amuse their patients with infin

itesimals, generally, while they cure them with water.
They contravene the first with the second, and disprove ',

"similea" by the practice of " contraria." I do not know !

that the public can be made to understand the subject ; but >

it does seem to me that that " school " of physicians should
j

be compelled to keep astride their own pigmean ponies,

nor be allowed to fix themselves in the saddles of our
;

"blooded steeds" with but the point of their toes resting

npon the backs of their own equestrian shadows. Please
;

suggest your preferences upon this subject.

Certainly, Doctor, discuss it by all means. We want all

creeds In medicine, all systems of theory, and all plans of

practice discussed in this Journal. Truth never fears dis

cussion. Treat all medical men courteously, and all med- ^

leal doctrines with rigid truthfulness. >

One Number More !—With the next Number
—December—the Twenty Second-Volume of The Wateb
Cure Journal will be completed. At that time, old
accounts with Subscribers will be closed, and new accounts
opened with such of our patrons as may wish to continue
with us. Already our friends and co-workers are in the
field securing clubs of Subscribers for the next volume.
According to present indications, we shall begin the new
year with bright prospects for the success of our mission

tlie spread of knowledge and truth among the people.
^ Approved. The sober, sensible, and more conservative

classes, who have examined our theoryof preserving health,

and treating diseases without drug poisons, pronounce
. it safe and sound. Those who have practiced it, are full of

;
zeal, in urging it upon their friends. That it will be uni-

' versally adopted, when known, there Is no longer a doubt.

; MissiNQ Numbers. In consequence of mistakes, errors.

( and miscarriages, some numbers of the Journal have been

; lost in the mails. We will cheerfully re-send to all who
;
apply.

\
Hard Cureencv.—Gold Dollars.—Strange as

It may appear—after so mucli fault-finding about the little

. thing, the gold dollar is readily taken by everybody. They
may be enclosed in letters, and sent by mail with perfect

,
safety. Other coins, such as half and quarter eagles, may

; be safely remitted by mail, at single letter postage, in pay-

; ment for books, journals, and as subscriptions for news-

;
papers.

; Specimbn Numbers of this always sent gratis.

The Postage on the Water-Cure Journal is

only six cents a year, payable quarterly in advance.

;

Subscriptions ma}' commence with the Jami-

ary or JuVy numbers, and continue one or more years.

Money on all specie-paying Banks will be re-

ceived at par, in payment for Books or the Jouenals.

Several bank-notes, postage-stamps, or gold

coins, may be sent by mail, at single letter postage.

" One of the most beautiful Papers in the Union."

LIFE ILLUSTRATED. A first-class Weekly News-
paper, devoted to News. Literature, Science and Art ; to

Entertainment, Improvement and Progress. Designed to

encourage a spirit of Hope, Manliness, Self-Reliance and

Activity among the People ; to point out the means of pro-

fitable economy, and to discuss the Leading Ideas of the

Day; to record all signs of Progress; and to advocate

Political and Industrial Rights for all Classes. Terms, (2

a year. Address, Fowlee and Wells, 308 Broadway.

f itnarj ^otirts.

Dr. Gardner on Sterilpty.—De Witt and
Davenport have published a work of nearly two hundred

Do You Eat Tork ?—Physicians have just dis-

covered that the tape-worm only troubles those who eat

pork. The Gazette Medicate asserts that the Hebrews are

never troubled with it; the pork butchers arc peculiarly

liable to it, and dogs tliat are fed on pork are universally so

afflicted; In fact, it turns out that a small parasite worm
called crystex:ersas (from two words signifying a small sect

and a tail, which much affects pork) no sooner reaches the

stomach, than, from the change of diet and position, it Is

metamorphosed into the well known tape-worm ; and the

experiments of M. Kuchenmcister, of Zittoria, upon a con-

demned criminal, have established the fact beyond all con-

tradiction. Pork-caters will please make a note.

pages, from the pen of AuotlSTirs K. Gaudner, A. M.,

M. D., of this city. It is a treatise on the causes and treat-

ment of Sterility, with a brief essay or statement of the

principal facts of the physiology of generation.

The work is mainly a compendium of the views of the

best and latest authors on the subjects of which it treats,

with some judicious observations and several interesting

cases, by the author. The subjects are generally well

presented, the facts well stated, and the details well ar-

ranged, constituting a very useful and convenient boot

of reference for the student or practitioner.

The most important of the various anatomical.'and patho-

logical topics discussed, are illustrated by engravings,

wliich are unusually well selected and designed.

There is, however, a good deal of bad grammar running

through the book. Technical terms are frequently cm-

ployed in a wrong sense, and singular and plural numbers

are occasionally misplaced. In a manner perfectly shocking

to Gould, Brown, Greenlcaf, and Lindlcy Murray. It is

always a pity to have true principles marred by gram-
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! mar, and we hope, In a fatnre edition, these defects will be

corrected.

The meobKnical and surgical treatment recommended In

the various structural causes of sterility, we can endorse.

But the drug-mcdication he proposes for functional diseases,

we, of course, utterly repudiate. A correct hygiene would

have entirely superseded all his drugs, to the great advan-

tage of bis patients—but hygiene is a subject which finds no

place in his work.

We commend the book for the useful information it

affords ; but condemn the drug part of the advice it gives,

because of the certain evil which would result from its

adoption.

MrxNESOTA AXD ITS Ee-soikces. To wbich are

appended Camp-Fire Sketches; or. Notes of a Trip from

SL Paul to Pembina and Selkirk Settlement on the Ecd
Elver of the North. •With a colored map of Minnesota

Territory. By J. W. Bond. 12mo . . Price, pre-

paid by mail, Jl 25. New York : Fowleb a>"d Wells.
Such a general view of the Territory of Minnesota as may

serve for a gaide to the emigrant and the tourist, is a valu-

able present to the public. This book is made up of con-

tributions from various sources, and affords accurate infor-

mation concerning every portion of the country and the

points necessary for a settler to understand. The early

history of the territory is given in the first chapter, and
followed by a description of its geographical and general

features. A narrative of a trip from La Pointe, on Lake
Superior, to Stillwater, on St Croix River, in bark canoes,

by the Brulec and St Croix, through the untrodden wilder-

ness of those vast pineries, is very interesting.

We were among the first whites who ever stood on the

shores of Lake Minnetonka, having taken a pioneer excur-

sion into that paradise of grove and prairie. Then, a wild

prairie stretched on the western side of the Mississippi, op-

posite St .\nthony, and hunting parties of Indians wander-

ed through primeval woods ; in two years the flourishing

town of Minneapolis stood there, and now a beautiful sus-

pension bridge connects it with its sister city. The history

of St Paul, too. is one of unexampled rapidity of progress,

and it cannot be long before a railroad will connect the

Mississippi with Lake Superior.

A fanciful vision of a scene in St Paul twenty years

hence, indicates the writer's expectations. An interesting

narrative is appended of Governor P.amseys expedition to

form a treaty with the Bed Lake and Pembina bands of

Chippewas, for the country lying in the valley of the Bed
River of the North.

Copies of the work may be obtained at our stores in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia or by mail, on receipt of price.

Dinsmore's Railroad and Steam Natigation
GtJLDE.—Dinsmore & Ca, 9 Spruce Street, New York.

Price 25 cents.

Railroad guides, as a general thing, are apt to be little

more than enigmatical puzzles, devised to exercise the guess,

ing faculties of travellers; incomprehensibility appears to be

their principal characteristic. But at last we have the satis-

faction to announce a Guide-Book worthy of a rational peo-

ple. For this boon we are indebted to the house of Dins-

more & Company, of this city—the same firm which has so

long and so faithfully, as publishers of the original pioneer

Railway Guide, served the public. The Editor is Dr. R. 8.

Fisher, a gentleman well known as a statistical writer, and,

perhaps, the best-informed man in the Union in all that re-

lates to railroad matters.

The great desideratum In a Railroad Guide is a method of

ready reference to its contents. In this matter Guide-books

have hitherto been signally deficient; but, judging from

the elaborate Indexes prefacing this present volume, there

is here no room for complaint.

Retbibction.—A Tale of Passion. By Emma
D. E. N. Southworth, author of "The lost Heiress," and

other Tales. Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson. ]2mo, 805

pp. Price »1 25.

Mrs. Southworth is pre-eminently a writer of "Tales of

Passion." Few, if any, can excel, or oven rqual her in de-

picting those delineators and controllers of the actions of

mankind, " The Passions." Her characters are all well

studied, phrenologically, physiologically, and psychologi-

cally; and, in personating them, language is with her an art,

nor does this book fall behind any of her former ones in

this peculiarity.

; Mfc^niCAL MISCELLANIES.
; (Gathtred from th* " Medical World.")

MoosLiGHT ON THE Etbs.—Says an Oriental traveller,

)
" The effect of the moonlight on the eyes In this country

(Egypt), is singularly injurious. The natives tell you, as I

afterwards found they did in Arabia, to always cover your
eyes when you sleep in the open air. It is rather strange

that the passage in the Psalms, The sun shall not smite

thee by day, nor the moon by night,' should not have been

thus illustrated, as the allusion seems direct The moon
here really strikes and affects the sight, when you sleep ex-

posed to it, much more than tlie sun ; a fact of which I had

a very unpleasant proof one night, and took care to guard

against afterwards. Indeed, the siglit of a person who
should sleep with his face exposed at night, would soon be

impaired or utterly destroyed."

We have travelled extensively in Egypt, but never wit-

nessed anything like the foregoing account

FoRTY-sixE Teabs IX Bed. — An English paper, the

Vonaister Gazette, in announcing the death of William

Sharpe, at Werlds, says that he went to bed in 1S07, and

never got out of it till he died there in 1S56—a still life of

forty-nine years, passed in a chamber scarcely nine feet

square, the window of which had not been raised for the

last thirty-eight years—and passed uninterrnptedly in bed.

When he was thirty, he went one bright morning to the

church to be married. His aflianced came not—her father

having an invincible repugnance to Mr. William Sharpe as

a son-in-law. The mortified groom went home, undressed,

got into bed, pulled the blankets over his head, and for

forty-nine years obstinately refused to get up, and clothe

himself and go to work. It is remarkable that he was

,
never seriously ill during this marvellously protracted in-

cubation over his shame. He was sick for but a week be-

fore his death : his body was perfectly sound, In spite of its

great age and great abuse.

Remarkable Family.—A paper in Birmingham, Conn.,

publishes the following:

" Residing within a stone's throw of our office is an old

lady—Mrs. Poll Beeman—a history of whose family pre-

sents the most striking instance of prolonged life that we
ever knew or heard o£ She is now in the ninety-second

year of her age. The decease of her partner, Tracy Bee-

man, occurred but a short time since : he was two years

lier senior, and they had lived together in the same farm-

house sixty-nine years. They had a family of nine chil-

dren, the eldest of whom is now seventy-three, and was

married when she was fourteen ! Of the grandchildren

there are now forty-nine, the oldest of whom is aged fifty -

six years. There are also one hundred and fifty-six great-

grandchildren, and eighteen great-great-grandchildren ! A
few are dead, but the family seems blessed with an iron

constitution, and most of them are yet living and well. We
doubt if there is another case in this country where a ven-

erable mother can call two hundred and thirteen of her

lineal pedigree around her thanksgivmg dinner table."

Deeamb.—A curious piece of testimony was given before

a coroner's jury in Shelby county, Kentucky, recently.

Harrison Str.itton testified that he dreamed, three nights

in succession, about seeing a beautiful dead child in a cer-

tain place. After the third recurrence of the dream, he

was so much impressed with the circumstance that he took

a friend and looked under a stone, and there found the

dead infant, just as it had appe.-ired in his dreams. The

child had evidently been murdered.

As Aged Negro.—The Shreveport, Louisiana paper,

records the following death of the old black man Jim, usu-

ally known as Dr. Jim. lie died on Saturday morning the

19th Inst, aged one hundred and twenty-four years, three

months, and twenty-five days. He was born December 24,

1731, in Fredericksburg, Va., as the slave of Captain John

Carter, who served as an officer in the Revolutionary War.

Jim was the body-servant of Captain Carter and others

through the whole period of the Revolution, was well ac-

quainted with Gen. Washington, and with most of the other

distinguished generals of the war, and was at Yorktown

and wi.nessed the last decisive struggle for independence.

SwALLOwmo Pins and Needles.—Miss H. Davis, of

Troy, a young lady of estimable character, while passing

hurriedly to an adjoining room, swallowed a pin and a

needle, which she had carelessly put into her mouth. The

needle became fixed in the oesophagus, about four inches

down the throat, causing considerable pain and swelling

in Its vicinity. Efforts to remove it were unavailing.

After the fourth day the swelling became so great as to

close np the pass.igo to the stomach, thus preventing en-

tirely her swallowing even liquids for eight days. Her

strength, in the meantime, was sustained by nutritious in-

jections and the inunction of oils. She had passed two

pins up to this time. On the twelfth day an abscess broke,

greatly relieving her, and permitting her to swallow ; sub-

sequently, two other small abscesses gathered and broke.

She has since passed five more pins and two needles. No
accurate history of the swallowing of any except the first

pin and needle can be obtained. She has now a good pros-

pect of recovery.

UsnxD Lnriso Childeek.—On the 4th of April, 1856,

one of the rarest cases of double formation occurred in the

St Petersburg Foundling Hospital, Ru.ssia—namely, two
girls growing together by the skulls—which still live, and
so far appear to be in good health. Of all the cases of thb
kind hitherto known— of which there are seven—the union

of the two individuals was never of that kind to bring the

face of one child directly opposite the face of the other.

These twins are so united that if the middle line of the face

of one child be prolonged from the nose, this would strike

upon the ear of the other. Through the mobility of the

necks the two children really lie in a straight line, one girl

lying on the back, the other on the side, and thus they

sleep. The face of one child is quite symmetrical as far

as the forehead, and it is first in the formation of the skull

that want of symmetry appears. In the face of the other,

the right half Is much shortened, and the eye of this side

opens less than the other. The two children possess a per-

fectly independent existence from each other, as relates to

j

sleeping, waking, want of food, &c The one sleeps quietly

while the other takes nourbhment or looks about. Com-
mon sensibility does not appear to exist, since in cases of

J
this kind the brain and nerves of each individual are pre-

1
served distinct Not so always with the blood-vessels,

j

Once, one child screaming loud, awoke its sister. The face

1
of the screaming child became suffused and reddened

j

deeply, while the other was still asleep. Then the face of

j
the other began to redden and swell, and it was only after

j
this that it opened its eyes. The features of the two chil-

( dren, especially of the one whose face is not shortened, are

j
very pleasing. The physicians of the Foundling promise

to observe this case more fully and publish the results.

j Caxcee.— A Mr. H. G. Catlett relates the following

dreadful case in a New York paper, of his owu condition,

j
wbich was happily relieved. The disease originated upoi*

i
the cheek bone, near the outer corner of my right eye, and

I

continued to spread upon the bone before developing itself

! upon the surface. Dr. Gilbert put me under treatment at

I

Memphis, on the 23d September, 1852. The raw surface

I

was then rather larger than a dollar, bnt extended nearly

;
over the entire side ofmy face upon the bone. The doctor

! took out my eye, removed all the flesh and the entire sur-

I

face of the cheek and jaw-bone from the eye-brow to my
;

gums ; and from my ear to my nose, and the roof of my
I month; two openings were made through into my nose; all of

;
my jaw-teeth, a part of my eyebrow, and the entire socket

' bone of the eye, were removed, and all without the use of

;
the knife. There has been no appearance of disease since

;

April last; and I have every hope and belief that it has been

;

completely eradicated. I have had examination made re-

' cently by eminent physicians and surgeons, who could dis-

j

cover no appearance of remaining disease.

iNHtntAsiTY OF A STep-MOTHER.—A rcccut trial before

the Hardin (Ky.) County Court has developed a systematic

course of cruelty by a Mrs. Hubbard, toward her step-

daughter, a girl of thirteen years, that exceeds anything of

which we have ever read. It appears that for two years

past, the young girl has been subject to constant dyspepsia,

and to occasional convulsions, with the most excruciating

pains in her stomach. Recently she vomited up thirty-

three pins of various sizes, and five needles issued from her

.side. This led to an investigation, in the courise of which
the girl stated that her mother, assisted by another woman,
had at different intervals thrown her down and compelled
hor to swallow plus and needles. Since the girl's stomach
has been relieved of the pins her general health is rapidly

improving.

LoNGEviTT OF Clergtmen.—Ilall's Journal of Health
states that, of eighty clergymen who died in the year 1S.')5,

one-half had passed threescore and ten ; thus confirming
the opinion of statisticians, that theologians are the longest-
lived of all the members of tho human family.
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CASES IN HOME PRAOTICK.
;

A Severe Bruise.—Some time the first part

of July Isst, mj- little boy, throe years old, had the mis-

fortune to hare the wheel of a heavy ox-cart pass over his

body I was present, and immediately caught up the

child, supposing that he was killed, or severely wounded.

He struggled for some time in my arms, but finally sue-

ceeded in breathing. Vpon examination, I found there :

were no bones fractured. Fortunately the child fell upon his

face, and the wheel passed directly over his hips, which,

though not fractured, were badly bruised.

His mother immediately dipped a cloth In hot water, and

having folded it several times, placed it upon his bruised

and swelled hips, as hot as he could bear it. The cloth was

changed frequently, and applied hot until the swelling was

reduced. When the swelling had subsided, tepid water

was used. For the first twenty-four hours after the acci-

dent the child could not stand, and appeared to luive but

little power to use his hips at all. It Is remarkable, yet

nevertheless true, tliat in less than forty-eight hours from

the time the injury was received, the child was enabled to

walk, and engage again in his amusements.

"White Swelli.vg.—A little girl of mine, from

three to four years of age, complained of pain in her knee-
:

joint. Thinking she had probably sprained it, and my
"better half" having all confidence in wormwood steeped

in spirit for a sprain, we made application of wormwood to

the part affected, but it continued to crow worse. After

using the wormwood about three days, and finding that

the spirit inflamed it, I determined to discontinue its use,

and commenced the use of water. We put several folds of

eotton cloth saturated in cold water, around (he joint, and

renewed it frequently. The day following, a lady came

into our house, who, on hearing a description of the state of

the knee, suggested tliat it might be a white swelling. I im-

mediately consulted the " Encyclopedia," and found that it

had all the symptoms of that formidable disease. It, gave,

as one cause of white-swelling, ' repelled eruptions." We
thought it almost impossible that our little girl should have

any eruptive disease concealed in her system, and the skin

looked 80 clear and so white. But we continued the ap-

plication of cold water, and occasional sponging with warm

water, when it was extremely painful. On the morning of

the following day (only two from the time of commencing

the water treatment , lo ! the skin was completely covered

with eruptions, all round the knee-joint. Then we were

more than ever encouraged to continue in the good way.

AVith continued applications, eruptions kept disappearing

and others coming out, till, with the lapse of one month, it

is completely cured.

We have practiced the Water-cure in the home circle

for several years, and in almost every case been Bucces-

ful in effecting a complete and speedy cure.

Yours, respectfully, 8. LEADER,

Pcutor of W. M. Ghurc\ fJakerviUe, Conn.

Bii.iocs Fever.—I was attacked, last July,

with inflammation of the bowels, and bilious fever. I was

taken on Wednesday of the week, and on Friday one of my
neighbors was taken with the same complaint. I, being a

believer In the hydropathic way of doctoring, and a

reader of your Journal, re.solvcd to doctor in that way. My
wife not knowing what was the matter, called a jjliysician

for council. He was on his return from my neighbor's.

This was on Friday he called. He felt my pulse, and

Inquired how I felt. After being t ild that I had severe

pains in my bowe's and stomach, and a considerable fever,

he left some powders for me to take, and then left, after

telling them he would be there again the next day. When
the time came for me to take the powder, my wife would

lay it away in a small tin trunk of mine. My neighbor.

Instead of taking the course I did, took all the medicine the

doctor left, and the consequence was that he suffered a

goorl deal of pain, and on Tuesday following he wa» relieved

by death.

The doctor came daily, and, after looking at me, he says,

" The medicines work like a cliarm on you
;
you are of a

different constitution from your neighbor." AfVer he
•topped coming, I had my little trunk most full of powders,
and if you come in company with a young allopathist, send

"he may have the powders, trunk and all,

for what the doctor charged me.

My wife used Doctor Trail's works for her guide and

doctor ; and I would say to the public, if they want to come

off as well as I did, they must do as I did, not as my
neighbor did, for he is in the grave, and I am enjoying

good health. Yours truly,

Turner, Dupage Co., Til.

MEDICINES.-TNSIUE ANO
OUT.

TnE JV«io England Farmer, an excellent weekly journal,

copies, and comments as follows:—" We lately came across

the following rather startling paragraph, in an article by

Dr. J C. Jackson, in the Water- Cure Journal:—
"

' The giving of medicines to a sick man is a great quack-
ery, the sheerest empiricism, the vcrriest folly, and should

:

be classed as the most outrageous knavery, and the most !

audacious crime known on the calendar of crimes, if the
;

men who gave it were as intelligent as they are deluded ; :

and as for the recipients, no suicide that ever was buried
:

at the crossing of a hisrlnvay could compare with them in :

self-degradation, did they but know how shortly and surely ,

they are tilling themselves. All medicine U potion. No
living creature was ever cured by it.'

"This is pretty strong and sweeping language, and it

bears an air of exaggeration on its face. And yet, we are

Inclined to think that Dr. Jackson has come nearer the

truth than the mass of people will be ready to acknowledge,

at first sight. He has jumped in the right direction—he

has only leaped a little too far, as .ill reformers and discover-

ers of new truths are apt to do. The fact is, the mass of

people in this country take altogether more medicine than ,

is good for them. Thoy e!it it, they drink it, they inhale it,
',

they live on it, they revel in it, they iilolize it. They stuff

it inside, and rub it outside ; and should it almost turn

them inside out, before they got through with it, they are

only the better satisfied that they have got their money's

worth. Like the Indians, they virtually deify their "medi-

cine man," who, with this class of people, is usually an ig-

norant quack, the proprietor of some popular nostrum, or

the possessor of some patent method of curing disease. He
quickly makes a fortune, and moves into a palace—the

> 'Palace of Fools' would not be an inappropriate name; '

while his poor dupes, having takcu all the medicine they

; are capable of sustaining, disappear from the stage, and

: make room for a new race of customers.
;

" The opinion is gaining ground, even among our be.st

regular physicians, that it is the better course to administer

^ as little medicine as possible. In proof of this, we may
: cite another Dr. Jackson,—the eminent and venerable phy-
I sician of Boston, who, in his ' Letters to a Young Physician,'

; holds the following language :— ;

I
" ' It is my own practice to avoid drugs as much as pos-

J sible ; and I more frequently find it diflicult to jiersuade

I people to abstain from using them, than to induce them to
: take them. It is a narrow and unjust view of the practice
! of medicine to suppose it to consist altogether in the use of
I powerful drugs, or drugs of any kind. Far from it. It is

! true that the common question addressed to the physician

; bv the patient is, 'Whatshalll take?' That question im-

,
plies that there is a drug adapted to every disease. But the
enlightened physician first considers whether the patient

;
shall take anything. He considers what other modes of

; relief there are besides l)ills and draughts. He looks to
diet and regimen. I have sometimes had patients say I

was doing notliing for them, because I had not ordered any
modieino to be taken. It may be that the patient in such
a c:ise thinks that no medicine will relieve the disease, and
is right in his opinion. Yet, something Is to bo done, but

;
not by medicine.'"

Both Dr. JackSisn of the Water-Cure, Dr. Jackson- of

Boston, and the Editor of the Xew England Farmer, are

right. They would all throw poison drugs overboard, and

save the lives of their patients.

! We shall trot out other "distinguished" physicians—of

, the old school,—and compel the abandonment of drugs.

! The people arc getting their wisdom teeth cut, and will no

longer shut their eyes, open their moutlis, and swallow.

Cosmetics.—Ladies who use cosmetics should

be good chemists. Their action is thus described by "one

who knows :"

—

j
"A wantof attention to the chemical action of colors has

sometimes led ladies into an embarrassing predicament.

' Bismuth powder, sometimes sold as a substitute for genuine

pearl powder, has the property of turning black when in

;
contact with the fumes of sulphur, or with sulphuretted

; hydrogen gas. A lady, who painted with this cosmetic,
' happened to bathe in a mineral water impregnated with

\ this gas ; and the consequence was, that the artificially

whitened skin turned nearly black, and so remained for ("^

several weeks. Another lady, who used the same cosmetic, ^
attended a lecture at Harrowgate, on mineral waters, and
the lecturer handed round a bottle containing sulphuretted
water, that its odor might Illustrate the point to which ho
was directing attention. The lady did as other ladies did,
—smelt at the bottle,-and the result was, that she became,
not merely figuratively, but literally, 'black In the face.'

Even the coals of a common English fire often contain
enough sulphur to produce, in a slight degree, an analogous
etfect. Several Instances have been known in which alady,

seated near a large fire at Christmas time, has had one side

of her wliite neck tinged with a darkness which puzzled all

except those who were aware of the effect of sulphur fumes
upon bismuth cosmetics.

New-Water Qximz.—Eilitors Water-Cure : I

wish you to add to your Water-Cure Directory, the Middle-

bury Water-Cure, now just commencing operations. It Is

situated one mile from the depot at Akron, and twenty-five

miles south of Cleveland. Wo have accommodations for a

large number of patients, and the best of soft spring water.

One of the firm was the first to commence the practice

west of the AUeghanies, now eleven years since. Terms
from five to eight dollars '"per week. Address Weight,

Jewett & Co, Middlebury, Ohio.

New Enc!l.\.nd Female Medic.il College.—
The ninth annual term is to commence in November, a,>>

will be seen by the advertisement. Wo understand that

the List class numbered thirty-eight pupils, and there is a

prospect of a larger number next term.

Dh. WEi.rjNGTOx's Water-Cure, 32 East 12th

street, has been enlarged and newly-furnished throughout.

No pains has been spared to have it as convenient and

comfortable as such an establishment can be.

What Does it Mean ?—One of our voluntary

agents writes us as follows :
" Our Postmaster is an M. D.,

and I cannot send money to your office for papers. I have

remitted $9 00 at one time, and lost it

—

somehow ; so

tiiat our club is broken up."'

A New Wrinkle.—After the New York & Erie

Express lost the $30,000 at Owego, II. D. Kice, the Super-

rlntondentof the Express Co., who believes in all the olo-

gie-i and ismt, repaired to the Phrenological Kooms of

Fowler and Wells, in New York, with all his messengers,

in order to have their craniums examined by th.at eminent

apostle of Phrenology, for the purpose of ascertaining the

exact amount of honesty possessed by e&Q\x.—Brooklyn

Eagle.

[A very good criterion by which to judge—better, by

far, than any other known. Go with a Piirenologist, into

our States' prisons and penitentiaries, and he will point

out the crime for which each culprit is Incarcerated, or the

crime which each would be most likely to commit, be it theft,

forgery, robbery or muider.

It is no more difficult to measure the degree of tempta.

. tion which a common citizen would be likely to withstand,

than to point out a child with precocious mind. Common

{
observation enables .TOHie people to draw correct inferences

in regard to the Intellectual capacity, the moral respon-

sibility, and a general character of individuals. A know],

'

edge of Phrenology would enable them to judge still more

; accurately, and to determine all the various degrees, as well

; as their peculiar traits.

;
Plutarch's Opinion of Parents who Emplot

' IGNOKANT Tracders FOE THEiE Childben.—" Thcro are

certain jathcrs now-a-days," ho says, " who deserve that

' men should spit upon them ^dth contempt, for intrusting

their children with unskllfiil teachers; even those who,

they are assured beforehand, are wholly incompetent for <

)

their work ; which is an error of like nature with that of the {^J

' siekmanwho, to please his friends, forbears to send for >

i physician that might save his life, and employs a mounte-

' bank who quickly dispatches him out of the world.
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I

It not of such that Crates spake, when he said, that if he

could get up to the hlfrhest place in the city, he would lift

up his voice, and thence make this proclamation;—' What

mean you, fellow citizens, that you thus turn every stone

to scrape wealth together, and take so little care of your

children ; those to whom you must one day relinquish all ?'

"Many fathers there are," continues Plutarch, " whoso love

their money and hate their children, that lest it should

cost them more than they are willing to spare to hire a

good master for them, rather choose such persons to instruct

their children as are of no worth ; thereby heating down the

market, that they may purchase a cheap ignorance." He
then relates the anecdote of Aristlppus, who being asked

by a sottish father for what sum he would teach his child,

replied, "a thousand drachms;" whereupon the father

cried out, " Oh, I could buy a slave at that rate !
" The

philosopher repied, "Do it then, and instead of one, thou

Shalt have two slaves for thy money; lilm whom thou

buyest for one, and thy son for the other."

The Bird of the Tolling Bell.—Among the

highest woods and the deepest sicns of Brazil, a sound Is

sometimes heard, so singular that the noise seems quite un-

natural ; it is like the distant and solemn tolling of a church

bell struck at long intervals. This extraordinary noise

proceeds from the Arapongo. This bird sits on the top of the

highest tree in the deepest forest, and though constantly

heard in the most desert place* it is very rarely seen. It is

Impossible to conceive anything of a more solitary char-

acter than the profound silence of the woods broken only by
the metalic and almost supernatural sound of this invisi-

ble bird, coming from the air, and seeming to follow wher-

ever you go. The Arapongo is white with a circle of red

around its eyes. Its size is abont that of a small pigeon.

How THE English and Irish Climates are
Modified.—An English Review compares the way In which

the North-Western parts ofEurope are warmed by the Gulf

stream to the method of warming buildings by hot water,

and calls the Torrid Zone the furnace, the Caribbean Sea

and the Gulf of Mexico the boilers, the Gulf stream the

conducting pipe, and the great hot air-chamber being

from the banks of Newfoundland to the shores of Europe,

whence the heat is taken up by the prevailing West winds.

Owing to the influence of the Gulf stream, Ireland is clothed

In robes of evergreen grass
;
while, on the American shore,

in the same latitude, is the frost-bound coast of Labrador.

The port of Liverpool has never been closed with ice in the

severest winter. The Laplander cultivates barley in a lat-

itude which. In every other part of the world, is doomed to

sterility. Should the l>crpetual Isthmusof Panama bo bro-

ken through by some convulsion of nature, and the Gulf of

Mexico cease to be a gulf, allowing the equatorial current of

the Atlant o to pass through into the Pacific, Instead of be-

ing reflected back to England, the writer says, " Britain

might then become a Labrador, and cease to be the seat of

k numerous and powerful people."

LiKBiG ON Ai.CM IN Bread.—Liebig states that

alum hardens the gluten of wheat flour, that the phosphates

of that flour, and which are among its most important con-

stituents, are decomposed when it is used, an Insoluble

phosphate of alumina being formed, the benefit of the

phosphoric acid of the phosphates being thereby lost to the

system ; that the formation of this compound accounts, In

allprobability,forthe greaterlndigestlbllity ofEnglish bread;

and, la-.tly, that by the use of alum the baker is enabled to

convert sour and damaged flour into bread of apparently

good quality.

In one of the Baron's letters on chemistry—that In rela-

tion to bread and flesh—these passages occur :—
"The bakers in Belgium discovered, about twenty year*

ago, how to bake, from damaged flour, by adding sulphate

of copper—a poison—to the dough, a bread in appearance

and external properties as beautiful as from the best flour.

This mode of Improving its physical propertle?, of course

deteriorates its chemical properties. Alum has the same

efTect as sulphate of copper.

" !~ince phosphoric acid forms, with alumina, a compound
hardly decomposable by alkalies of acid, this may, perhaps,

explain the indigestibility of the London bakers" bread,

which strikes all foreigners."

It thus appears that Baron Liobig's views as to the

objectionable properties of slum In bread aro not based

" upon the supposition tliat the alum remains" In the bread,

and that It is swallowed as alum.

Llcbigs reputation as one of the first chemists in the

world, entitles any views which he may entertain on a

chemical question to the highest consideration. One useful

lesson may at least bo learnt from his views in regard to

alum, namely, that It is a very dangerous thing to tamper

with a prime article of consumption, like bread, by the

introduction of chemical salts and substances of any kind,

since these may possibly affect, to a serious extent, its pro-

perties as an article of hutrition.

^y^Y SO MANT Childrkn Die.—It is a startling

fact that very few people are fit to be parents. Every sum-

mer we are rendered melancholy by the terrible record of

tbe sad havoc death makes among our little ones. These

deaths are mainly attributed to the heat. This is only an

Indirect cause of the great mortality among our children.

They do not get out-of-door exercise enough, particularly

in the winter time. The system of keeping them muflled

up beside red-hot stoves, in apartments through which a

breath of fresh air scarcely ever passes, during the cold

season, predisposes them to disease, and the moment the

weather changes, they sicken and die. Children are also

permitted to eat an abundance of candies, cakes, nuts, and

other trash, which should never find access to their

stomachs, and many parents allow their very young ofi'-

spring the use of tea and coffee. These indulgences create

a morbid state of the system, which eventually produces-

severe sickness, and, unless the constitution be particularly

robust, and the medical treatment especially skilful, death

winds up the affair conclusively. Again, children are noj

taught the value of frequent ablution. There are many
children in this city who seldom or never feel water, except-

ing upon their hands, faces, and feet. With enervated

nerves, foul stomachs, and pores stopped up by impure

exhalations, our children cannot be expected to thrive when

the dog star rages.

The General Poisoner.—It would be worth
while to inquire whether any connection exists between

the defective Intellect of the baker and the sulphate of

copper he puts into his bread ? And whether, tliat defect

' entitles him to mercy ? And what is to become of the

population, supposing that to be the case? It may not be

very lamentable to cat potato starch with arrowroot,

roasted wheat with coffee, sugar with cocoa, flour with

,
mustard, or even turmeric with cayenne ; but to bo dessi-

; cated with alum, dyed with red lead, choked with plaster

of Paris, burnt with caustic lime, is more than can reason-

ably be endured. Taka notice that, according to the final

report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons,

[ people are poisoned, or cheated, as follows ;

—

' Arrowroot is mixed with potato and other starches.

Bread with potatoes, plaster of Paris, alum, and sulphate

!
of copper.

! Bottled fruits and vegetables with various salts of copper,

i
( offce with chicory (.adulterated;, roasted wheat, beans,

~ and mangold-wnrzel.

j

Chicory ito adulterate the coffee) with roasted wheat,

1
carrots, sawdust, and Venetian red.

; Cocoa with arrowroot (adulterated^, potato-flour, sugar,

i
chicory (adulterated i, and ferruginous red earths.

i Cayenne with ground rice and mustard husk, colored

t with red lead, Venetian lead, and turmeric.

! Gin with grains of paradise, sulphuric acid, and cayenne.

! Lard with potato-flour, mutton suet, alum, carbonate of

' soda, and caustic lime.

Mustard with wheat flour and turmeric.

! Marmalade with apples or turnips.

! Porter and stout with water, sugar treacle, salt, alum,

i cocculus indicus, grains of paradise, nux vomica, and sul-

\
phuric acid.

; Pickles and preserves with salts of copper.

! Bnuff with various chromates, red lead, lime and powder-

' ed glass.

j
Tobacco with water, sugar, rhubarb, and treacle,

i Vinegar w ith water, sugar, and sulphuric acid,

j
Jalap with powdered wood.

Opium with poppy capsules, wheat-flour, powdered wood,

i and sand.

j
Scainmony with wheat-flour, chalk, resin, and sand.

I
Confectionery with plaster of Paris, paint with deadly

I pigments, and essential oils containing prusslc acid.

i HoTT Peoplk TAKE CoLD —The time for taking
(

I

cold is after your exercise ; the place is in your own house, (

J
or office, or counting-room It is not the act of exercise

s which gives the cold, but it is the getting cool too quick after

{ exercising. After any kind of exercise, do not stand a mo-

;
ment at a street corner for anybody or anything; nor at

( an open door or window. Among the severest cold»

j
known, were those resulting from eitt ng down to a meal in

/ a cool room after a walk ; or being engaged in writing and

> having let the fire go out, their first admonition of it wa«
i that creeping chillness,' which is the ordinary torerunner of

) severe cold. Sleeping in rooms long unused, has destroyed
'. the life of many a visitor and friend ; our splendid parlors,

I and our nice ".spare rooms, ' help to enrich many a doctor.

Cold, sepulchral parlors bring diseases, not only to visitors,

' but to the visited. Bnt how to cure a cold promptly ? that

; is a question of life and death to multitudes. Tliere are

? two methods of universal application : first obtain a bottle

{
of cough mixture or a lot of cougli candy—any lUnd will

;
do; in a day or two you will feel better, and In high spirits;

i you will be charmed with the promptness of tbe medicine;

1 make a mule of yourself by giving a certificate of the valu-

; able remedy ; and, in due course of time, you may depend

[
upon another certificate being made ont for your admission

into " the Cemetery." The other remedy is, consolt a re-

spectable physician.

( Air and TVater.—A quart of water is daily

passing through the skin of a sound person. It evaporates

1 through the minute openings which cover the whole sur-

face, and if these be plugged up, is compelled to travel

;
through the kidneys, and gives rise to internal disorder.

Ablution, therefore, if sound health is to be presei-ved, is a

duty of the first importance. Pure air Is also essential to

health, and at night the free supply of It is of especial

moment. Each sleeper draws Into the chest abont fifteen

i times in every minute, a certain quantity of the snrround-

, ing atmosphere, and returns it, after a change within the

;
body, mixed with a poison. One hundred and fifty

^
grains by weight of this poisonous Ingredient are added to

the air of a bed-room in one hour by a single sleeper, more
than one thousand during the night. Unless there be a

suSicient quantity of air to dilute this, or unless ventilation

provide for a gradual removal of foul air, while fresh comes
to take its place, health must seriously be tmdermined.

—

:
Christian Advocate and Journal.

\
De Bow's mortality statistics, compiled from

' the last census, show ttiat the people of the United States

are the healthiest on the globe. The deaths are three

hundred and twenty thousand per year, or H per cent of

the population. In England, the ratio is over 2 per cent

and in France, nearly S per cent Virginia and North
' Carolina are the healthiest of the States, and have six hnn-
i dred and thirty-eight inhabitants over one hundred years of

; age. These figures, however, may all be reversed by the

{ next census, for the medical scliools were never more
S flourishing, twenty-six colleges in the United States having

;
graduated last year about thirteen hundred doctors.

I

Dress.—Beware of a woman who worships

^
dross In nine cases out of ten, such a woman is without a

; redeeming qualification. Dressy people arc generally those

> who lack brains and education, and cheat themselves into

j
the belief that the world, in admiring their gewgaws, for

> gets that their hearts are untenanted by a single womanly

\ emotion. A man who is attracted by mere dress, is un.

]
deserving of the name, and is a dear bargain, even to the

I fool who entraps him.

I

IIow TO Bi HArPT.—1st. A man out of money
) can't be happy. 2d. A man without a wife can't be happy.

- 8d. A man out of health can't be happy.

\ Therefore, I have come to the conclusion, that the best

i way to be happy is to tike care of your health, keep out of

I
debt, and got a wife.

—

Journal of Ueailh.

\ A M.4N WITH Eleven Wives.—It is said that a

} carpenter, named John VTalney, died in Glasgow In 1757^

\ who was actually one hundred and twenty-four years old.

! He married eleven wives, all of whom he burled, and of his

i seventeen children, five survived him, whose united ages

< amounted to three hundred and twenty-six years.
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TOater-ilCute ISstabUsSjnients.

Pkospectl'S ok the New York
Hygeopathic Medical School.—The
Winter Term of 1856-'7 will commence November 1,

185«, ud continne ontil Msy 1, 1831.

R. T. TBiLL, M D.. Inaliuitei of Mejicine, MalerU
MedicA, And Femile Diseas-^B;

P. H. HiVM, M.D ,
Chemistry, Special Phyeiology,

and Obstetrica
;

C. C Cai»', M.D , An«lom\, General Physiology, and

O. W'.^May, M D.. Surgery and Medical Jurispm-

Dr. H F. Brioos, Pnilosophy of Voice and Speech.
L. N FoWLBa, A.M , Phrenology and Mental Science
Mr.. L. N.KowLit, M.D., Clinical Midwifery;
Mis? Anne InmiN, M D., Cltisa Teacher in Anatomy,

Chemistry, and Physiology;
H. A. Das EL5, Djmonatralor of Anatomy.

Increased facilities will be provided for practical
anatomy and disaections, and ail the departments of an
educational course will be more thorough and complete
than ever before. Professor Briggs' admirable dtmon-
stratToca on the subject of bodily positiona, breathing,
reading, speaking, singing, <bc., will be continued
through nsa ly the whole term.

E. T. TKALL, M.D., Principal.

Db. Taylor's Water-Cube and
KiSESifATnic IssTiTcriON. — Invalids of all

classes will find here good accommodations,

and will be treated according to the peculiar!

ties of their case by the various resources af
forded by Hygiene.

KINESIPATHY, or Movement Core, eminently use-

applied byCHini IS H. Shkpako, M.D. Electro Chem-
ical Baths under Dr. Taylok'b personal s inervision.

WoBCESTiiR HrDR0P.i.THIC InSTITU-

tion on Arch and Fountain sts., Worcester,

Mass. The proprietors of this Institution aim
to make it a comfortable home for invalids at
all seas^'ns. The locatiuu is elevated, healthy, and easy

of access from all parts of the city.

Toe medical department is conducted by Dr. S.

Rogers, and haa never been limited to the erclusive

nae of water in those cases which seemed to require

Electro-Chemical Baths.

There has recently been erected a first-class Gymna-
inm opoD the grounds belonging to this ioatitution,which

is under the charge of an experienced teacher. For
Urma, he, address

E. F. ROGERS, Superintendent.
Office houn J to « P. M. July

Mebiden Motorpathic Watek-Cdre

It ij amply furolahed wilh all ih.-

fi r thorough, water trealm-nt.—For particulara addri
Dra. ARC'HER 4 TAir. Meriden.Ct. Api

Meriden' Mountain House.—This
place, delightfully situated, midway between
Hartford and New Haven, five hours by rail-
road fr.m New York Clly,wlll be let or leased loany
suitable party who will keep It as a Watei-Cuie or
Hygienic Institute. The grounda comprise fifty acres
of meadow land, groves, walks, gard<

*c. Addreii E. T. TRALL, New Yoi

Gu-\MTE State Watek-Cure.
the Invalid Public.

To you, my friends, who are contemplating

visiting a Water-Cure, and especially you who
have thoughts of visiting us, we have a word
to say. You would doubtless like to know before-

hand ;>omethlng of our Inetitute, and something of

that you may make up yonr mind whether to come
to U3 or not, and may not be disappointed when you
aiilvehere. We desire you should. We say in the
til St place, then, we are engaged heart and soul in

1 good cause. Wo long to see the glad

released from
thoroughly red'
transgressions

joy whi
Jiioughout thi

Walci-Cu

race sit so long upon the very borders of hop
nese and despair, when life and health, and li

ness and joy, are so clearly within their llatur
pabilities, and so completely witliiii their pe

flc'lentlj enlightened, persuaded, and *encour
They are sutlerlii; unnecessai ily, but they d

We have opened the" Granite State,"my fri

to supply, what seemed to us a great des'idei
of our age—a cure adapted to the wants am
cuiiistances of all—the pooB as well as the
We have made its terms and conditions such
palieiits of very moderate means may avail 1

our views and feelings. Wilh us'\h"c°ls'nc
pect of persons except for the peculiar vliti
merits they possess. The patient who pays

1 of that I

a sha of our regard, othe

upon his ppliK
a'tlifully employe

for the chronic patient. The best tr

creation will not cuie the body oft
whose mind is everlastingly preying
We say to the Invalid, live' out of y
away from you;- inward thoughts

; e

Iberal basis, we have not sacilliced an;

dvantages, or attractions of a perfect
now, and everybody else knows who
IS, that very few establishments In on

urs. The purity and excellence of our

Isltors
; and so admirably adapted Is It

f chronic disease, that many a patleni
nalady behind blm here, who would ct

er-rated. Th

miy fall

t. This

>I their diseases will b<

in the best manner that much study and ex
ill treatment can suggest. We desire al
Istlnctly understand that we have noaffin

1 Hydropat III si's who mix up the valloussys

enough that we

ntage

realized. We pledge them not only a smal
pensc, but better accommodations, and e

ment more carefnlly and faithfully admin
than they can get elsewhere for the same i

and as good as call be had at any prlcd. W
the means to do these thlnga, and they a

done. As for our skill 1

ed Ihe Water-Curi
at every variety of chronic disease, and mni
of acute, with perfect success. We cann
every case ; and, therefore, we say to the 1

Patients wlshins
latlon to the " Or.

Cleveland Wateb-Cube Estab-

lishment.

The above Establishment is now commenc-
ing its NINTH season. It has been in success-

ful operation for the past eight years ; has

flocked hither from nearly every State i I Union. It

Advantage

OLDEST ESTABLISHMENT IN AMERICA,
having been under the charge of one Physician longer
than any other institution ol the kind, 'the subscriber

OF the'n«w Tr«atmsnt in the West, I'hat il shall con-
tinue to be what it has b-en, PRE-EMINENTLY THE
WATER CURE OF THE WEST.
During the past year, large expenditures have been

made, without and within, in enlarging, beautifying
and improving. Spi^cial reference was had
men's in the Batning Depart!
taken of the wants suggested bv
years, and for VARIETY, COMFORT, and CONVEN.
lENCE, the proprietor is confident his bathing facilitiea

aie unequalled by any Eatablishmeot in the Uoion.
The Proprietor has also, during the past year, availed

himaelfof the new discovery in science, by which the
various poisonous mineral and metallic substances which
have been taken into the system from time to time (and
some of which have remained there for year^), can be
extracted and made evident to the aeuEea. He is daily,

with the assistance of the

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL BATH,
extracting mercury, iodine, lead, and other poisons, and
preaenling thtm in a METALLIC or OXYDIZED form
to the eye.
Many diseases can be cured with the assistance of this

agent, which it is imposaible to cure in any othtr way.
Many cases of Paralyaia, Rheumatism, Enlarged Joints,

Neuralgia^ Ulcere, &c., ere caused entirely by these
foreign poisone, while in many other diseases Ihe pres-
ence of these poisons aggravates very seriously, always
retards, and in some cases, totally prevents a cure until

they can ha eradicated from the system.
The Proprietor has associated with him Dr. John I.

Sturgus, a graduate of the Homeopathic College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Philadelphia, and a Practi-
tioner of Water-Cure for the past five years ; and Dr'ss
CoHDKrlA A. Gbbbn, a graduate of the Cleveland Med-
ical College, and a Practitioner of Water-Cure for the
past six years.
The large experience we hnve had in the treatment

of diaeasea peculiar to females, and the marked eucceaa
which haa attended ourf tforta, induce ua to believe that
they can be here treated with a stJcCBsa and hapidity

Cleveland, 1856.

NewGraefenderg Water-Cuhe and
KiNESiPATHio Establishment, near Utica, N. Y.

ELECTUO-CHEMICAL BATH. - Electricity

has for many years been esteemed by the most
scientific medical men as a natural curative agent,
and one of great remedial power. Duiliigltie'
nine years, the undersigned has treated at thif

^''eLctVicu''" "ne h'aVi'ecen^K ^
tro.Chenilcal Bath, being the latest modern Im-
proveniellt, and its operation truly gratifying, and-
promises the happiest results. Its most marked

employments. In either of which, as In most other
diseases. It has proved an invaluable acquisition.
Ill most forms of female complaints its success Is

unparalleled.

The Philltpsbubgh Wateb-Cure. q )
twenty-five miles west of Pittsburgh, opposite (

)

Rochester, Beaver co.. Pa., is already favora-

bly known by its late proprietor. Dr. E. Acker.
The locality Is particularly adapted for an instltu-

populous villages, two railroad
which are within sight of the
rounding the institution.

It Is a delightful retreat for Invalids, on i

of Its salubrity and beautiful scenery, wlilcl

cannot be surpassed, if equalled, by any
United States.
The present occupant (formerly proprietor

ensures his acknowledged f

Complete gymnastic apparatus, howling a

dancing saloons (In the lattera fine pianoi, swlv
and boats for rowing and fishing, oflTer induceme

near, the village affords excellent
he Instruction of youth in Geiiiian,

iig, palntlug and music, by mastei s

Iiing to undergo treatment thrnngh

Board.—We have superior rooms,

! In this' Country Call and
painted and flf

In a Watar-' I

em. We Willi
0. H. WELLINGTON,

Mrs. Juliet H. Stillman, Water-

Cure Physician, De Witt, Clinton cc, Iowa.

Dr. Adams, Wateb-Cube Phtsiciak,

receives patients and boarders^ at his^resi-

and Clinton sts."
' ' Mch

Water-Cuke for Ladies. Dr.
Amklia W. Lines receives boarders and pa-

I Vapor
July I

Kenosha Wateb-Cure, at Kenosha,

Wisconsin. We have connected with the Cure,

Dr. S. B. Smith's newly-invented Electro Chem-

ical Baths. Address
July If H. T. SEELEY, M.D.

Canton Water Cube and Physio-

Medical Institute, at Canton, 111., is now in

aoccesaful operation. Terms, $5 to *Hi per week.

Address, JAMES BURSON. M D.
Fob. tf Proprietor.

Jamestown Water-Cube, at James-
town, chantanque co., n. y. For rai'Iculaia fee

the April Number of the Walcr-Cui e Joui nsl Ad-
dress DRS. PAHKEIt II MIXER.

Athol Wateb-Cube.—Full printed

particulars sent free to all who address

GEO. FIKLD, M D.,

Mch tf Alh.il, Maas.

Wm. C. Rogebs, M.D., Gbeen Island,

Albany Co., N. Y., has fitted up an establish-

ment, and is now prepared to administer Elec-

tro-Chemical Baths, for the cure of Neuralgia,

la^ Syphilis, Functional Derangt mcnl of tliVLIver,

I

Lehigh Mountain Springs Water-
Cube.—Diseases of all kinds are being treated

very successfully at this truly celebrated

Health hielitution. The unliavencd biesd n.cde to per_

feclion at this cure. Address Le. A, SMITH,
Nov.lt. B.?ihUheni. Pa.

by the irals In

een Island Is one mile W. of Troy, and si;

8 N. of Albany, and Is easy of access by rail

, steamboat, and canal. July t

tlseases are curable, the sooner ynu a

eatment of them the belter. If they
• Judgment, we will tell you so, that

Ih ns any longer than you

Jay^'^'lf

Pittsburgh Water-Cure.— This

Institution is situated on the Ohio River, and

0. & Pa. R. R., at ITaysvUle Station, ten

miles west of the city. We only add that

our location and facilitiea for the treatment of disease
j

are unsurpassed by those of any other establishment In
|

the country. An experience of five years in conduct n^
Water-Curea, and the aucceasful treatment of biindrtds

to appeal with cor .

J'

^We have fitted^ i

Aurora Water Cure.—This Insti-

tution is now open for the reception of patients,

and under the immediate supervision of Db.

A. MOSHER, an experienced phjaician.

Terms from |5 to f 8 per week.
A. 4 B. R. MOSHER, Proprietors.

Nov. It. West Aurora. Kane Co , 111.

Lake ViEwW.iTER-CuRE,near Chicago,

III., is open for the reception of patients, Suin-

nee to the aOlicted.

k battery, and are n
a-Cbemical Baths i

T prepared to

Patients abe apt to Imvoine

that they get better treatment at a place of

fashionable resort, where terms are high. But

may they not be mistaken ? The Athol W
ifolty

Ihe

For particulars, address either of the hysic ians

Box 1304, Pittsburgh, Pa.
FREASE, M.D.,

H. FREASE, iVI.D
,

Apr MRS. C. . R. FRKASE, M.D.

n? The Athol Wa. c)
d, the w.t-r of <tit best / \
attention j.i.lici.mi snd I /
variouB.-ahady walka, i' laithlul, scenery romantic and vurioua,—ahady walka,

I

babbling brooks, hills, mountains, glens, ponoa, and aro-;

manlic river,— and the terms from $G to $7 per week,—

i

a saving of nearly one half of what some estublistiments^

I

are accuatomed to charge. .
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Ei.MiRA WATF.R-CrnE.—Tliis Insti-

tution will close on the Brst of December for

the winter, for the following reasons

:

U . l b. pbyiici.Dt, Dr. S. O , «nd Mrt. R. B. Otr-

•on. M.D.,m wtmry and wore by conHant c«r» of Uie

•ick Id s Cure, for more yeare tbut any olher Amsrican

practitlcD»r». Th»y u«eJ, and mnll have ml (rrni toil

for a limf, in order to aujblo Ihein to meat their iocreaa-

^fd^^'^t h*Ciir»-, ihr>Df(h now allf to accommodate more

than f Be liundr. d p.r..-n». ra ool larfe erough to adm.t

near all that app y Heu. e it li de-med beat to improve

Ibe pre.^nl buil.lM.i™, and nialie^a flr.e
{"'g^*

winter. «rd w reedy for aprirgbiainen.

We raoat aincerely tbank our warm-hearted tnttida

for their lail pam na^e. and hope for ravora iu the furore.

S. O, GLEASOV, M.D., Elmira. N. Y.

Teavellee.s can find accommoda-
tlori«, pleaeant as any l.otel. and ninrh nioie com-

mei of UnlT •tin

\^ V^^l^ T ^ ^ «^ A COMPLETE SYSTEM OF HTDRC^ 0*1/^ 1

AND HYGIENE. IN ONE LARGE V
^ ""^dj J^jg^ i:.Monu-,sr. O.TUK^ or An

VVU '•Tni>K or LiTiNG." "C^/TJ ''-'•'^str.ited; PnTsioLooTorTnElIrsi;

Vvr-,J ^^<1<--V Agencies, and tue Preserv\yJ ——- %. Health
: Dietetics i.ND IITDROPATHI

rni>K or LiTING

A Great and Good Book for Every Family

!

TOE HZW ILLCSTRATKO

HYDRORVl IIK : EXCVCLOP.EDIA.

.\TOMV,

1

Ei.f cteo-Cufmic^i. Eaiip. — Dr-

TAYLOR furnishes a Battery for this purpose,

'

and also instructs Physicians and others in its 1

philosophy and modes of application, though _ — _^
they choose some other of the various forms JLj^Pj^ JLlI.USTRATKD. Jb IllST-Ol.ASS
of Electrical apparatus. '

"—

C [ C 11 r C

.

Slvt. aftcintuvc. = = "

Presertatiox of
Health: Dietetics a.nd Htdropathic Cooi"
K»y ; TnEOET and Pbictice of Water Treat-
ME.SI; Special PAtnoLOOY and Hvdko-Tdeba-
PEDTICS, INCLI DIXG THE NATURE. CaCSES, SYMP-
TOMS, AND TrEaTIIEXT op ALL ENOW.V DISEASES ;

Application TO SirgicjlDiseases; Appucatios
OP Hydropathy to Midwifery and thb Ncb"
SERV ; WITU THREE UCNDBED EnGBATIXOS XKD
-NEARLY One Tuocsanu Pages, incli-dixc a
Olossabv, Table of Contunts, avd a Com-
PLBTB I.\DEX. By R. T. TRALL. M. D.

Published by FOWLEK & W ELLS,
New York.

In the plan or the work, tl.e want* and necesslllei
of Ihe i ei.|>'e have been elearllly kept lii vler»-.
Wkiie ainiusi every topic of interest In il,e depart,
meiria of Anatomy, Physiolooy, PATaoLOOY Ht-
OIKSE, and lUERAPzuTlcs, I.i briefly presented,
tUoee of practical ulilitt ai e always put prtmiirentl
l>_f'^' 'the prevailing errors, conceits and

and age ai-e exporred and r^ .--w _ wnrrira or rne nav ana age are exporred and refuted
J

' Wekkly Newsp.\pi;r, devoted to News, Literature. Science, and theArts ;
tire tueoriej air.i iiyp..ihe»en npr nwi.icii the pojiuur
drrig practice Is predicated are controverted, and

^ jj^J to E.vTERTAiNMEXT, Improvement, and Progress. Designed to enconr-
j

|,''°,*J'',*"''
f»ii«y cieariy ue-Femalk Physician AVaxted.-

dy graduate of the Hydropathic Medictllnsti.' '^ spirit of Hope, Mani.i.vess, bELF-UEi.i ance, and Activity among
,

Tiro following la a brief .naiysi, «f,„ content,

:

tute, of good family, above medium size, over !
tlie people; to point out the means of profitable economj'; and to discuss History of Medicine : History of

S6>ea-aora«e.carieogagea8ilualronaaphy«icraninanj jjjg LEADING IdEAS OF THE DaY; tO reCOrd all signS of PROGRESS ; and '
Ball.s.

Inalrtntron ab.rot to be eommenred bv a Kenlleman in , , . ,-, , T t>
ANATOMY,

easy circrjmsl'rrc-r. Fir farlber particulare, pleaee tO advOCate POLITICAL and I-NDi;STRI A L RlGIITS FOR ALL. CLASSES. dredaudTwcnl
address Q. P., Braslrear city. La. .. .. I

Instratcd l<y One Hun-
ppropriate Eirgi'avirrss

Its ample columns contain Original Es.says—Hisforical, Bio.srapliic.il. and I
Iu-Ustrated conripris

escriptive: Sketches of Travel and Adventure
;
Poetry. Painting. Music,

! inflru\';ceV'""ii"°opi^''"^Dr. S. B. Smiths Crtstai. Galvanic Descriptive:
. . , „. • , v., • ,

„ ^. . -.v . r I.- Sculpture, etc. : Articles on Science, Agriculture. Horticulture, Physiology,
Battbbt run, % hours w_j^^hcu rep;et..sh.^^^^

Education, the Markets, Gener.tl News? and evorr topic which is of import-
at a cost of half a cent. The zinc, by its own

, .
'

. \ • • j. i ^r t> n. xt
aciicn. k.en. rr.,.!f ri««n p-ire wrih ihe Drr-et and ^ '^"ce Or luterest : all Combining to render it one of the Best Family J* ews-

PAPERs IN- THE WoRLD. Published weekly, at S2 00 a year, in advance.Machine, tertbout t

Dr. S. B. S.viith's Electro-Ciie.mi-

CAL Bath, with an appendage which augments

its power twenty-fold, and with full instruc-

prese Amenta io v.-rri.-ris eeclrQ^a of the Uoron, am
artrdss will b - forwarded lo their order. Aadre
Caoal Street, Ner» Yori. No

1 .n,CI

I he Ki

the Mind; Meaine'l
pecial Senses -. Fniictlr.ns of Uirrest-
Respiration, A baor ptlrrn, Nutr ition,

c. etlon.Ctloiiflcatloir, Tenrpei amenta.
Men, and Theory of Population.

I
. cnil racing all the rela-

, Temperature. F.z-

Kew York City Water-Ccre.—Call

The Ohio C'ultivatou : Established

at Columbus in 1S43.—Devoted to general agri-

culture, live stock, fruits, gardening, and do-

mestic affairs. Published twice a month, 16

lar^e ocUvo pages, at 91 a year, sm^le copy ; 3 copres

for %i\ 6 copies f^r $1 ; 9 copied for |6; and a copy

The Volrrm*^ begina OD the first of Jinoary, each year
Specimen -rrpies r.nd prospectrraes fnmrshed gratis, rjn

ar^plrcarrOD, by ma'I or otherw se. AdHrers
Nuv. Jt. S. D. HARRIS, Editor ard Pi

great work on the horse !

MORGAN HORSES.

A Prf.micm Essay on the Origin,

History, and Characteristics of this remarka.
' FiVe Copies, one year.

" Cert.-iinly one of Ihe m^sl beaiiMfnl speci-

mens of iir'w.'ipaprT irrintiniT we have ever
teen."

—

Buffalo) Chriatum Admcnte.
" Ably con^lucted. with an eye lo a srnnd

moral purpose."

—

Knicke' bocker Matjnzive.

" It shows Ihe Wfll-knnwn enemv and tact

he
peopli

" It has a remark.ibly clear face aivl clean

haiiils. which will rcnonimend it to people of

\aa\.e."—nome JuurnuL

"The oiej«!e«t, smoothest, anrt whites!
paper, priiile.l in n ?ty|p rrf typrrsrapliioal

tii aiity »iieh as »r- iii'Vr r saw r-xceederl—no,
niirequ.ileil.''— 7'<oi7.i dmiilij Agitator.

' The hamlsoinest and must useful psper
that over came under our observation."—
HiKinri Star.

" Williont a parallel."— 7/-i/« Free & iler.

"Itis filled with valuable matter, and treats
of siilijeels interextins to the human race."

—

Lri Oro-iM lifpublican.

I).rv

Ball

Ctra

Dietetics, comprising the Bible,
la orrrl.:al, Phvl.doclcal , Chemical and Vxre l-

1 Evidences concer nrng the -Natur al Dietetic

Communications, New Books for notice or review, Advertisesients,

»nd StJBscniPTioNS, should be addressed to the Publishers, as follows :

Bo.Tox:H2 Washington street., FOWLKR AND WELI.S,
),308 Broadway, New York,

ble American breed of horses. Tracing the
\

pedigree from the orifcroel Justin Moi^aa, throiri^h the

most n-^ted of his progeny, down to th*r present t'rne
;

for breedirc.breakro^. and trrenr ral ase and manatfenrrnt
of h(^T?es, wrtb practical direcrrons for mining rbem for

eahibrlron at ngrrcnlteral fairri. By D. C. LiXjriav,

Mi-tdlebrrry, Vt. Price $1 00. Sent free of postage OQ
receipt of price.

C. M SAXTON & COMPANY.
Agricultural Book Publishers,

Nor. It. 140 Fulton Street, N. Y.

Hydropatuic Cookery, with special
Directions for the Preparation of Food.

Dietaries, containing the Thera-
peutic Distlncli' ni of Diet for Invalids.

Philosophy op W-\teii-Clre, with
i:iust:aled explanations of all -he Water Cure Ap-
pliaucex, a PIrllosnphlcal Exposition of the Mndns

I Upeinrrdl ot Water Treatment, and Ihe True Ratlun-
ale ol Drug Tr ealnrent.

Tho Nature, Symptoms, and Trrat-
mcrrt of all known Dli^eases are examined, the 111-

success r>r d)u;;-]>iaclice exposed, and tire proper
lledlcation recommenrled and speclfled.

I

TUK TrKATJ!F-\T of SlRGICAI, Dis-

Let us add that OrR Papeh is of the best quality, manufactured expressly for our use— 'J['ni; Management OF Lting-i\ Wo-
white, clean, cheerful-looking, and attractive. To be printed in Qcaeto foLm. suitable for smv, and the Treatrrleni of Children etc
binding. The wo.k s intended i,. le a plilln. I'ntelllrlWe.
That OCR Types arc new, sharp, and clear, electrotyped with copper, a process which siifBi-ieirt cnide, frrr D .mostic Practice o, Hc.rrre

ensures beauty, distinctness, and durabllitj-. Ticaiment.in all o.uin

That Ovs. Presses are also new and complete, propelled by the power of steam, enabling phv"or'L"ir "the" rreJe
us to print :0,000 copies an hour. Treaimeni nrDiseBi<ea.

j

This great work may be had in O.vk Lahoe Vot-

Life lUnstrated will be furnished on the following very low terms, in advance : m"fMoTv p);st''oVc7liV th\>nited Su^s^^
Single Copy, one vear, $2 0 > | Nine Copies, one year, $'2 00 ^ . ^

Three Copies, one year, 5 00
|
Twelve Copies, oiie yiar ;5 00 low" : p'iVlSr* WE^^^^^^^^
Fifteen Cirpies, one year, IT ^ ,

No. sos Broadway, New York.

, dlsea«e»

rrd the

Mount Prospect 'Water-Cure.

Binghamton, Broome Co., N. Y. Mrs. Addi-

son, M. D., resident Physician. For full print-

ed particulars, inclose stamp, and address

Sept,-lt, II. M. RAN.NEY, Prr^prictor.

) Water-Cuke for Females Exclu-
sively, at Columbus, Ohio. Terms, 7 to 10 dol-

la eper week. Foi particulars, address

Ma;—If W. SHEPARD, M.D.

Seven Copies, one year, .. 10 00 I
Twenty Copies, one year, 20 00 1 Ao.^rrs in every neighborhood

Each Copy more than twenty, $i 00.
r.

. -
-

Snbscriptions may commence any time. Papers sent no longer than paid for. Now is

;he time to subscribe.
FOLE Pv.t ELLS, 303 Broslway, New York.

t packaces of a riozen r

r as Pi-eUht. Single CopI
' should have a Copv.

I

An Essay o.\ P.\rty ; snowixo its

^ , . , ^ ^ , „ , ,

Uses, its Abuses, and its Natural Dissolution

;

Opinions of Subscribers and Correspondents. i

^iso some results of i.s past action in the Uni-
" Life iLtrsTEATED is destined to become a bright particular star In the firmament of ted States, and some questions which invite its

literature."

—

Ella a contributor to periodical literature .
[
aciron to the near iiriure, bv PntLip o Kmui. The

"Although I take several other papers, I am always anxious to sec 'Life' first. It is the auih..r is no poiiiiciao in the popular sense of ihe'word,
best paper for the uionev that is published. I have often found things in a single number •>"' f'"™ a point far above ihe «eid of the present party

worth more than the price for a year. Some of our ladies here think thev could do as well "»''»»• f*^']'' and th. causes of thoie errors,

without their own life, as vours," when the latter is a day or two behindhand."-/), y H ,
\ ^^IXlo L^^lT p i« jTcC'^' Tj^r.'"

Oneida Co., X.Y.
\

t
fowLER AND WELLS.

" Life Illustrated is a model newspaper, not equalled bvanv other that I know of on 80S Broadrvay, N. v
earth I wish it visited every family in the land." - 31. A. t, Xcir Brighton, /'a. |

poor, but I do not know how to live withont 'Life,' therefore continue my sub- AVeber's Axato.mical Atlas of tue
HumanBodt, lithographed and published by

'• We .are ,ill young men, just commencing our career as pioneers of the frontier; and KsncoTT * Co.. No cs Be<i;r, .• , . v. ,vv„ i.

while we are struggling .against the adverse winds of a ' new settler's life,' we h.avc not tho
remotest idea of neglecting to feed the immortal mind. And in pursuance of our resolve,
we have determined upon Liff. Illustrated as being the one thing needful "—/.W. />., 1

fending a club /rem Minnesota Territory. I

I the Oen
sistlntr of elevel
comprehensive <
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I GODEFS GREATEST EFFORT !

STILL GREATER ATTRACTIONS WILL BE OFFERSD IN

GUDEY S LADY'8 BOOK FOR 1857.

This Work has been the standard

»tiempted,it hafl failed. ItiaiHSONLY LADY'S BOOK
PCSLrsasD iw Amirica.

New Features for 1857.—Mrs. S,

J. Hale, MiB8 Virgiuia de Forrest, Mrs. E. F. Ellet,

Mrs. Anne E. P.-rter, Mrs. >richoU, Miss A. T. Wilbur.

Rev. H. Hastings Weld, W. Gtlmore Simnis, Esq.

Mie« TowDsecd, MarioD Harlaod.MiS. A. B. Neal.and

Fdoline Forajib, will a!so cootritiute.

How to tlress with Taste. Cbildreo's Clothea—How

to ;al and coDtrivd them. PsiatiDg on Glass. Patch-

work. Tbe Dreserank<>r and the Millioer.

Drawing, in all its Variety, useful to the beginner and

FasbioDS, from tbe establisbnient of the celebrated

" Brodie," will be in every number.

E%ery-day Actualiiiee.—A new series of these illus-

trated attirks will be ^iven.
Point. BruuelB, and Venetian Lace, of every variety.

A specimen of ibe slitrhed to be used in each will be
given. In itddiiion to the above,
Oni Hcmdbkd pAoas of Reading will ba given

tid'-s upon tbtee enl j- ots wil

IQ ;he vi

Slippei

designs for indow CurUtitjs, Broderie Ang laiee

t. Boi.neis. Caps, Cloaks, Evening Drese^'s. Fan-
cies. HeBd-dresst-s, Hiilr-dressir g, Robea de

Cbambre, Canisge-dttS'es, Bridee' dresses. Wreaths
Man'illas. Walkiug-dreeaed, Ridin? Habils. and Morn-
ing Drcs««a, Dresses for Infants and Young MisEes, Boys'
Drceses. Capes and Cloaks of Fit in season, Patterns f r

Needlewoik of all kmtis, and Patterns to cut DreEses by
B-e grven monthly.
Orpchet and Netting work in Colors. Slippers in

Colore. Drawirg Lessons for Youth.
Send in jour ord^^rs s'lOn, as we expect our list for

1857 will r*>arh lOD.OOo ropies. Tbe best plan of fnb-
acribing is to send your money direct to tbe publisher.

TboBe whost-nd large amounis had better stnd drafts,

bej-rocurtd.
h cbeaui^r it is toWe think ^

ake the Ludv
tlutiazloe at two Dollars.

Three Dnili

Tbe Two Dell-T Mwgfizine
The LaHy's 8ook 62. Th^ Tw.
tained 3i -"i-graviogs, the Lady'
" " Mag:.z'De 64 pages, 1

ergravinge,
"

ined 36 articles.

Twer.tv-foui

Bi.d thirty a

Tbe low«^stcl

forty

i«gei, Dearly d'mble

ents difference in tbe price, which is thr

on each number, and for that stii

rente), you receive twenty-s'x moi
four more engravings, and thirty e

hiJ— certainly a verj cheap three ai

h. This view of ihe case baa probata

a prete'-ited, but il is a true alatemei
in convince herself of by comparitg I

TERMS, CASH IN ADVANCE.

One copy one year, 83. Two copies

e year, $s. Three copies ona year, $5. Five ropiea

le yrar. and an ei'ra r^pv to tbe peis n sending the
, $10. Eight copies

it-ndine tbe club, mak-

club, making twelve

I deviated from, no

and an extra copv
ine nine copies. t;5. Eleven co]

extra conv to the person sending t

Tbe above terms cannot
matter bow many are ordered.

Special CLCBBrxG with other IMag-
AztHKs.—God«y*8 Lady's Book and Arthur's Home
Magazine both one year for f3 50. Gc-dey's iJsdy'sBonU
and HftrpfT's Mng^zinf both one year for <4 60 Go-
dey's Lndy*s Book, Harper's Magazine, and Arthur's
Home Mdifazme one year, %i 00.
Tbe ebove is the only way we ca

Ibe moot

I Harpei'

mooey mufl all be sent at one time for aoy of the
CItibi.

SubMiibm in tb

elobi, muit rrmit S

pay tbe Am-riran f

L. A. GODEY, 113 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I

American Phrekolo(;icat, Journal.
—A Ucpository of Science, Literature, and
General lotelligence; Devoted to Phrenology
Pojciolo^i , Edoo. Ion, SKcbanLm, Agriculture, aid w

ProgreMlTe Mea»urei whipb are calculated to

Reform, Elevate, and ImproTe M«ikind. Illue>ral«d

Eogravingi. QuarU), guiuble for binding. Month-
lly. One dollar a year.

C HILSON S

CONE 11 FURNACE,

Gardser Chilson has lust completed and patented in America, England
and France, his new invention—Tilt " CONE " FURNACE—and asks the special attention of

those about erecting or remoueiimg Duiidings, as well ot as dealers in Hot-Air, Steam, or Hot-

Water Furnaces, and of all interested in Steam Power, to carefully examine this invention,

which entirely changes the principle and character of Hot Air Furnaces, developing another
and a new prineiple, and obviating all former objections to their use. The practical opera-

tion of a number of these Furnaces, erected during the past winter, points out a new discovery

in science, by which the most wonderful economy in fuel has been attained, and clearly

demonstrates that the waste heat lost from chimneys is enough to warm every dwelling in the

city. By this invention the heat formerly lost is made to warm the house.

The Cut above represents this invention as a Furnace, for Warming all classes of Buildings

with Hot Air, but the same principle is being adopted with remarkable success for Steam and
Hot Water Heating Apparatus; also for Steam Power and all other useful purposes for gene-

rating heat.

This discovery, simple in itself, is the daily wonder of those who witness its results, and it

becomes a matter of surprise that a plan at once so simple and practical in its operation

should thus far have entirely escaped the notice of scientific men. We believe that no one who
investigates this principle will be liable to use a furnace constructed «n any other.

CHILSON, GOULD & Co.,

August—3t. 99 and 101 Blackstone street, Boston.

UNDEK-GAKMENTS,
AND

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS.

AN EXTENSIVE and .Superior Variety of the above goode, at tbe Lowest Prices for wbich they ca

purcbused ld this Country, vrill be found at the well-known Importing and Munufactiiring Eetablisbment of

UNION ADAMS,
No. 591 Beoadwat, (opposite the Metropolitan Hotel,) New Tokk.

DEED:
A TALE OF THE GREAT DISxMAL SWAMP.

By Harriet Beecher Stowe,

Author of " Uncle Tom's Cabin."

2 Vols. 12mo. Price, $1 75. Postpaid.

!

•e "Baid" unquln ffedTjM lial i

t

ay, r

The Lawton Blackberry.—De-
|

scniPTiON OF THE Plakt.—This is a new and
|

entirely distinct variety, and not, as some

uppose, the "New Rochelle Blackberry," im-

proved by cultivation (the plants which
|

abuund in that n-jigbborh'jod being uu better ibno

those growing wild in every other part of the

country). It diflFers in shape, s'ze, and quality from
every other known variety. It is perlecliy hcrily,

endurirg the severest winters without protection. The
ruit ia delicious, having Bmall seeds in proportion to its

j

sue ; is a prodigious bearer, and in a good soil in any
|

locality, the stalk, leaf, flower and fruit, will grow of

mammoth propo.tioiiB. It delights in moist soil, and
will produce abnndaotly in tbe most shady borders ol

the garder, and even under fruit trees. i

OaDaBs Foa Plaktb.—All ordeis for plants will w
registered and supplied In rotation (deliverable in Ni is

Yoik, free of charge, for packages, with full dtrectif^.f;

f<-r planting and cultivation), in the Spbing. until the
BF.COND wBlK IN Mav t AlJTtMM, irom the BttroNn
WEiK IN OcToBSB, Bs ]'>og BS the Weather permits..
Price in pHckages ol half a dozen, one d,^zen f3 ;

fifiv niants »I6 1 one hundred, %iS.
13^ The ojoney should accompany the order.

WM. LAWTO V,
64 Wall St , New York.

Or, New Rocholle, New York.

leelrcs of the preren
crop of fruit nez

May

The Water-Cure Almanac for 1857.

—Contents.—Hygeopathy—General Rules in

Water-Cure ; Bathing ; Exercise : Diet ; Drink

;

Temperature; Ventilation; Light; Sleeping.

Rules for Treating all Fevers ; Rules for Treat]

iiig IJjwel Complaints
; Moral Influeoces of WholeBome

Food ; Abstinence from Flesh. Synooflis of Bathing

Pioceeoes-Wet Sheet Pack ; Half Pack ; Half Bath
.

Hip or S;iz Bath; Fool Bath; Rubbing Wet Sheet!

Pail Douche ; Stream Douche ; Towel, or Spocge Bath
,

The Wet Girdle; The Ch-st Wrapper; The Sweating

Pack ; The Plunge Bath ; The Shower Both ; Fomenta-

Vegetarians and Smrtll-Poi
1 : Poor Health of Americnu \1

>. e c.. etc. With i)l<-straiinri

gte copy; Twenty- five copies

; The

I'LER k WELLS, I Broadway, N, Y.

Fremont' .s Life, Explorai ions and
Public Services. In one handsome Volume,

with thirteen fine illustrations, a d accurate

Portraits, by Ciias. W. Upham. Price, pre-
paid, by mail, 87c

FOWLER AND WELLf?.
Aug. 308Uroadway,N.y.

[Nov.,

ALL THE i

REQUISITES
FOR PHTSIOLOGICAI., PHBENOLOOICAL, AND
HTDEOPATHIC LECTUKEE8 AKD PEA0T1TI0NEK8

may be ordered of

FOWLEU A WELLg.

ANATOMICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL
PLATES.

These plates, which were arranged
expressly for the New York Hydropathic Me-
dical College, and for Lectures on Health, Phy-
siology, &c., by H. A. Daniels, Anatomical
Draughtsman, are now completed.
They are six in number, representing the

normal position and life sixe of all the internal
viscera, magnified illustrations of the organs
of the special senses, and a vic'v of the princi-
pal nerves, arteries, veins, muscles, &c. For
popular instruction, for families, schools, and
for professional reference, they will be found
far superior to anything of the kind heretofore
published, as they are more complete and per-
fect in artistic design and finish.
Price for the set, fully colored, backed and

mounted on rollers, $12.
Manikins, from »325 to $1,900 each.
Skeletons— French wired — ready for use,

from $35 to $45 each.

HYDROPATHY.
Dr. Trail's Encyclopedia ... $3 00
Dr Shew's Family Physician . , . 2 50
Water-Cure in Chronic Diseases . . 1 50
Domestic Practice of Hydropathy . 160
Water Cure Library, seven volumes 7 00
and other standard works.

The New Pocket Syringe . • . . 3 60
Breast Pumps 1 50

PHRENOLOGY.
Specimens for Societies and Private Cabinets.

Forty of our best Specimens, size of Life. Casts
from the heads of John Quincy Adams, Aaron
Burr, George Combe, Elihu Burritt, T. H. Ben-
ton, Henry Clay, Rev. Dr. Dodd, Thomas A.
Emmett, Dr. Gall, Sylvester Graham, J C-
Neal, Silas Wright, Black Hawk, Osceola. 4c.,
&c. They can be packed and sent as freight or
express with safety. Price only $25 for forty

Also: Fowler's Phrenology, Combe's Phreno-
logy, Phrenological Charts, and marked Busts.
Crayon Heads • . . . $1 60 to $3
Water-Color Heads ... 3 to 5
Oil Color Heads 4 to 8
And any other which may be wanted, at a

reasonable price.

Cranberry Plants, of the Bell or
Egg shaped variety, the kind most suitable for

general culture. They can be grown on poor,
awainpy, unproductive land. Also, on land that will
retain mointure through the season, often prodncing
ISO to 301) bushels per acre. Fine bearing plants are
offered at 50c. per lOU, or $4 pe i lOUO, under 10,000
plants.

UPLAND CRANBERRY
Which grows on poor, cold, sterile, hillsides, and poor
lands, 'i'hey are ra-sed in great abundance in Ca' ada
and the Northern Provinces. Smaller Iruit and more
productive than the lowland kinds—Alec

—

NE ROCHELIE OR LAION BLVCiCJEJlRY .

Circulars relating to Culture, Soil. Price, 4c., will be
' *

' postage stamp.

New York I'eacher— The Organ
of the New York State Teachers' Association.

This is an 8vo. Magazine of 48 pages, pub-

lished monthly, and devoted to the cause of
Popular Kihiiatloli and to Oeueral Ltteraluie. II

stiniiut iM- 111 uu n.^iMi- nf every teacher, aud In tbe
Ubia. V . I ,ll^trlct.

It 1,1
1 I il management of an etll-

Niiv. It'

The Phrenological Almanac for

1857 is now ready for delivery. It contains

likenesses of many noted persons, with a con-

densed, yet lucid Biography and Phrenologi-

cal descriptions of their characters, including
Blanchard, the inventor; Buchanan; Fremont; Sum-

ner ;
Wordsworth, the poet ; Ogden Heffman : Rev. W.

H. Milburn, Ihe blind orator ; Yankee Sullivan, the pn.

giiiit
;
George Wilson, the murderer ; St Martin, Ih*

wonder of the world; Gerard, the lion-killer; and Dr.

Bond ; also articles entitled Yearly

meDl of Children ; What is Phrenoloi;
tioos for Ever) body; Preeoctous Cbijdren. filce sir- 'o
gle, 6 cents hv mail; Twenlv-Hve conies tl. Plee--
ddress FOWLER A WELLS, 31'8 Broadaay, N "

Iion-killer; and Dr. *

r Greeting; Govctd- (
)«y Good For! O nes \

;bfldr«n. Piic", sir-'?^
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Dr. Mattson's Patent Elastic

iKJECiiso Instrument. This Syringe is just

entering the market, and is receiving the un-

Qualified approbation of the public. It is in

the form of a pump, but Is wilUout a piston. It re-

quires but one hand to work It ; may be used

without au asslstaut ; and is admirably adapted to

ftll the purposes of a male and female Syiinge. It

Is also ^tremely light and poi table, and may easily

b« carried In a lady's or gentleman's pocket. The
j

accompanying figure explains how the iDstrumeut

la held when In use. The elastic .receiver, repre-
I

aenled as being held In the hand, is flrft compressed
|

and then permitted to expand ; a vacuum is thus

formed, and the receiver InimcdlatelyflUs wth fluid.
|

In this manner the individual may pump or Inject

any quantity of fluid.

Dr. J. V. C. Smith (Mayor of Boston^ and senior

editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,
j

speaking of the Elastic .Syringe, says : " One of Its I

peculiarities Is, that there is nu piston, and hence

it Is always In order. Nothing," be adds, "could
i

be more simple or admirable"

Price $3.
I

Sent by mall, prepaid to any distance within
,

3,000 miles, 13.50.
j

FOWLER AND -R-ELLS, I

308 Broadway, N, T.

The Kanzas Region
; forest

fralbie, desert. mocktain. vallet, and river,

By Max. Greln. This volume contains a re-

liable Map of the Territory, and an original

Mapoltliedi.strict now being settled; tlivrmonieti Ic

tables, showing the temperature, winter and sum-

mer, in dflfercnt sections; statement of the rela-

tive quantities ot rain ; correct measurement of

distances ; directions as to Koute and Quint for the

Pioneer; history of the Santa Fe trade, with sla-

tUlics; synopsis of recent land treaties, and full

information respecting Indian titles; some account

of settlements recently made; minute descriptions

of more than a hundred particular localities; and a

general view of the Scenery, Climate, Wild Produc-

tions, Capabilities of Soil, and
neial Resources of Kanzas, frc

the Rocky Mountains; interspeiaed with INCI-
DENTS OP TRAVEL, and anecdotes lllnatratlve of
the Charjcter of the Traders and Red Men. To which
are added copies of the Organic Law, the Homestead
Law, Squatter Laws.aud Market Prices, with o her
desiderata which make it a COMPLETE MANUAL
FOR THE EMIGRANT, and work of reference for
the student, as well as an instrnctlve Book ot West-
ern Life. Pi Ice. prepaid by moll, 3" cents.

Address FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

FO'SVLER AND VeIXS'
PATENT AGENCY DEPAETMENT.
We have established, in connection

with our already extensive business, a depart-

ment for transacting all kinds of business per-

taining to Patents, or Patented Inventions

either in the United States or Foreign Coun-

tries-

Advice, in cases of Re-iesues, Exteosicns of Patent

cooflictiDg Claims and njected Applicaticos, will be

fraely given in answer to letters stating the eiicom-

AiMs AND Aids for Girls and
ToPNO Women, on the Various Duties of Life,

including Physical, Intellectual, and Moral
Development, Self Culture, Improvement,
Dress, Beauty, Fashion, Employment, Educa-
tion, the Home Relations, their Duties to

Young .Men, Marriage, Womanhood, and Hap-
piness. By Rev. G. S. Weaver, author of

"Hopes and Helps," "Mental Science," "Ways
of Life," 4c., Fowler and AVells, Publishers,

308 Broadway. New York; 142 Washington
Street, Boston ; 31 Arch Street. Philadelphia.

Price, pre paid by mail, in paper 50 cents, in

muslin 67 cents, and in gilt $1.

To give a more complete idea of the book
"Aims and Aids," we copy a paragraph from
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TitrE Heroism of a Yoi xg AVomax.—At the \

bnming of the steamer John Jay, on Lake George
,
the

\

nobility of Miss Kate Gore's conduct during the excite- !

ment and struggle for life on board the John Jay, rises to
;

the dignity and sublimity of heroism. She was travelling ;

under the protection of her friend and neighbor, Mr. ^

Pritchard, and when danger was imminent, she turned to
\

him, '-Sir, take care of Mrs. Pritchard, I can swim."
i

Thus saying, she tripped forward with a mind composed, .

and a determination fixed, and passed over the side of the

burning vessel. The distance from the shore was then over !

8 mile, but she relying upon her own strength and courage,

and being unwilling to embarrass others who might have
dearer charges, undertook to save herself. She swam a

mile and became exhausted. A good boatman, observ-

ing that she failed, pushed to her relief, and succeeded
in time. He took her into his skiff and landed her safely.

She, in a transport of joy, and true to that nature which is

always grand, rewarded him with a gift more precious

to his manly heui t than gold.
J

[We suppose she rewarded him with a—a k-l-s-s!]
J

Well, every young person, male and female, should learn !

to swim. It Is an art easily acquired, and may—-when \

travelling by river, lake, or ocean—prove of vastly more I

importance than Greek, Latin, or Music. Ladies, learn to

swim. <

Act against the i se of Tobacco i.\ Coxnecti-
\

CUT.—As tobacco, about this time (1647) was coming into \

nse in the Colony, a very curious l.w was made for its regu. \

lation, or suppression. It was ordered, that no person under
\

twenty years of age. nor any other who had not already
J

accustomed himself to the use of it, should take any tobae <

CO until he had obtained a certificate from under the hand
J

of an approved physician, that it was useful for him, and
J

until he had also obtained a license from the court. All
:

others, who had addicted themselves to the use of it, were
j

prohibited from taking it, in any company, or at their :

labors, or in travelling, unless ten miles, at least, from any
;

company ; and though not in company, not more than once •,

a day, upon pain of a fine of sixpence for every such offence .

One substantial witness was to be a sufficient proof of the
'

crime. The constables of the several towns were to make \

presentment to the particular courts, and it was ordered,

that the fine should be paid without gainsaying.—

J

buU'a Hist, of Conn., Ed. of 1797.
j

Tme Beabd.—What would lie said of him \s\\o
j

would shave off his eyebrows, pull out his eyehoshes, or
;

shave his head all over? Such a practice would be pro. <

nounced uncouth, unreasonable, unhealthy, and necessarily
;

wrong; yet if the hair of the head pertains to the laws of
j

It Is often said by careless observers that bad teeth belong

to weak constitutions, or are found attendant upon poor

health. Such is a very great mistake, as any one will dis-

cover who looks carefully about him.—A'; Y. Ejepre^s Mes-

senger.

[We should bo glad to hear from our friend Dr. Clowes, of

the Eighth Avenue, on this important subject. He can

give the history of dentistry, fill a tooth, and put the mouth
in order on short notice. Will he give us a history of

dentistry, for Life Illustrated ?]

HEALTH.

The Chambers' of America."

BY JOLIA BABBEB.

flll-

and health, who dare say the be.ird has a less office to

-Eclectic Medical Journal.

OcR Teeth.—It is often asserted that the teeth

of the present generation are much inferior to those of the

generations who have passed us. We wish that some one of

our many dentists would prove literary enough to give us a

dental history. We should be astonished, probably, at the

dental evils of other days. Evidences of the use of false

teeth by the Eomans tn o thousand years ago, were found

among the ruins of Pompeii. Three hundred years ago,

Martain Luther complained of the toothache ; and a Ger-

man ambassador at the Court of Queen Elizabeth spoke of

the weakness and imperfection of the English people's teeth,

which he attributed to their custom of eating a great deal

of sugar. Shakspeare makes one of his characters speak of

being kept awake by a '-raging fang." Roger Williams was
struck by the imperfect teeth of the Narragansett Indians,

whom toothache and decayed teeth troubled exceedingly.

George Washington had a set of artificial teeth, for which ho
paid five hundred dollars. Napoleon always had bad teeth,

and was especially troubled with them at St. Helena.
Walter Scott speaks, at a comparatively early period of life,

of dental troubles, and wishes he had some "fresh teeth."
Snch are a very few facts which come up in our poor
me-nory concerning a somewhat interesting matter. We
would like to have many more of them. For our own
part, we haTe no doubt that dentists were In demand at
Vrib court of Chcdorlamner.

TnKBK is a priceless jewel sent by Heaven
To all who walk ia Nature's holy way.

I marked its glory, like the golden morn,

That clothes the forehead of the earth with light

;

Among the sons of men its shining track

Was bright with gems of Peace, and Happiness.

And in my heart I said, "How great and good

The Father who bestows such blessed gifts

To win the gratitude and love of all

His wayward tliildrcn. In the narrow way
Of Virtue, Purity, and Truth, they all

Will surely tread, and wear this priceless gem
As keepers of a high, and sacred trust."

Alas ! The faith that whisper'd thus was built

On shifting sand.

For vanity and sin,

For folly and for Fashion's glitt'ring show.

This gift of God is rudely cast away.

And yet how poor a recompense is this

For life's great blessing, health, forever lost

!

A passing dream—an hour of sin and pride

—

And then with weary heart to backward gaze

On life's lone waste, a pathless wilderness.

Where we may vainly seek, with outstretched hands,

To wander but to happiness, and God.

The wasted lives that lay on Fashion's shrine

Their gifts divine, yea, and their hopes of Heaven,

Are passing downward to the gates of Death.

And is the boon of life so poor a thing

That the best powers of the God-like mind
Are wasted in perverting this great gift?

We know not of the we.ilth that sleeps within,

Unconscious energy of heart, and mind.

Prisoned and tortured in these mortal bars, i

Why then degrade the casket that enshrines

The soul, so rich in its commune with God ?

Diamonds may sparkle on the lily brow

Of Fashion's votary, and costly garb

May seek to beautify His last, best work,
"

As though 'twere possible to deck the flow'rs

His hand hath wrought, and made so beautiful I

But give to mo that pearl of greater price,

That gem of health, so little valued now,

That glitter'd on the brow of Industry,

And blest the loving hearts of "long ago.
"

Orwell, Vt.

Abuse of tiik Lvnis.—Mr. f. E. Bcecher, in a

recent book, says:-"It is the universally acknowledged

fact, that the present generation of men and women are

inferior in health and powers of endurance to their imme-
diate ancestors. And in all quarters the cause is sought,

while many varying answers are given. It is probable

that no one cause can be assigned as the sole reason. But

it can be made to appear probable that the abuse of the

lungs, by supplies of imp'uro air, has had more influence

than any one thing in the general decay of health. Our

ancestors always slept In cold and well-ventilated chambers.

And In the family by day, the broad-mouthed chimney and

uncorked doors and windows secured a constant flow of

cool and pure air, while daily exercise in family work, by

women and children, and out-door work by men and boys,

secured the cheerful spirits and healthful exercise most

favorable to body and mind."

C0N-CE.4T.ED Weai'o.ns —.\ Westpm editor wants

to know whether the law recently enacted against carrying

concealed weapons, applies to doctors, who carry their pills

in their pockets 1

A First Class Weekly Paper for the Friends of Progress

and their Families.

THIRD YEAE.—SUBSCRIBE KOW
Improved and Beautilied.

The First Number of the third year of this popular

journal appeared on the 1st of November. The plan of the

paper embraces

:

A Weekly Summary of Passing Events,
Foreign, Domestic, Liter.iry, Scientific, and Humanitary. A
statement of the Maekets in every number Important

movements in the Business WoRin carefully noted. A
great variety of interesting miscellaneous intelligence.

The news condensed, so as to present in a moderate com-

pass everything which an intelligent family ought to know.

Signs of Promise.
The conductors of Lite Illustrated believe in the good

time coming, and are assiduous in chronlclingall that prom-

ises to hasten it. New Inventions calculated to s.ave Tabor,

promote comfort, abridge suffering, and dignify life, are de-

scribed. New ideas are not rejected because they are new,

nor old falsehoods supported because they arc old. Genuine

improvement in all departments of affairs has a firm friend

in this journal.

School Reform.
Despite our numberless Schools and Colleges, and the'nni-

versal interest in education, the fact is as clear as the day,

that we are not yet a well-Instructed people. Our schools

must be improved and our colleges radically reformed. This

reform, demanded by the times, .and by the growing import-

ance of our country among the nations of the earth, is one

which the editors of Life Illustrated are most solicitous

to promote.
Better Health.

With the finest clim.atc and the most glorious country

upon which the sun .shines, we .are a nation of invalids!

Better health Is the first necessity of the people, and it is

one of the objects of the paper to point out the causes of ill

health and the means of regaining and preserving It.

The Eural Arts.

A considerable portion of our space is devoted to matter

designed to promote Agriculture, Horticulture, and rural

affairs generally. Better farming is one of the requirements

of the ase. This department of Life Illusteatbd has met

with universal approval.

literature.

Sketches, descriptive, historical and biographical, by au-

thors of repute ; notices of new books and works c,f art

;

selections from the best periodicals, home and foreign; new

ideas, or old ones newly applied ; the wit and wisdom of the

comic papers, will all contribute to the value and interest of

our columns.
In a Word,

whatever may tend to illustrate life as it passes, whatever

may assist our readers to live wisely, to live happily, or to

live long, is comprehended In our plan. We aspire to make

our paper worthy In every respect of its name ; and we have

abundant means and facilities for attaining Our object, as

well as an experience of Twenty years In puplishing popu-

lar periodicals.

Terms.

Our Terms are two dollars a year, or one dollar for six

months. Three copies, five dollars. Five copies, eight dol-

lars. Seven copies, ten dollars. Nine copies, twelve dollars.

Twelve copies, fifteen dollars. Fifteen copies, seventeen

dollars. Twenty copies, twenty dollars. Any additional

number at the same rate. Payment Inv.ariably In advance.

Paper sent no longer than paid for. Address,

FOWLEK AND WELLS, 808 Broadway, New York.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

Beyond all peradventure the neatest paper in the Union,

and to our mind, the best for the family circle. It contains

no sickly sentiraentalism, and nothing that even indicates

an impure thought-Cambria Tribune, Jolinstoxcn, Pa.

Life Illustrated Is one of the purest, highest-toned

publications printed In New York CMy.-Ilandolph Whig.

The ne.atest and most spirited of our exchanges. If any

of our friends wish to subscribe for a live paper, we recom-

mend Life Illustrated as the \>esX.—Berlin Covrant.—




